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MOU/MOA Sample Template*:



MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING (MOU) between

Insert Name of Party A

And

Insert Name of Party B



This is an agreement between “Party A”, hereinafter called Insert Name of Party A and “Party B”, hereinafter called Insert Name of Party B.

I. PURPOSE & SCOPE

The purpose of this MOU is to clearly identify the roles and responsibilities of each party as they relate to the grant funded by the Administration of Native Americans entitled Insert Title of Your Grant



In particular, this MOU is intended to establish commitment to the project and coordinate both parties’ responsibilities. 

Examples:

· Establish a Council of Wisdom Keepers to guide the development and delivery of the new culture camp.

· Provide meeting space for the Council of Wisdom Keepers and staff to collaborate.

· Increase availability of tribal lands for culture camps.

· Coordinate with project partners to successfully deliver adult language classes weekly, year-round.

II. BACKGROUND

Brief description of the parties involved in the MOU with mention of any current/historical ties to this project. 

Example: 

Party A has extensive experience hosting and promoting cultural activities for the tribe.  The next logical step is to add language learning activities to these hosted activities.

Party B has been a long-time supporter and collaborator with the tribe and is willing to continue this relationship by supporting additional cultural and language activities.

III. [Insert PARTY A’s Name] RESPONSIBILITIES UNDER THIS MOU

[Party A] shall undertake the following activities: 

Examples:

· Provide office space, equipment and supplies for new project staff

· Train new project staff.

· Support and nurture the work of the Council of Wisdom Keepers.

· Develop curriculum for new adult Native language classes.

· Promote the newly scheduled culture and language activities in the community.

· Maintain records and data on all project activities and report out to the funder as required.

· Sponsor community culture and language potlucks and highlight an aspect of the project at each gathering.

· Evaluate the success and lessons learned of the project and report on them twice yearly.

IV. [Insert name PARTY B] RESPONSIBILITIES UNDER THIS MOU

[Party B] shall undertake the following activities:  

Examples:

· Share office equipment with the project staff such as printers and copiers for printing fliers for community-wide distribution announcing cultural and language activities.

· Provide meeting space for the tribal dance group to practice weekly.

· Co-Promote all cultural and language activities scheduled throughout the year.

· Sponsor a third of the monthly community gatherings by donating food and drink for the potlucks and door prizes for attendees.

V.IT IS MUTUALLY UNDERSTOOD AND AGREED BY AND BETWEEN THE PARTIES THAT:

1. Modification - This MOU may be amended from time to time by mutual agreement of the parties in a written modification signed by both parties.

2. Termination - This MOU may be terminated by mutual agreement of the parties and shall automatically terminate upon completion of all responsibilities as stated herein, unless otherwise amended.

VI. FUNDING

This MOU does (does not) include the reimbursement of funds between the two parties. (If applicable)

1. Party A will reimburse Party B for the following expenses that have been pre-approved, see Expense Authorization Form:

1. Personal Auto Use at 57.5 cents, see attached Mileage Reimbursement Form

1. Printing/Copying expenses at 5 cents per page, see attached Printing Reimbursement Form

1. Other, see attached Expense Reimbursement form.

1. Party B will reimburse Party A for pre-approved expenses; see Expense Authorization Form and Expense Reimbursement Form.

1. Party B has agreed to discount and/or in-kind services as stated in the attached letter of commitment.

During the term of this agreement reimbursement of expenses by Party or Party B requires preapproval by the other party.  All requests for reimbursement must be accompanied by appropriate documentation in accordance with practices and policies of each party.

VII. EFFECTIVE DATE AND SIGNATURE

This MOU shall be effective upon the signature of Parties A and B authorized officials. It shall be in force from (date) _____ to (date) _____.

Parties A and B indicate agreement with this MOU by their signatures.



Signatures and dates:

[Insert name of Party A]				[Insert name of Party B]





_________________________________	_____________________________________



_____________________________Date	__________________________________Date




*From the current ANA Funding Opportunity Announcements:





Third-Party Agreements



Third-party agreements include Memoranda of Understanding or Agreement (MOU/MOA) and Letters of Commitment. Letters of Commitment and MOU/MOAs must both clearly describe the roles and responsibilities for project activities and the support and/or resources that the third-party (i.e., sub-recipient, contractor, or other cooperating entity) is committing. The Letters of Commitment and MOU/MOAs must be signed by the person in the third-party organization with the authority to make such commitments on behalf of their organization. General letters of support are not considered to be third-party agreements.

 

Applicants must provide Letters of Commitment or MOU/MOAs between recipients and third-parties (i.e., sub-recipients, contractors, or other cooperating entities). In addition to clearly describing the roles and responsibilities for project activities and support and/or resources that the third-party is committing, these agreements must detail work schedules and estimated remuneration with an understanding that a finalized agreement will be negotiated once the successful applicant is awarded the grant.



Collaboration/consortia applicants must provide letters of commitment or MOU/MOAs identifying the primary applicant and all collaborators that are responsible for project activities.






DESCRIBE YOUR ORGANIZATION’S CAPACITY AND STAFFING PLAN

Explain in detail your organization’s project management and financial management capacity to implement this project.





1. Project Management

a. Draw out an organizational chart that clearly identifies the project staff and where each position falls withing the organization

































b. Describe the responsibilities and qualifications needed for each staff position and include an overview of how the position will support the project.

 (
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c. Identify which staff member(s) will manage any partners, contractors, subcontractors, consultants, Request for Proposals (RFPs) and third-party agreements (Contracts, MOUs, Statements of Work, Letters of Commitment, etc.). Remember to include the related responsibilities and qualifications in the job description.



























2. Financial Management

a. Describe the internal financial controls of your Tribe/Organization including the policies and procedures which clearly define how the disbursement of funds, purchasing, cash drawdowns, and related authorizations are handled.























3. Staffing Plan

a. Project Staff - List each position, qualifications of the individual for that position, and what responsibilities they will have on the project.



b. Consultants - List each consultant that will be a part of the project, qualifications of the consultant, and what responsibilities they will have on the project.























c. Partners - List each partner and what their responsibilities on the project, and why they are qualified to perform those responsibilities.





















d. Management of Staff, Consultants, and Partners - Explain what the organization’s hiring process is and how the staff, consultants, and partners will be managed i.e., who will supervise the Project Manager, other staff, consultants, and how will the organization work/communicate with the partn
















This template provides the major categories that you should include in your job descriptions along with an explanation of what to include in each category.



		Job title

		The formal title of the position



		Reports to

		The title of the position that the job incumbent reports to







Job purpose



Provide a brief description of the general nature of the position; an overview of why the job exists; and what the job is to accomplish.

· The job purpose is usually no more than four sentences long



Duties and responsibilities



List the primary job duties and responsibilities using headings and then give examples of the types of activities under each heading. Using headings and giving examples of the types of activities to be done allows you to develop a flexible job description that encourages employee to ‘work outside the box’ and within reason, discourages “that’s not my job”.

· Identify between three and eight primary duties and responsibilities for the position

· List the primary duties and responsibilities in order of importance

· Begin each statement with an action verb

· Use the present tense of verbs

· Use gender neutral language such as s/he

· Use generic language such a photocopy instead of Xerox

· Where appropriate use qualifiers to clarify the task – where, when, why or how often – for example instead of “greet visitor to the office” use “greet visitors to the office in a professional and friendly manner”

· Avoid words that are open to interpretation – for example instead of “handle incoming mail” use “sort and distribute incoming mail”



Qualifications



State the minimum qualifications required to successfully perform the job. These are the qualifications that are necessary for someone to be considered for the position.



All qualifications must comply with provincial human rights legislation. 



Qualifications include:

· Education

· Specialized knowledge

· Skills

· Abilities

· Other characteristics such as personal characteristics

· Professional Certification

· Experience





Working conditions, if applicable



If the job requires a person to work in special working conditions this should be stated in the job description. Special working conditions cover a range of circumstances from regular evening and weekend work, shift work, working outdoors, working with challenging clients, and so forth.



Physical requirements, if applicable



If the job is physically demanding, this should be stated in the job description. A physically demanding job is one where the incumbent is required to stand for extended periods of time, lift heavy objects on a regular basis, do repetitive tasks with few breaks, and so forth.



Direct reports



List by job title any positions to be supervised by the incumbent.





		Approved by:



		Signature of the person with the authority to approve the job description



		Date approved:

		Date upon which the job description was approved



		Reviewed:

		Date when the job description was last reviewed







Ideally, a job description should be reviewed annually and updated as often as necessary.







		A national organization agreed to post this policy on www.hrcouncil.ca as part of the HR Toolkit. Sample policies are provided for reference only. Always consult current legislation in your jurisdiction to create policies and procedures for your organization











Note:  Default to your own Tribe/Organization's HR policies. This template is for organizations that don’t have a template or for comparison purposes. In general, the job descriptions included in your application should be kept to a single page when possible. 



Provided for reference only. 
Always consult current legislation in your jurisdiction to create policies and procedures for your organization.



Source: HR Council for the Nonprofit Sector 
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TIP


Developing a Budget 


Developing your budget for your ANA project is more than completing the SF 424 and 424a. 
It involves many components: Federal Request, Non Federal Share, salaries, costs, etc. This 
worksheet provides step-by-step guidance to assist you. There is also a separate worksheet in 
this kit dedicated to the Non Federal Share which you can refer to, if needed.


Step 1  While everyone has their own method for writing grants, we suggest that
you complete the Objective Work Plan (OWP) and the Approach narrative before 
tackling the Budget. Begin your budget by determining the cost to complete each 
activity in the OWP and compile into your draft budget. In this way, you won’t forget 
costs and you ensure that the budget corresponds to the personnel and resources 
required to complete the project.


Step 2  We recommend using an Excel spreadsheet for your budget with the following
columns: Category, Federal Request, Non Federal Share and Total. (You can request a 
budget template from your TA provider.) At this point, you will be working with the 
expenses identified in Step 1, being careful the Federal Request does not exceed the 
maximum amount for the program area you are applying, separating out costs by 
project year, and adhering to the following: 


Budget Requirements


• Provide a line-item budget detailing all expenditures for each year of your project;


• Provide a budget justification narrative for each year of the project detailing how 
each cost was derived and how it is justified in relation to the project;


• Follow the Budget Object Class Categories outlined in Section IV.2 of the FOA;
• Identify the required 20% Non Federal Share for each year of your budget.


• Include required travel to Post Award Training (Year 1 Only) and Grantee Meeting 
(every year of project);


• Provide quotes for Consultant work, large ticket and unique items in the appendix.


Step 3  Now that you have a completed draft budget, double-check for calculation errors
and clarity. You also have to make sure the three components of your application, 
the Project Approach, OWP and Budget, align completely. You want to avoid having 
an expense that is not explained in the Approach and mentioned in the OWP or 
other way around.


1 // ANA Application Toolkit







Tips
1. Work with your Finance people during the planning and writing of the applica-


tion. You will need their input to make sure costs are allowable, the personnel/
fringe are in line with your organization, Indirect Rates are included and much 
more.


2. Do not include any Leveraged Resources in your Budget! Include the discussion 
and description of the Leveraged Resources in the Project Approach section.


3. It will help to have someone outside your team go over the budget, such as a 
TA provider, to get an objective review.


2 // ANA Application Toolkit
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BUDGET INFORMATION - Non-Construction Programs
SECTION A - BUDGET SUMMARY


Grant Program Function 
or Activity


Catalog of Federal 
Domestic Assistance Estimated Unobligated Funds New or Revised Budget


Number Federal Non-Federal Federal Non-Federal Total


(a) (b) ( c) (d) ( e) (f) (g)


1.    SEDS - Fed Share


93.612


$281,293 $281,293


2.    SEDS -  NFS $70,328 $70,328


3. $0


4. $0


5. Totals $0 $0 $281,293 $70,328 $351,621


SECTION B - BUDGET CATEGORIES
GRANT PROGRAM, FUNCTION OR ACTIVITY


6. Object Class Categories SEDS - Fed Share SEDS - NFS Total


(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)


a. Personnel $110,000 $25,000 $135,000
b. Fringe Benefits $38,445 $8,738 $47,183
c. Travel $6,918 $0 $6,918
d. Equipment $0 $0 $0
e. Supplies $1,200 $1,200 $2,400
f. Contractual $0 $0 $0
g. Construction $0 $0 $0
h. Other $124,730 $35,390 $160,120
i. Total Direct Charges (sum of 6a-6h) $281,293 $70,328 $351,621
j. Indirect Charges $0 $0 $0
k. TOTALS (sum of 6i and 6j) $281,293 $70,328 $351,621


7. Program Income $0


93.612







SECTION C - NON-FEDERAL RESOURCES
(a) Grant Program (b) Applicant ( c) State (d) Other Sources Total


8. ANA NFS $70,328 $70,328
9.
10.
11.
12. TOTAL (sum of 8-11) $70,328 $0 $0 $70,328


SECTION D - FORECASTED CASH NEEDS
Total for 1st Year 1st Quarter 2nd Quarter 3rd Quarter 4th Quarter


13. Federal $281,293 $70,323 $70,323 $70,323 $70,323
14. Non-Federal $70,328 $17,582 $17,582 $17,582 $17,582
15. TOTAL (sum of lines 13 and 14) $351,621 $87,905 $87,905 $87,905 $87,905


SECTION E - BUGET ESTIMATES OF FEDERAL FUNDS NEEDED FOR BALANCE OF THE PROJECT
(a) Grant Program FUTURE FUNDING PERIODS (YEARS)


(a) First (b) Second


16. ANA $247,459 $193,441
17.
18.
19.
20. TOTAL (sum of lines 16 - 19) $247,459


SECTION F - OTHER BUDGET INFORMATION
21. Direct Charges: 22.  Indirect Charges


23. Remarks:





		SF 424A Year 1
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PROJECT SUMMARY/ABSTRACT



		Project Title: 



		Applicant: 



		Address: 

		Contact Phone: 



		Email Address: 

		Website: 



		Summary/Abstract of the Project:

Remove this italic text and replace with your text set in 12-pt font, single space, (not italic). Include, at a minimum, your current community condition, how your project is addressing it, your objectives, and outcomes you expect to achieve. 










CATEGORY/ITEM DESCRIPTION Federal Share
Non-Federal 


Share
Total


PERSONNEL
Project Director - 100%                 50,000             10,000              60,000 
Administrative Assistant - 100%                 25,000               5,000              30,000 
Outreach Specialist - 100%                 35,000             10,000              45,000 


-                        - - 
TOTAL PERSONNEL  $          110,000  $        25,000  $       135,000 
FRINGE BENEFITS@34.95%
FICA @ 7.65% 8,415               1,913              10,328 
FUTA @ .08%   88   20                1,080 
SUTA @ 2.5% 2,750 625                3,375 
Health Insurance @ 18.72%  20,592              4,680              25,272
Retirement @ 4% 4,400               1,000                5,400 
Workman's Comp. @ 2% 2,200 500                2,700 


TOTAL FRINGE BENEFITS  $             38,445  $           8,738  $          47,183 
TRAVEL
Post Award Training - 2 people 3,182 -                3,182 
ANA Grantee Meeting - 2 people 3,736 -                3,736 


-                        - - 
TOTAL TRAVEL  $               6,918  $ -  $            6,918 


EQUIPMENT
-                        - - 


                           - -                         - 
TOTAL EQUIPMENT  $ -  $ -  $ - 


SUPPLIES
General Office Supplies 1,200               1,200                2,400 


-                        - - 
TOTAL SUPPLIES  $               1,200  $           1,200  $            2,400 


CONTRACTUAL
-                        - - 


                           - -                         - 
TOTAL CONTRACTUAL  $ -  $ -  $ - 


OTHER
15 Day Care Stipends                 39,000 -              39,000 
18 Roof trainee and 12 plumber apprentice clothing sets                 10,050 -              10,050 
Roofing certification, computer information courses 
tuition, and plumber certification tuition                 32,400 -              32,400 


Transportation gas cards/bus passes                 14,400 -              14,400 
Educational/Career Testing Supplies and Materials 6,000 -                6,000 
Participant Meeting Supplies -               2,000                2,000 


Kloshe Urban Indian Program
BUDGET YEAR ONE


Confidential 4/22/2020 Page 1







Bud Year 1


Participant Support Costs texts, manuals and supplies                 13,145 -              13,145 


3 laptops for program implementation/administration 4,500 -                4,500 
Steering committee meeting supplies 1,200 240                1,440 
Furnished Classroom space rental -               6,750                6,750 
Furnished Office space rental -               9,000                9,000 
Communication (telephones and internet) 3,000 -                3,000 
Local Mileage 1,035 -                1,035 
1 Office printer/copier rental -               3,000                3,000 
Equipped Computer lab space -             12,000              12,000 
Utilities (electric, water, and sewer) -               2,400                2,400 


TOTAL OTHER $124,730  $        35,390  $       160,120 
DIRECT COST TOTAL 281,293 70,328 351,621
INDIRECT COST @ XX.XX% (if applicable) 0 0 0
TOTAL PROJECT COST YEAR 1 281,293 70,328 351,621
Required Non-Federal Share 70,323
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Bud Year 2


CATEGORY/ITEM DESCRIPTION Federal Share
Non-Federal 


Share
Total


PERSONNEL
Project Director - 100%                 50,000             10,000              60,000 
Administrative Assistant - 100%                 25,000               5,000              30,000 
Outreach Specialist - 100%                 35,000             10,000              45,000 


-                        - - 
TOTAL PERSONNEL  $          110,000  $        25,000  $       135,000 
FRINGE BENEFITS@34.95%
FICA @ 7.65% 8,415               1,913              10,328 
FUTA @ .08% 88 20                1,080 
SUTA @ 2.5% 2,750 625                3,375 
Health Insurance @ 18% 20,592  4,680              24,272 
Retirement @ 4% 4,400               1,000                5,400 
Workman's Comp. @ 2% 2,200 500                2,700 


TOTAL FRINGE BENEFITS  $             38,445  $           8,738  $          47,183 
TRAVEL
ANA Grantee Meeting - 2 people 3,736 -                3,736 


-                        - - 
TOTAL TRAVEL  $               3,736  $ -  $            3,736 


EQUIPMENT
-                        - - 


                           - -                         - 
TOTAL EQUIPMENT  $ -  $ -  $ - 


SUPPLIES
General Office Supplies 1,200               1,200                2,400 


-                        - - 
TOTAL SUPPLIES  $               1,200  $           1,200  $            2,400 


CONTRACTUAL
-                        - - 


                           - -                         - 
TOTAL CONTRACTUAL  $ -  $ -  $ - 


OTHER
15 Day Care Stipends                 39,000 -              39,000 
10 New roof trainee and  12 new plumber apprentice 
clothing sets and 5 replacement participants 9,045 -                9,045 


Roofing certification, computer information courses 
tuition, and plumber certification tuition                 21,438 -              21,438 


Transportation gas cards/bus passes                 11,520 -              11,520 
Educational/Career Testing Supplies and Materials 2,200 -                2,200 
Participant Meeting Supplies -               1,000                1,000 


Kloshe Urban Indian Program
BUDGET YEAR TWO
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Bud Year 2


Participant Support Costs texts, manuals and supplies 5,295 -                5,295 


Steering committee meeting supplies 1,200 300                1,500 
Furnished Classroom space rental -               5,250                5,250 
Furnished Office space rental -               9,000                9,000 
Communication (telephones and internet) 3,000 -                3,000 
Local Mileage 1,380 -                1,380 
1 Office printer/copier rental -               3,000                3,000 
Equipped Computer lab space -               6,000                6,000 
Utilities (electric, water, and sewer) -               2,400                2,400 


TOTAL OTHER $94,078  $        26,950  $       121,028 
DIRECT COST TOTAL 247,459 61,888 309,347
INDIRECT COST @ XX.XX% (if applicable) 0 0 0
TOTAL PROJECT COST YEAR 1 247,459 61,888 309,347
Required Non-Federal Share 61,865
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Bud Year 3


CATEGORY/ITEM DESCRIPTION Federal Share
Non-Federal 


Share
Total


PERSONNEL
Project Director - 100%                 50,000             10,000              60,000 
Administrative Assistant - 100%                 25,000               5,000              30,000 
Outreach Specialist - 100%                 35,000             10,000              45,000 


-                        - - 
TOTAL PERSONNEL  $          110,000  $        25,000  $       135,000 
FRINGE BENEFITS@34.95%
FICA @ 7.65% 8,415               1,913              10,328 
FUTA @ .08% 88 20                108 
SUTA @ 2.5% 2,750 625                3,375 
Health Insurance @ 18%                 20,592               4,680              25,272 
Retirement @ 4% 4,400               1,000                5,400 
Workman's Comp. @ 2% 2,200 500                2,700 


TOTAL FRINGE BENEFITS  $             38,445  $           8,738  $          47,183 
TRAVEL
ANA Grantee Meeting - 2 people 3,736 -                3,736 


-                        - - 
TOTAL TRAVEL  $               3,736  $ -  $            3,736 


EQUIPMENT
-                        - - 


                           - -                         - 
TOTAL EQUIPMENT  $ -  $ -  $ - 


SUPPLIES
General Office Supplies 1,200               1,200                2,400 


-                        - - 
TOTAL SUPPLIES  $               1,200  $           1,200  $            2,400 


CONTRACTUAL
-                        - - 


                           - -                         - 
TOTAL CONTRACTUAL  $ -  $ -  $ - 


OTHER
5 Day Care Stipends                 13,000 -              13,000 
10 New plumber apprentice and 2 replacement plumber 
apprentice clothing sets. 4,020 -                4,020 


Plumber certification tuition                 10,800 -              10,800 


Transportation gas cards/bus passes 2,880 -                2,880 
Educational/Career Testing Supplies and Materials 1,200 -                1,200 
Participant Meeting Supplies - 300 300 


Kloshe Urban Indian Program
BUDGET YEAR THREE
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Bud Year 3


Participant Support Costs texts, manuals and supplies                   2,580                        -                2,580 


Steering committee meeting supplies                   1,200                  240                1,440 
Furnished Classroom space rental                            -                        -                         - 
Furnished Office space rental                            -               7,500                7,500 
Communication (telephones and internet)                   3,000                        -                3,000 
Local Mileage                   1,380                        -                1,380 
1 Office printer/copier rental                            -               3,000                3,000 
Equipped Computer lab space                            -                        -                         - 
Utilities (electric, water, and sewer)                            -               2,400                2,400 


TOTAL OTHER $40,060  $        13,440  $          53,500 
DIRECT COST TOTAL 193,441 48,378 241,819
INDIRECT COST @ XX.XX% (if applicable) 0 0 0
TOTAL PROJECT COST YEAR 1 193,441 48,378 241,819
Required Non-Federal Share 48,360
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CATEGORY/ITEM DESCRIPTION Federal Share
Non-Federal 


Share
CALCULATION AND JUSTIFICATION


PERSONNEL 110,000$       25,000$     
Project Director - 100%


Administrative Assistant - 100%


Outreach Specialist - 100%


FRINGE BENEFITS 38,445$         8,738$       
FICA @ 7.65%


FUTA @ .08%


SUTA @2.50%


Health Insurance @ 18.00%


Retirement @ 4.00%


Workman's Comp. @ 2.00%


TRAVEL 6,918$           -$                
Post Award Training - 2 people


ANA Grantee Meeting - 2 people


EQUIPMENT -$  -$                Not Applicable
SUPPLIES 1,200$           1,200$       Describe supplies to be purchase and need by project


Federal:  The amount is the required employer contribution to the state unemployment 
fund and is in proportion to the non federal wages requested.  Non Federal:  The amount is 
in proportion to the wages and supported by the Northwest Foundation.


Federal:  The amount is the retirement plan provided by the organization and is in 
proportion to the federal wages requested.  Non Federal:  The amount is in proportion to 
the wages and supported by the Northwest Foundation.


Federal:  The amount is the cost for workers' compensation insurance and is in proportion 
to the federal wages requested.  Non Federal:  The amount is in proportion to the wages 
and supported by the Northwest Foundation.


Federal:  The Project Director is 100% of time on the project with 83% of the wages paid 
with federal funds.  The Project Director will be responsible for recruitment and 
management of all participants, management of the MOUs with the community college, 
employers, and other partners; collection of data, supervision of the Outreach Specialist 
and Administrative Assistant, ensuring that planned outcomes and outputs will be achieved 
as planned, and all other administrative activities.  Non Federal:  The organization has 
secured private resources from the Northwest Foundation for 17% of the Project Director's 
wages.
Federal:  The Administrative Assistant is 100% of time on the project with 83% of the wages 
paid with federal funds.  The Administrative Assistant will be responsible for providing 
support to the Project Director and Outreach Specialist, aggregation of all project data, and 
other administrative activities.  Non Federal:  The organization has secured private 
resources from the Northwest Foundation for 17% of the Administrative Assistant's wages.


Federal:  The Outreach Specialist is 100% of time on the project with 78% of the wages paid 
with federal funds.  The Outreach Specialist will be responsible for recruitment of the 
project participants, assessing the need for support services, and monitoring the progress of 
each participant.  The Outreach Specialist will also work with the project partners to 
support the individual development plans of each participant.  Non Federal:  The 
organization has secured private resources from the Northwest Foundation for 22% of the 
Outreach Specialist's wages.


Federal:  The amount is the required employer contribution for social security and medicare 
and is in proportion to the  federal wages requested.  Non Federal:  The amount is in 
proportion to the wages and supported by the Northwest Foundation.
Federal:  The amount is the required employer contribution to the federal unemployment 
fund and is in proportion to the federal wages requested.  Non Federal:  The amount is in 
proportion to the wages and supported by the Northwest Foundation.


Federal:  The amount is the cost of the organization's health insurance which is provided to 
all full time employees and is in proportion to the federal wages requested.  Non Federal:  
The amount is in proportion to the wages and supported by the Northwest Foundation.


Federal:  The cost includes airfare at $660 each, four nights lodging at $146 per night, four 
and one half days M&IE at $56 per day, and ground transportation at $95 for each of the 
two individuals traveling to ANA Post Award Training.  The organization follows the GSA 
guidelines.  


Federal:  The cost includes airfare at $730 each, four nights lodging at $184 per night, four 
and one half days M&IE at $76 per day, and ground transportation at $60 for each of the 
two individuals traveling to ANA Grantee Meeting.


BUDGET JUSTIFICATION YEAR ONE
Kloshe Urban Indian Program
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General Office Supplies


CONTRACTUAL -$                    -$                Not Applicable
OTHER 124,730$       35,390$     
15 Day Care Stipends


18 Roof trainee and 12 plumber apprentice 
clothing sets


Roofing certification, computer 
information courses tuition, and plumber 
certification tuition


Transportation gas cards/bus passes


Educational/Career Testing Supplies and 
Materials


Participant Meeting Supplies


Participant Support Costs texts, manuals 
and supplies


3 laptops for program 
implementation/administration


Steering committee meeting supplies


Furnished Classroom space rental


Furnished Office space rental


Communication (telephones and internet)


Federal:  The amount is $100 per month and based on previous projects and the average 
cost per month for consumable office supplies such as pens, paper, paper clips, etc.  Non 
Federal:  The amount is being provided by the grant from the Northwest Foundation.


Federal:  A survey of the potential participants in the project found that 15 participants will 
need assistance with day care.  The cost is $200 per week for 26 weeks and the project is 
sharing the cost with the organization's Department of Labor Employment and Training 
Program.  The ANA project cost will be $100 per week for 26 weeks for 15 participants.


Federal:  Each of the roofer trainees and plumber apprentices will require appropriate work 
clothes which includes steel toe boots at $165 each, hard hat at $60 each, work jeans at $50 
each, and three work shirts at $20 each.  The total cost per trainee is $335 for 30 trainees.  
The organization's Employment and Training program and the employers hosting the 
participants will be providing the tools for each participant


Federal:  The cost of the training manual for the plumbers is $50 each, the average cost of 
the text books for each of the 7 classes is $35 per class each, and the cost of the reference 
manual which each plumber apprentice is required to get is $215.  Again based on current 
industry information it is anticipated that there will be a 20 percent drop out rate and so 
the cost for new/replacement participants has been factored in.


Federal:  The quotes the organization received (please see attached) determined that to 
purchase the laptops with appropriate software the cost will be $1,500 each.  The laptops 
will be used by each of the 3 staff listed above.


Federal:  The monthly cost for internet for the 3 staff is $100 and the monthly cost for 
telephones is $150 or $50 for each line for a total of $250 per month.


Non Federal:  The organization will be providing printed materials and reports monthly to 
each of the steering committee member.  The anticipated cost for having the monthly 
packets printed is $100 per month.  Non Federal:  The organization will also be providing 
light refreshments for committe member during the scheduled meetings at a cost of $20 
per meeting.


Non Federal:  The local community college will be providing classroom space for the Project 
Director and Outreach Specialist to provide job readiness training to participants.  The value 
of the free classroom is $750 per month for 9 months.


Non Federal:  The Northwest Foundation grant will pay for the office rental for the 3 staff 
which is $750 per month for 12 months.


Federal:  The cost of classes for the roofing certification is $399 for each of the 18 trainees, 
the cost of the 7 programming classes required for certification at the community college is 
$525 for each of the 30 students, and the cost of the classes for each of the 12 plumber 
apprentices is $900.  Based on current industry information it is anticipated that there will 
be a 20 percent drop out rate and so the cost for new/replacement participants has been 
factored in.


Federal:  A significant barrier for participants is transportation to support the participants 
gas cards or bus passes will be provided to each participant.  The gas cards will be $15 per 
week and if the participant is able to use the limited public bus system they will be provided 
a weekly pass which costs $15.  The programming students wil received gas cards or bus 
passes each week for 4 months, the roofer trainees and plumber apprentices will be 
provided gas cards or bus passes each week for 6 months.


Federal:  To ensure the success of each participant the Outreach Specialist will be doing 
periodic testing of the participants to determine their progress and providing supplemental 
materials as determined necessary.  Although we do not have information on the cost of 
testing materials, $100 per participant has been budgeted.


Non Federal:  The organization will be providing printed materials and light refreshments 
for participants during the scheduled meetings.  The cost is an estimate and will be 
provided by the Northwest Foundation grant.
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Local Mileage


1 Office printer/copier rental


Equipped Computer lab space


Utilities (electric, water, and sewer)


Non Federal:  The cost for the printer/copier for the project is $250 per month and will be 
paid by the grant from the Northwest Foundation.


Non Federal:  The local community college will be providing computer lab for the roofer and 
plumber participants to complete the online certification courses.  Also the programmer 
participants will have use of the computer lab.  The cost to rent the lab is $1,500 per month 
for 8 months.
Non Federal:  The cost for the utilities for the office is $200 per month based on current 
cost for other office space of the same size and will be paid by the grant from the 
Northwest Foundation.


Federal:  The Outreach Worker will be using their personal auto to go to participant work 
sites to assess progress of the roofer and plumber participants.  The anticipated mileage is 
200 miles per month for 9 months at 57.5 cents per mile.
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Bud Just 2


CATEGORY/ITEM DESCRIPTION Federal Share
Non-Federal 


Share
CALCULATION AND JUSTIFICATION


PERSONNEL 110,000$       25,000$     
Project Director - 100%


Administrative Assistant - 100%


Outreach Specialist - 100%


FRINGE BENEFITS 38,445$         8,738$       
FICA @ 7.65%


FUTA @ .08%


SUTA @2.50%


Health Insurance @ 18.00%


Retirement @ 4.00%


Workman's Comp. @ 2.00%


TRAVEL 3,736$           -$                
ANA Grantee Meeting - 2 people


EQUIPMENT -$                    -$                Not Applicable
SUPPLIES 1,200$           1,200$       Describe supplies to be purchase and need by project
General Office Supplies


Federal:  The amount is the required employer contribution for social security and medicare 
and is in proportion to the  federal wages requested.  Non Federal:  The amount is in 
proportion to the wages and supported by the Northwest Foundation.


Kloshe Urban Indian Program
BUDGET JUSTIFICATION YEAR TWO


Federal:  The Project Director is 100% of time on the project with 83% of the wages paid 
with federal funds.  The Project Director will be responsible for recruitment and 
management of all participants, management of the MOUs with the community college, 
employers, and other partners; collection of data, supervision of the Outreach Specialist 
and Administrative Assistant, ensuring that planned outcomes and outputs will be achieved 
as planned, and all other administrative activities.  Non Federal:  The organization has 
secured private resources from the Northwest Foundation for 17% of the Project Director's 
wages.
Federal:  The Administrative Assistant is 100% of time on the project with 83% of the wages 
paid with federal funds.  The Administrative Assistant will be responsible for providing 
support to the Project Director and Outreach Specialist, aggregation of all project data, and 
other administrative activities.  Non Federal:  The organization has secured private 
resources from the Northwest Foundation for 17% of the Administrative Assistant's wages.


Federal:  The Outreach Specialist is 100% of time on the project with 78% of the wages paid 
with federal funds.  The Outreach Specialist will be responsible for recruitment of the 
project participants, assessing the need for support services, and monitoring the progress of 
each participant.  The Outreach Specialist will also work with the project partners to 
support the individual development plans of each participant.  Non Federal:  The 
organization has secured private resources from the Northwest Foundation for 22% of the 
Outreach Specialist's wages.


Federal:  The amount is the required employer contribution to the federal unemployment 
fund and is in proportion to the federal wages requested.  Non Federal:  The amount is in 
proportion to the wages and supported by the Northwest Foundation.


Federal:  The amount is the cost of the organization's health insurance which is provided to 
all full time employees and is in proportion to the federal wages requested.  Non Federal:  
The amount is in proportion to the wages and supported by the Northwest Foundation.


Federal:  The amount is the required employer contribution to the state unemployment 
fund and is in proportion to the non federal wages requested.  Non Federal:  The amount is 
in proportion to the wages and supported by the Northwest Foundation.


Federal:  The amount is the retirement plan provided by the organization and is in 
proportion to the federal wages requested.  Non Federal:  The amount is in proportion to 
the wages and supported by the Northwest Foundation.


Federal:  The amount is the cost for workers' compensation insurance and is in proportion 
to the federal wages requested.  Non Federal:  The amount is in proportion to the wages 
and supported by the Northwest Foundation.


Federal:  The cost includes airfare at $730 each, four nights lodging at $184 per night, four 
and one half days M&IE at $76 per day, and ground transportation at $60 for each of the 
two individuals traveling to ANA Grantee Meeting.


Federal:  The amount is $100 per month and based on previous projects and the average 
cost per month for consumable office supplies such as pens, paper, paper clips, etc.  Non 
Federal:  The amount is being provided by the grant from the Northwest Foundation.
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Bud Just 2


CATEGORY/ITEM DESCRIPTION Federal Share
Non-Federal 


Share
CALCULATION AND JUSTIFICATION


Kloshe Urban Indian Program
BUDGET JUSTIFICATION YEAR TWO


CONTRACTUAL -$                    -$                Not Applicable
OTHER $94,078 $26,950
15 Day Care Stipends


10 New roof trainee and  12 new plumber 
apprentice clothing sets and 5 replacement 
participants


Roofing certification, computer 
information courses tuition, and plumber 
certification tuition


Transportation gas cards/bus passes


Educational/Career Testing Supplies and 
Materials


Participant Meeting Supplies


Participant Support Costs texts, manuals 
and supplies


Steering committee meeting supplies


Furnished Classroom space rental


Furnished Office space rental


Communication (telephones and internet)


Local Mileage


1 Office printer/copier rental


Federal:  A significant barrier for participants is transportation to support the participants 
gas cards or bus passes will be provided to each participant.  The gas cards will be $15 per 
week and if the participant is able to use the limited public bus system they will be provided 
a weekly pass which costs $15.  The programming students wil received gas cards or bus 
passes each week for 4 months, the roofing trainees and plumber apprentices will be 
provided gas cards or bus passes each week for 6 months.


Federal:  A survey of the potential participants in the project found that 30 participants will 
need assistance with day care.  The cost is $200 per week for 26 weeks and the project is 
sharing the cost with the organization's Department of Labor Employment and Training 
Program.  The ANA project cost will be $100 per week for 26 weeks for 15 participants.


Federal:  Each of the roofer trainees and plumber apprentices will require appropriate work 
clothes which includes steel toe boots at $165 each, hard hat at $60 each, work jeans at $50 
each, and three work shirts at $20 each.  The total cost per new participant is $335.  The 
organization's Employment and Training program and the employers hosting the 
participants will be providing the tools for each.  It is projected that their will be 3 
participants dropping out of the project that will be replaced.


Federal:  The cost of classes for the roofing certification is $399 for each of the 10 new and 
2 replacement trainees, the cost of the 7 programming classes required for certification at 
the community college is $525 for each of the 6 replacement participants, and the cost of 
the classes for each of the 12 new and 3 replacement plumber appentices is $900.


Federal:  To ensure the success of each participant the Outreach Specialist will be doing 
periodic testing of the participants to determine their progress and providing supplemental 
materials as determined necessary.  Although we do not have information on the cost of 
testing materials, $100 per new participant has been budgeted.


Non Federal:  The organization will be providing printed materials and light refreshments 
for participants during the scheduled meetings.  The cost is an estimate and will be 
provided by the Northwest Foundation grant.


Federal:  The cost of the training manual for the plumbers is $50 each, the average cost of 
the text books for each of the 7 classes is $35 per class for each of the 6 replacement 
participants, and the cost of the reference manual which each plumber apprentice is 
required to get is $215.


Non Federal:  The organization will be providing printed materials and reports monthly to 
each of the steering committee member.  The anticipated cost for having the monthly 
packets printed is $100 per month.  Non Federal:  The organization will also be providing 
light refreshments for committe member during the scheduled meetings at a cost of $25 
per meeting.


Non Federal:  The local community college will be providing classroom space for the Project 
Director and Outreach Specialist to provide job readiness training to participants.  The value 
of the free classroom is $750 per month however only 7 months will be applied to the ANA 
project.


Non Federal:  The Northwest Foundation grant will pay for the office rental for the 3 staff 
which is $750 per month for 12 months.


Federal:  The monthly cost for internet for the 3 staff is $100 and the monthly cost for 
telephones is $150 or $50 for each line for a total of $250 per month.


Federal:  The Outreach Worker will be using their personal auto to go to participant work 
sites to assess progress of the roofer and plumber participants.  The anticipated mileage is 
200 miles per month for 12 months at 57.5 cents per mile.
Non Federal:  The cost for the printer/copier for the project is $250 per month and will be 
paid by the grant from the Northwest Foundation.
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Bud Just 2


CATEGORY/ITEM DESCRIPTION Federal Share
Non-Federal 


Share
CALCULATION AND JUSTIFICATION


Kloshe Urban Indian Program
BUDGET JUSTIFICATION YEAR TWO


Equipped Computer lab space


Utilities (electric, water, and sewer) Non Federal:  The cost for the utilities for the office is $200 per month based on current 
cost for other office space of the same size and will be paid by the grant from the 
Northwest Foundation.


Non Federal:  The local community college will be providing computer lab for the roofer and 
plumber participants to complete the online certification courses.  Also the programmer 
participants will have use of the computer lab.  The cost to rent the lab is $1,500 per month, 
however only 4 months will be allocated to the ANA project.
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Bud Just 3


CATEGORY/ITEM DESCRIPTION Federal Share
Non-Federal 


Share
CALCULATION AND JUSTIFICATION


PERSONNEL 110,000$       25,000$     
Project Director - 100%


Administrative Assistant - 100%


Outreach Specialist - 100%


FRINGE BENEFITS 38,445$         8,738$       
FICA @ 7.65%


FUTA @ .08%


SUTA @2.50%


Health Insurance @ 18.00%


Retirement @ 4.00%


Workman's Comp. @ 2.00%


TRAVEL 3,736$           -$                
ANA Grantee Meeting - 2 people


EQUIPMENT -$                    -$                Not Applicable
SUPPLIES 1,200$           1,200$       Describe supplies to be purchase and need by project
General Office Supplies


Federal:  The amount is the required employer contribution for social security and medicare 
and is in proportion to the  federal wages requested.  Non Federal:  The amount is in 
proportion to the wages and supported by the Northwest Foundation.


Kloshe Urban Indian Program
BUDGET JUSTIFICATION YEAR THREE


Federal:  The Project Director is 100% of time on the project with 83% of the wages paid 
with federal funds.  The Project Director will be responsible for recruitment and 
management of all participants, management of the MOUs with the community college, 
employers, and other partners; collection of data, supervision of the Outreach Specialist 
and Administrative Assistant, ensuring that planned outcomes and outputs will be achieved 
as planned, and all other administrative activities.  Non Federal:  The organization has 
secured private resources from the Northwest Foundation for 17% of the Project Director's 
wages.
Federal:  The Administrative Assistant is 100% of time on the project with 83% of the wages 
paid with federal funds.  The Administrative Assistant will be responsible for providing 
support to the Project Director and Outreach Specialist, aggregation of all project data, and 
other administrative activities.  Non Federal:  The organization has secured private 
resources from the Northwest Foundation for 17% of the Administrative Assistant's wages.


Federal:  The Outreach Specialist is 100% of time on the project with 78% of the wages paid 
with federal funds.  The Outreach Specialist will be responsible for recruitment of the 
project participants, assessing the need for support services, and monitoring the progress of 
each participant.  The Outreach Specialist will also work with the project partners to 
support the individual development plans of each participant.  Non Federal:  The 
organization has secured private resources from the Northwest Foundation for 22% of the 
Outreach Specialist's wages.


Federal:  The amount is the required employer contribution to the federal unemployment 
fund and is in proportion to the federal wages requested.  Non Federal:  The amount is in 
proportion to the wages and supported by the Northwest Foundation.


Federal:  The amount is the cost of the organization's health insurance which is provided to 
all full time employees and is in proportion to the federal wages requested.  Non Federal:  
The amount is in proportion to the wages and supported by the Northwest Foundation.


Federal:  The amount is the required employer contribution to the state unemployment 
fund and is in proportion to the non federal wages requested.  Non Federal:  The amount is 
in proportion to the wages and supported by the Northwest Foundation.


Federal:  The amount is the retirement plan provided by the organization and is in 
proportion to the federal wages requested.  Non Federal:  The amount is in proportion to 
the wages and supported by the Northwest Foundation.


Federal:  The amount is the cost for workers' compensation insurance and is in proportion 
to the federal wages requested.  Non Federal:  The amount is in proportion to the wages 
and supported by the Northwest Foundation.


Federal:  The cost includes airfare at $730 each, four nights lodging at $184 per night, four 
and one half days M&IE at $76 per day, and ground transportation at $60 for each of the 
two individuals traveling to ANA Grantee Meeting.


Federal:  The amount is $100 per month and based on previous projects and the average 
cost per month for consumable office supplies such as pens, paper, paper clips, etc.  Non 
Federal:  The amount is being provided by the grant from the Northwest Foundation.
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Bud Just 3


CATEGORY/ITEM DESCRIPTION Federal Share
Non-Federal 


Share
CALCULATION AND JUSTIFICATION


Kloshe Urban Indian Program
BUDGET JUSTIFICATION YEAR THREE


CONTRACTUAL -$                    -$                Not Applicable
OTHER $40,060 $13,440
5 Day Care Stipends


10 New plumber apprentice and 2 
replacement plumber apprentice clothing 
sets.


Plumber certification tuition


Transportation gas cards/bus passes


Educational/Career Testing Supplies and 
Materials


Participant Meeting Supplies


Participant Support Costs texts, manuals 
and supplies
Steering committee meeting supplies


Furnished Office space rental


Communication (telephones and internet)


Local Mileage


1 Office printer/copier rental


Utilities (electric, water, and sewer) Non Federal:  The cost for the utilities for the office is $200 per month based on current 
cost for other office space of the same size and will be paid by the grant from the 
Northwest Foundation.


Non Federal:  The Northwest Foundation grant will pay for the office rental for the 3 staff 
which is $750 per month and 10 months will be applied to the ANA project.


Federal:  A survey of the potential participants in the project found that 5 participants will 
need assistance with day care.  The cost is $200 per week for 26 weeks and the project is 
sharing the cost with the organization's Department of Labor Employment and Training 
Program.  The ANA project cost will be $100 per week for 26 weeks for 5 participants.


Federal:  Each of the roofer trainees and plumber apprentices will require appropriate work 
clothes which includes steel toe boots at $165 each, hard hat at $60 each, work jeans at $50 
each, and three work shirts at $20 each.  The total cost per participant is $335.  The 
organization's Employment and Training program and the employers hosting the 
participants will be providing the tools for each.


Federal:  The cost of classes for the 12 plumbing apprentices is $900 for each.


Federal:  A significant barrier for participants is transportation to support the participants 
gas cards or bus passes will be provided to each participant.  The gas cards will be $15 per 
week and if the participant is able to use the limited public bus system they will be provided 
a weekly pass which costs $15.  The plumber apprentices will be provided gas cards or bus 
passes each week for 6 months.


Federal:  To ensure the success of each participant the Outreach Specialist will be doing 
periodic testing of the participants to determine their progress and providing supplemental 
materials as determined necessary.  Although we do not have information on the cost of 
testing materials, $100 per new participant has been budgeted.


Non Federal:  The organization will be providing printed materials and light refreshments 
for participants during the scheduled meetings.  The cost is an estimate and will be 
provided by the Northwest Foundation grant.


Federal:  The cost of the training manual for the  reference manual which each plumber 
apprentice is required to get is $215.


Non Federal:  The organization will be providing printed materials and reports monthly to 
each of the steering committee member.  The anticipated cost for having the monthly 
packets printed is $100 per month.  Non Federal:  The organization will also be providing 
light refreshments for committe member during the scheduled meetings at a cost of $20 
per meeting.


Federal:  The monthly cost for internet for the 3 staff is $100 and the monthly cost for 
telephones is $150 or $50 for each line for a total of $250 per month.


Federal:  The Outreach Worker will be using their personal auto to go to participant work 
sites to assess progress of the roofer and plumber participants.  The anticipated mileage is 
200 miles per month for 12 months at 57.5 cents per mile.
Non Federal:  The cost for the printer/copier for the project is $250 per month and will be 
paid by the grant from the Northwest Foundation.
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		Bud Year 1

		Bud Year 2

		Bud Year 3

		Bud Just 1

		Bud Just 2

		Bud Just 3

		SF 424A Year 1








ASSURANCE OF COMMUNITY REPRESENTATION



		Membership List of XYZ Board of Directors



		Board Members Full Name

		Title on Board of Directors

		Affiliation or Relationship to a Category of Community Representation



		

		

		



		

		

		



		

		

		



		

		

		



		

		

		



		

		

		







* At least 51% of the governing board must qualify under at least one of the followign three categories (indicate affiliation or relationship in the third column of the table above):  

(1) members of federally or state-recognized tribes;

(2) persons who are recognized by members of the eligible Native American community to be served as having a cultural relationship with that community; or

(3) persons considered to be Native American as defined in 45 CFR § 1336.10 and Native American Pacific Islanders as defined in Section 815 of NAPA.


** The Assurance of Community Representation is not required for tribes and Alaska Native Villages. However, tribes and Alaska Native Villages must include a Tribal Resolution, to include all of the items described under “Board Resolution” in Appendix A of the FOA. If an American Indian tribe or Alaska Native village applies for a grant as a non-profit, the Assurance of Community Representation on Board of Directors must be provided.



*** Public agencies serving native peoples from Guam, American Samoa, or the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands, must include Assurance of Community Representation from the governing body of the applicant agency, and Tribal Colleges governed by a board that is separate from the governing body of a tribe, must include Assurance of Community Representation from the governing body of the Tribal College, and not from the governing body of the Tribe.



(Note: This standard table includes merged cells. If you have difficulty reading this document, please contact your regional TTA center).




CURRENT COMMUNITY CONDITION WORKSHEET 
 


Step 1: Crafting the Current Community Condition 


Initial Current Community Condition: 


Write the initial condition you are seeking to address. 


It is okay to be vague here. The idea is to be clear about what the problem is. 


 


 


 


Ask some clarifying questions:  


• Who/What does it affect/does not affect? 
• When/Where is it a problem/is it not a problem? 
• Can the condition be reasonably addressed/improved/reduced with the project period? 


 


Step 2: Data – Supporting Information 


Once you have the current community condition developed, describe the data (where it is from, if it was 
local data how it was collected). Describe in one or two paragraphs how this data supports the problem 
and/or how it is relevant to the scope and nature of the problem. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 







Step 3: Challenges to Addressing the Condition 
 
Once you have the current community condition developed, describe the challenges that currently stand 
in the way of addressing this condition.  
 
 






Instructions



				TEMPLATE AND BUDGET DEVELOPMENT INSTRUCTIONS
Native Language Preservation & Maintenance (P&M)

				Annual Budget and Budget Justification Development Templates, Helpful Hints

				For assistance with this Budget Template, please contact your Regional TTA Center.

				Budget Templates

		1		The worksheet has three annual budget templates that contain formulas.  There are also three annual budget justification templates and three SF 424As.  The Category/Item Description column will automatically populate with the data that is entered into the cells in the category column in the corresponding annual budget sheet.  This assists with being consistent with terminology in the budget documents.  You must verify that what you typing in the annual budget Category/Item Description column is the same as what is in the project narrative and OWP.  The budget will automatically transfer to the SF 424A.  

		Note		All Langauge awards will have a 9-month first year budget period, to span from 9/30/2021 to 6/30/2022. Subsequent budget years will resume at the normal 12-month period.

		Hint		Fill out the column B of each of the annual budget sheets before working on the justification sheets.  Be sure to verify that what you typing in the annual budget Category/Item Description column (column B) is the same as what is in the project narrative and OWP.

				Use Complete and Accurate Calculations

		2		Gather all the necessary information you'll need prior to starting work on the budget (e.g., positions, wages, fringe calculations, supplies needed).

				Editing the Budget or Budget Justification Sheets

		3		Remember there are formulas in the budget justification sheets that pull information from column B of the corressponding budget sheet. If you add or delete rows it may impact the corresponding sheet. If you delete a row in the budget make sure to delete the corresponding row in the budget justification.  
● If you add a row in the budget  you will have to add a row at the same position in the budget justification and copy formulas.
● To copy formulas select the cell in Column B directly above the new row.  Highlight the formula and press ""ctrl"" key + ""C"" key.  Now select the new cell in Column B and press ""ctrl"" key + ""V"" key.  If the formula was copied correctly whatever you type in Column B in the annual budget sheet should appear in Column B of the corresponsding budget justification."

		Hint		Double check that numbers are added correctly as adding and deleting cells, rows or columns can create an error in the formulas in the worksheet.



		Instructions on costs and their category are contained in the following:

				1. PERSONNEL

				Identify the project director or principal investigator, if known at the time  application. For each staff person provide: the title; time commitment to the project in months; time commitment to the project as a percentage or full-time equivalent: annual salary; grant salary; wage rates; etc. Do not include the costs of consultants, personnel costs of delegate agencies, or of specific project(s) and/or businesses to be financed by the applicant. Contractors and consultants should not be placed under this category.

				2. FRINGE BENEFITS

				Costs of employee fringe benefits unless treated as part of an approved indirect cost rate.  Provide a breakdown of the amounts and percentages that comprise fringe benefit costs such as health insurance, Federal Insurance Contributions Act (FICA) taxes, retirement insurance, and taxes.

				3. TRAVEL

				Costs of out-of-state or overnight project-related travel by employees of the applicant organization.  Do not include in-state travel or consultant travel in the Travel category but in Other.  For each trip show the total number of traveler(s); travel destination; duration of trip; per diem; mileage allowances.  If privately owned vehicles will be used to travel out of town; and other transportation costs and subsistence allowances.  If appropriate for the project, travel cost for key project staff to attend ACF-sponsored workshops/conferences/grantee orientation should be detailed in the budget.

				4. EQUIPMENT

				Equipment means an article of nonexpendable, tangible personal property having a useful life of more than one year per unit and an acquisition cost that equals or exceeds the lesser of: (a) the capitalization level established by the organization for the financial statement purposes, or (b) $5,000

				5. SUPPLIES

				Costs of all tangible personal property other than that included under the Equipment category. This includes office and other consumable supplies with a per-unit cost of less than $5,000.

				6. CONTRACTUAL

				Include third-party evaluation contracts, if applicable, and contracts with secondary recipient organizations (with budget detail), including delegate agencies and specific project(s) and/or businesses to be financed by the applicant. This area is not for individual consultants.

				7. OTHER

				Such costs, where applicable and appropriate, may include but are not limited to: consultant costs, local travel; insurance; food (when allowable); medical and dental costs (noncontractual); professional services costs (including audit charges); space and equipment rentals; printing and publication; computer use; training costs, such as tuition and stipends; staff development costs; and administrative costs.

				8. INDIRECT COSTS

				Total amount of indirect costs. This category has one of two methods that an applicant can select. An applicant may only select one. 

				1) The applicant currently has an indirect cost rate approved by the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) or another cognizant federal agency.
Note: An applicant must enclose a copy of the current approved rate agreement. If the applicant is requesting a rate that is less than what is allowed under the program, the authorized representative of the applicant organization must submit a signed acknowledgement that the applicant is accepting a lower rate than allowed.

2) Per 45 CFR § 75.414(f) Indirect (F&A) costs, of any non-Federal entity [i.e., applicant] that has never received a negotiated indirect costs rate, may elect to charge a de minimis rate of 10% of modified total direct costs (MTDC) which may be used indefinitely. As described in §75.403, costs must be consistently charged as either indirect or direct costs, but may not be double charged or inconsistently charged as both. If chosen, this methodology once elected must be used consistently for all Federal awards until such time as a non-Federal entity chooses to negotiate for a rate, which the non-Federal entity may apply to do at any time.�"

				SF 424A

				Although you will only need the SF 424A for the budget period that the application is addressing there are five worksheets for each potential budget period.  You will need to fill in Section C for the source of the non-federal funds.  Also the default for Section D for the forecasted cash needs is 25% each quarter, you will want to adjust based on the project's cash needs. 





Bud Year 1

		Tribe/Organization Name						9 months

		P&M BUDGET YEAR ONE				9/30/2021-6/30/2022

		CATEGORY/ITEM DESCRIPTION		Federal Share		Non-Federal Share		Total

		PERSONNEL		Full and Part time employees only

		Insert title and percentage of time 		-		-		-

		Insert title and percentage of time 		-		-		-

		Insert title and percentage of time 		-		-		-

		Insert title and percentage of time 		-		-		-

		TOTAL PERSONNEL		$   -		$   -		$   -

		FRINGE BENEFITS		Benefits for full and part-time employees, individual rate may differ

		FICA @ 7.65%		-		-		-

		FUTA @ .00%		-		-		-

		SUTA @ .00%		-		-		-

		Health Insurance @ 00%		-		-		-

		Retirement @ 00%		-		-		-

		Workman's Comp. @ 00%		-		-		-

		TOTAL FRINGE BENEFITS		$   -		$   -		$   -

		TRAVEL		Employee/staff overnight travel only, not for local mileage

		Post Award Training - 2 people		-		-		-

		ANA Grantee Meeting - 2 people		-		-		-

		Insert any other project staff travel		-		-		-

		TOTAL TRAVEL		$   -		$   -		$   -

		EQUIPMENT		Usable life of a year and unit capital cost in excess of $5,000

		Insert name of equipment		-		-		-

		Insert name of equipment		-		-		-

		TOTAL EQUIPMENT		$   -		$   -		$   -

		SUPPLIES		Less than $5,000 per unit

		Insert name of type of supply		-		-		-

		Insert name of type of supply		-		-		-

		TOTAL SUPPLIES		$   -		$   -		$   -

		CONTRACTUAL		Generally for contracts that require a formal bidding process

		Insert name of type of contract		-		-		-

		Insert name of type of contract		-		-		-

		TOTAL CONTRACTUAL		$   -		$   -		$   -

		OTHER		All other costs not list in categories above

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		TOTAL OTHER		$   -		$   -		$   -

		DIRECT COST TOTAL		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

		INDIRECT COST @ XX.XX% (if applicable)		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

		TOTAL PROJECT COST YEAR 1		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

		Required Non-Federal Share				$   - 0

		It is strongly recommended that you don't exceed the required match amount in any project year.







All Language grantees will have only 9 months in their Year One budget period only.
Applicants may still request the full amount for the 9-month Year One budget period.
Calculate your salaries and fringe benefits based on 9 months in Year One only.  
Salaries and fringe benefits for New Hires should deduct time to complete the hiring process as well.




Bud Year 2

		Tribe/Organization Name						12 months

		P&M BUDGET YEAR TWO				7/1/2022 to 6/30/2023

		CATEGORY/ITEM DESCRIPTION		Federal Share		Non-Federal Share		Total

		PERSONNEL

		Insert title and percentage of time 		-		-		-

		Insert title and percentage of time 		-		-		-

		Insert title and percentage of time 		-		-		-

		Insert title and percentage of time 		-		-		-

		TOTAL PERSONNEL		$   -		$   -		$   -

		FRINGE BENEFITS

		FICA @ 7.65%		-		-		-

		FUTA @ .00%		-		-		-

		SUTA @ .00%		-		-		-

		Health Insurance @ 00%		-		-		-

		Retirement @ 00%		-		-		-

		Workman's Comp. @ 00%		-		-		-

		TOTAL FRINGE BENEFITS		$   -		$   -		$   -

		TRAVEL

		ANA Grantee Meeting - 2 people		-		-		-

		Insert any other project staff travel		-		-		-

		Insert any other project staff travel		-		-		-

		TOTAL TRAVEL		$   -		$   -		$   -

		EQUIPMENT

		Insert name of equipment		-		-		-

		Insert name of equipment		-		-		-

		TOTAL EQUIPMENT		$   -		$   -		$   -

		SUPPLIES

		Insert name of type of supply		-		-		-

		Insert name of type of supply		-		-		-

		TOTAL SUPPLIES		$   -		$   -		$   -

		CONTRACTUAL

		Insert name of type of contract		-		-		-

		Insert name of type of contract		-		-		-

		TOTAL CONTRACTUAL		$   -		$   -		$   -

		OTHER

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		TOTAL OTHER		$   -		$   -		$   -

		DIRECT COST TOTAL		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

		INDIRECT COST @ XX.XX% (if applicable)		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

		TOTAL PROJECT COST YEAR TWO		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

		Required Non-Federal Share				$   - 0

		It is strongly recommended that you don't exceed the required match amount in any project year.









Bud Year 3

		Tribe/Organization Name						12 months

		P&M BUDGET YEAR THREE				7/1/2023 to 6/30/2024

		CATEGORY/ITEM DESCRIPTION		Federal Share		Non-Federal Share		Total

		PERSONNEL

		Insert title and percentage of time 		-		-		-

		Insert title and percentage of time 		-		-		-

		Insert title and percentage of time 		-		-		-

		Insert title and percentage of time 		-		-		-

		TOTAL PERSONNEL		$   -		$   -		$   -

		FRINGE BENEFITS

		FICA @ 7.65%		-		-		-

		FUTA @ .00%		-		-		-

		SUTA @ .00%		-		-		-

		Health Insurance @ 00%		-		-		-

		Retirement @ 00%		-		-		-

		Workman's Comp. @ 00%		-		-		-

		TOTAL FRINGE BENEFITS		$   -		$   -		$   -

		TRAVEL

		ANA Grantee Meeting - 2 people		-		-		-

		Insert any other project staff travel		-		-		-

		Insert any other project staff travel		-		-		-

		TOTAL TRAVEL		$   -		$   -		$   -

		EQUIPMENT

		Insert name of equipment		-		-		-

		Insert name of equipment		-		-		-

		TOTAL EQUIPMENT		$   -		$   -		$   -

		SUPPLIES

		Insert name of type of supply		-		-		-

		Insert name of type of supply		-		-		-

		TOTAL SUPPLIES		$   -		$   -		$   -

		CONTRACTUAL

		Insert name of type of contract		-		-		-

		Insert name of type of contract		-		-		-

		TOTAL CONTRACTUAL		$   -		$   -		$   -

		OTHER

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		TOTAL OTHER		$   -		$   -		$   -

		DIRECT COST TOTAL		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

		INDIRECT COST @ XX.XX% (if applicable)		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

		TOTAL PROJECT COST YEAR THREE		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

		Required Non-Federal Share				$   - 0

		It is strongly recommended that you don't exceed the required match amount in any project year.









Bud Just 1

		Tribe/Organization Name

		BUDGET JUSTIFICATION YEAR ONE

		CATEGORY/ITEM DESCRIPTION		CALCULATION AND JUSTIFICATION		Federal Share		Non-Federal Share

		PERSONNEL		Explain calculation of salary for each position and position project responsibility		$   -		$   -

		Insert title and percentage of time 		Describe salary calculation and project responsiblities

		Insert title and percentage of time 		Describe salary calculation and project responsiblities

		Insert title and percentage of time 		Describe salary calculation and project responsiblities

		Insert title and percentage of time 		Describe salary calculation and project responsiblities

		FRINGE BENEFITS		Describe the benefits given and differences based on type of employee		$   -		$   -

		FICA @ 7.65%		Describe the benefit and who is entitled to receive the benefit

		FUTA @ .00%		Describe the benefit and who is entitled to receive the benefit

		SUTA @ .00%		Describe the benefit and who is entitled to receive the benefit

		Health Insurance @ 00%		Describe the benefit and who is entitled to receive the benefit

		Retirement @ 00%		Describe the benefit and who is entitled to receive the benefit

		Workman's Comp. @ 00%		Describe the benefit and who is entitled to receive the benefit

		TRAVEL		Describe employee travel		$   -		$   -

		Post Award Training - 2 people		Describe the need for project completion and break out individual travel costs

		ANA Grantee Meeting - 2 people		Describe the need for project completion and break out individual travel costs

		Insert any other project staff travel		Describe the need for project completion and break out individual travel costs

		EQUIPMENT		Describe equipment and need by project		$   -		$   -

		Insert name of equipment		Describe why the project needs this equipment

		Insert name of equipment		Describe why the project needs this equipment

		SUPPLIES		Describe supplies to be purchase and need by project		$   -		$   -

		Insert name of type of supply		Describe supplies to be purchased and need by project

		Insert name of type of supply		Describe supplies to be purchased and need by project

		CONTRACTUAL		For large contract item not for lesser professional services		$   -		$   -

		Insert name of type of contract		Describe cost calculation and why project needs this contractor

		Insert name of type of contract		Describe cost calculation and why project needs this contractor

		OTHER		Describe calculation of cost and why the item is needed		$   -		$   -

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		INDIRECT COST @ XX.XX% (if applicable)		See Indirect Cost Rate Agreement, attached.		$   -		$   -



For Year One only, remember to demonstrate calculations using a 9-month budget period.

Describe how each cost was calculated and why it is needed for the project.



Bud Just 2

		Tribe/Organization Name

		BUDGET JUSTIFICATION YEAR TWO

		CATEGORY/ITEM DESCRIPTION		CALCULATION AND JUSTIFICATION		Federal Share		Non-Federal Share

		PERSONNEL		Explain calculation of salary for each position and position project responsibility		$   -		$   -

		Insert title and percentage of time 		Describe salary calculation and project responsiblities

		Insert title and percentage of time 		Describe salary calculation and project responsiblities

		Insert title and percentage of time 		Describe salary calculation and project responsiblities

		Insert title and percentage of time 		Describe salary calculation and project responsiblities

		FRINGE BENEFITS		Describe the benefits given and differences based on type of employee		$   -		$   -

		FICA @ 7.65%		Describe the benefit and who is entitled to receive the benefit

		FUTA @ .00%		Describe the benefit and who is entitled to receive the benefit

		SUTA @ .00%		Describe the benefit and who is entitled to receive the benefit

		Health Insurance @ 00%		Describe the benefit and who is entitled to receive the benefit

		Retirement @ 00%		Describe the benefit and who is entitled to receive the benefit

		Workman's Comp. @ 00%		Describe the benefit and who is entitled to receive the benefit

		TRAVEL		Describe employee travel		$   -		$   -

		ANA Grantee Meeting - 2 people		Describe the need for project completion and break out individual travel costs

		Insert any other project staff travel		Describe the need for project completion and break out individual travel costs

		Insert any other project staff travel		Describe the need for project completion and break out individual travel costs

		EQUIPMENT		Describe equipment and need by project		$   -		$   -

		Insert name of equipment		Describe why the project needs this equipment

		Insert name of equipment		Describe why the project needs this equipment

		SUPPLIES		Describe supplies to be purchase and need by project		$   -		$   -

		Insert name of type of supply		Describe supplies to be purchased and need by project

		Insert name of type of supply		Describe supplies to be purchased and need by project

		CONTRACTUAL		For large contract item not for lesser professional services		$   -		$   -

		Insert name of type of contract		Describe cost calculation and why project needs this contractor

		Insert name of type of contract		Describe cost calculation and why project needs this contractor

		OTHER		Describe calculation of cost and why the item is needed		$   -		$   -

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		INDIRECT COST @ XX.XX% (if applicable)		See Indirect Cost Rate Agreement, attached.		$   -		$   -



Describe how each cost was calculated and why it is needed for the project.



Bud Just 3

		Tribe/Organization Name

		BUDGET JUSTIFICATION YEAR THREE

		CATEGORY/ITEM DESCRIPTION		CALCULATION AND JUSTIFICATION		Federal Share		Non-Federal Share

		PERSONNEL		Explain calculation of salary for each position and position project responsibility		$   -		$   -

		Insert title and percentage of time 		Describe salary calculation and project responsiblities

		Insert title and percentage of time 		Describe salary calculation and project responsiblities

		Insert title and percentage of time 		Describe salary calculation and project responsiblities

		Insert title and percentage of time 		Describe salary calculation and project responsiblities

		FRINGE BENEFITS		Describe the benefits given and differences based on type of employee		$   -		$   -

		FICA @ 7.65%		Describe the benefit and who is entitled to receive the benefit

		FUTA @ .00%		Describe the benefit and who is entitled to receive the benefit

		SUTA @ .00%		Describe the benefit and who is entitled to receive the benefit

		Health Insurance @ 00%		Describe the benefit and who is entitled to receive the benefit

		Retirement @ 00%		Describe the benefit and who is entitled to receive the benefit

		Workman's Comp. @ 00%		Describe the benefit and who is entitled to receive the benefit

		TRAVEL		Describe employee travel		$   -		$   -

		ANA Grantee Meeting - 2 people		Describe the need for project completion and break out individual travel costs

		Insert any other project staff travel		Describe the need for project completion and break out individual travel costs

		Insert any other project staff travel		Describe the need for project completion and break out individual travel costs

		EQUIPMENT		Describe equipment and need by project		$   -		$   -

		Insert name of equipment		Describe why the project needs this equipment

		Insert name of equipment		Describe why the project needs this equipment

		SUPPLIES		Describe supplies to be purchase and need by project		$   -		$   -

		Insert name of type of supply		Describe supplies to be purchased and need by project

		Insert name of type of supply		Describe supplies to be purchased and need by project

		CONTRACTUAL		For large contract item not for lesser professional services		$   -		$   -

		Insert name of type of contract		Describe cost calculation and why project needs this contractor

		Insert name of type of contract		Describe cost calculation and why project needs this contractor

		OTHER		Describe calculation of cost and why the item is needed		$   -		$   -

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		INDIRECT COST @ XX.XX% (if applicable)		See Indirect Cost Rate Agreement, attached.		$   -		$   -



Describe how each cost was calculated and why it is needed for the project.



SF 424A Year 1

										BUDGET INFORMATION - Non-Construction Programs

										SECTION A - BUDGET SUMMARY

				Grant Program Function or Activity		Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance 		Estimated Unobligated Funds				New or Revised Budget

						Number		Federal		Non-Federal		Federal		Non-Federal		Total

				(a)		(b)		( c)		(d)		( e)		(f)		(g)

		1.		P&M Fed								$0				$0

		2.		P&M NFS										$0		$0

		3.														$0

		4.														$0

		5.		Totals				$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

										SECTION B - BUDGET CATEGORIES

										GRANT PROGRAM, FUNCTION OR ACTIVITY

		6.		Object Class Categories				Federal		Non-Federal						Total

								(1)		(2)		(3)		(4)		(5)

		a.		Personnel				$0		$0						$0

		b.		Fringe Benefits				$0		$0						$0

		c.		Travel				$0		$0						$0

		d.		Equipment				$0		$0						$0

		e.		Supplies				$0		$0						$0

		f.		Contractual				$0		$0						$0

		g.		Construction				$0		$0						$0

		h.		Other				$0		$0						$0

		i.		Total Direct Charges (sum of 6a-6h)				$0		$0						$0

		j.		Indirect Charges				$0		$0						$0

		k.		TOTALS (sum of 6i and 6j)				$0		$0						$0



		7.		Program Income												$0



										SECTION C - NON-FEDERAL RESOURCES

				(a) Grant Program				(b) Applicant		( c) State		(d) Other Sources				Total

		8.		P&M NFS										$0

		9.

		10.

		11.

		12.		TOTAL (sum of 8-11)				$0		$0		$0		$0



										SECTION D - FORECASTED CASH NEEDS

								Total for 1st Year		1st Quarter		2nd Quarter		3rd Quarter		4th Quarter

		13.		Federal				$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		14.		Non-Federal				$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		15.		TOTAL (sum of lines 13 and 14)				$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

						SECTION E - BUGET ESTIMATES OF FEDERAL FUNDS NEEDED FOR BALANCE OF THE PROJECT

				(a) Grant Program								FUTURE FUNDING PERIODS (YEARS)

								(b) First

		16.		ANA				$0

		17.

		18.

		19.

		20.		TOTAL (sum of lines 16 - 19)				$0

		SECTION F - OTHER BUDGET INFORMATION

		21.		Direct Charges:						22.  Indirect Charges

		23.		Remarks:



This sheet is meant to be a helpful guide and should not be submitted in place of the official SF-424A form included in your application packet.



SF 424A Year 2

										BUDGET INFORMATION - Non-Construction Programs

										SECTION A - BUDGET SUMMARY

				Grant Program Function or Activity		Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance 		Estimated Unobligated Funds				New or Revised Budget

						Number		Federal		Non-Federal		Federal		Non-Federal		Total

				(a)		(b)		( c)		(d)		( e)		(f)		(g)

		1.		P&M Fed								$0				$0

		2.		P&M NFS										$0		$0

		3.														$0

		4.														$0

		5.		Totals				$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

										SECTION B - BUDGET CATEGORIES

										GRANT PROGRAM, FUNCTION OR ACTIVITY

		6.		Object Class Categories				Federal		Non-Federal						Total

								(1)		(2)		(3)		(4)		(5)

		a.		Personnel				$0		$0						$0

		b.		Fringe Benefits				$0		$0						$0

		c.		Travel				$0		$0						$0

		d.		Equipment				$0		$0						$0

		e.		Supplies				$0		$0						$0

		f.		Contractual				$0		$0						$0

		g.		Construction				$0		$0						$0

		h.		Other				$0		$0						$0

		i.		Total Direct Charges (sum of 6a-6h)				$0		$0						$0

		j.		Indirect Charges				$0		$0						$0

		k.		TOTALS (sum of 6i and 6j)				$0		$0						$0



		7.		Program Income												$0



										SECTION C - NON-FEDERAL RESOURCES

				(a) Grant Program				(b) Applicant		( c) State		(d) Other Sources				Total

		8.		P&M NFS										$0

		9.

		10.

		11.

		12.		TOTAL (sum of 8-11)				$0		$0		$0		$0



										SECTION D - FORECASTED CASH NEEDS

								Total for 1st Year		1st Quarter		2nd Quarter		3rd Quarter		4th Quarter

		13.		Federal				$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		14.		Non-Federal				$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		15.		TOTAL (sum of lines 13 and 14)				$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

						SECTION E - BUGET ESTIMATES OF FEDERAL FUNDS NEEDED FOR BALANCE OF THE PROJECT

				(a) Grant Program								FUTURE FUNDING PERIODS (YEARS)

								(b) First		( c) Second		(d) Third		( e) Fourth

		16.		ANA				$0

		17.

		18.

		19.

		20.		TOTAL (sum of lines 16 - 19)				$0

		SECTION F - OTHER BUDGET INFORMATION

		21.		Direct Charges:						22.  Indirect Charges

		23.		Remarks:



This sheet is meant to be a helpful guide and should not be submitted in place of the official SF-424A form included in your application packet.



SF 424A Year 3

										BUDGET INFORMATION - Non-Construction Programs

										SECTION A - BUDGET SUMMARY

				Grant Program Function or Activity		Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance 		Estimated Unobligated Funds				New or Revised Budget

						Number		Federal		Non-Federal		Federal		Non-Federal		Total

				(a)		(b)		( c)		(d)		( e)		(f)		(g)

		1.		P&M Fed								$0				$0

		2.		P&M NFS										$0		$0

		3.														$0

		4.														$0

		5.		Totals				$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

										SECTION B - BUDGET CATEGORIES

										GRANT PROGRAM, FUNCTION OR ACTIVITY

		6.		Object Class Categories				Federal		Non-Federal						Total

								(1)		(2)		(3)		(4)		(5)

		a.		Personnel				$0		$0						$0

		b.		Fringe Benefits				$0		$0						$0

		c.		Travel				$0		$0						$0

		d.		Equipment				$0		$0						$0

		e.		Supplies				$0		$0						$0

		f.		Contractual				$0		$0						$0

		g.		Construction				$0		$0						$0

		h.		Other				$0		$0						$0

		i.		Total Direct Charges (sum of 6a-6h)				$0		$0						$0

		j.		Indirect Charges				$0		$0						$0

		k.		TOTALS (sum of 6i and 6j)				$0		$0						$0



		7.		Program Income												$0



										SECTION C - NON-FEDERAL RESOURCES

				(a) Grant Program				(b) Applicant		( c) State		(d) Other Sources				Total

		8.		P&M NFS										$0

		9.

		10.

		11.

		12.		TOTAL (sum of 8-11)				$0		$0		$0		$0



										SECTION D - FORECASTED CASH NEEDS

								Total for 1st Year		1st Quarter		2nd Quarter		3rd Quarter		4th Quarter

		13.		Federal				$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		14.		Non-Federal				$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		15.		TOTAL (sum of lines 13 and 14)				$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

						SECTION E - BUGET ESTIMATES OF FEDERAL FUNDS NEEDED FOR BALANCE OF THE PROJECT

				(a) Grant Program								FUTURE FUNDING PERIODS (YEARS)

								(b) First		( c) Second		(d) Third		( e) Fourth

		16.		ANA

		17.

		18.

		19.

		20.		TOTAL (sum of lines 16 - 19)

		SECTION F - OTHER BUDGET INFORMATION

		21.		Direct Charges:						22.  Indirect Charges

		23.		Remarks:



This sheet is meant to be a helpful guide and should not be submitted in place of the official SF-424A form included in your application packet.
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Project Sustainability Template

Sustainability is key to sustaining outcomes. ANA requires a sustainability plan. Consider the ways in which this sustainability can be achieved. Several methods include, but are not limited to: 



· Routinization or Institutionalization: Any or all project activities that will be incorporated into an organization’s operation 


· Partnerships: which partner(s) will take over any or all parts of the project after funding ends .


· Generating Program Income: how the income will continue the project in part or in whole. 


· Grant Funds: which potential state, federal and philanthropic funders that will be targeted.






1. Will your sustainability plan focus on long-term continuation of project operation OR does it center on sustained project outcomes? Specifically describe what services or outcomes you are trying to sustain for the project.










2. How do you plan on involving the community in building sustainability strategies for the project?










3. Are there other groups to partner with in building political and community support for sustaining the project or project components?






4. How are you going to cover the costs of the sustainability planned? Describe any plans for continued financial support. 













5. If you can use existing programs and partner services, describe who will be responsible for what, and where the funding will come from for their responsibilities toward sustainability.























6. Using your responses to previous questions, describe your sustainability plan below.
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Objective Work Plan (OWP) 


Project Title: Living Wage Jobs for Our Community 


Project Goal: To place unemployed parents in permanent living wage jobs 


Project Year: 1 
Objective # 1: By the end of the project’s 24th month, 12 of the 28 unemployed parents enrolled in the Kloshe Roofer On the Job Training 


Initiative will be employed in permanent jobs with wages equal to or greater than the median Oatfield income. 


Outcome: 12 unemployed parents will access permanent jobs with wages that equal median Oatfield income. 


Activities Outputs Project Staff Start 


Date 


End Date 


1. Hire staff (also see orientation admin activity) 3 staff transferred into new 


positions  


Executive Director; 


Planner; Human 


Resources Mgr. 


10/01/21 10/09/21


2. Steering Committee: contact potential members who were


part of project planning process and schedule orientation


meeting. Meet monthly to review and comment on project


activities and engage communities they represent. Review


progress and share perspectives of groups represented.


Steering Committee 


established; 


11 meetings conducted; 


Sign-in sheets; 


Meeting minutes 


Project Director; 


Admin Assistant 


10/12/21 10/23/21


3. Memorandum of Understanding: confirm MOU content


with Shinglehouse Roofer. Set up schedule for OJT


contracts.


MOU signed and confirmed; 


Calendar schedule set 


Project Director 10/26/21 10/30/21


4. Classroom Curriculum: establish course curriculum for in-


class instruction. Develop handouts for all safety and tool


procedures. Develop pre- and post-knowledge tests and


certificates of completion.


Agenda; Handouts; Written 


aids; Assistance modules; 


Tests; Certificates 


Project Director; 


Admin Assistant; 


Trainer 


11/1/21 12/15/21


5. On the Job Training (OJT) Outreach: develop position


descriptions for roofer positions. Post on website, in


Tillicum offices, and at Native Rehab Services. Check


existing files for candidates.


OJT description disseminated 


to 10 locations and online 


Outreach Specialist 11/02/21 09/29/22


6. Interview Prospective Candidates: develop and implement


interview process to include an interview session with


Q&A and physical capacity testing components.


Interviews conducted; 


Resumes collected; 


Results recorded 


Outreach Specialist 11/02/21 11/17/21


7. Official Trainee List: work with Shinglehouse to create


trainee list based on results of written and physical tests.


Update and maintain list of back-up trainees as needed.


18 trainees selected; 


1 Waitlist with alternates 


Outreach Spec.; 


Admin Assistant 


11/23/21 09/29/22
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Activities Outputs Project Staff Start 


Date 


End Date 


8. Establish Participant Supports: confirm and address


supportive service needs for each trainee.


5 day care stipends Outreach Spec.; 


Admin Assistant 


11/27/21 09/29/22 


9. OJT Assignment Agreements: onboard trainees. Review


and sign OJT agreements with Shinglehouse and trainees.


18 agreements signed Project Director 11/30/21 12/07/21 


10. Roofer Kits: purchase roofing toolkits for all trainees 18 kits purchased Admin Assistant 12/07/21/ 12/29/21 


11. Classroom Instruction: begin in-classroom component of


training. Assess quality of work being done in class


setting. Remove trainees who are not able to meet


minimum standards, providing information on other E


& T opportunities at Kloshe.


1-week classroom training;


Pre- and Post-tests;


Trainer observation;


Project Director 


Admin Assistant; 


Trainer 


1/04/22 9/29/22  


12. Trainee Attrition: if trainees are removed, use waiting list


to select new trainees for in classroom curriculum and skill


set work.


Maintain 18 trainees Outreach Specialist 1/05/22 5/30/22 


13. OJT Instruction: trainees begin roof repair/replacement


work under Shinglehouse supervision


18 trainees begin work Outreach Specialist 4/06/22 9/29/22 


14. Admin Activity: Establish Federal Account Access and


Official Grant File


Electronic and Physical Grant 


Files 


Executive Director 10/01/21 10/09/21 


15. Admin Activity: Project Staff Orientation 3 staff trained; 


Employee handbook and 


policies signed 


Executive Director; 


Planner; Human 


Resources Mgr. 


16. Admin Activity: Attend Post Award Training Staff attendance records; 


Travel report 


PD; 


Fiscal Officer 


10/01/21 01/31/22 


17. Admin Activity: Reporting (OPR, ADR, 425, DPM) Reports submitted on time PD; Admin Asst 10/01/21 9/29/22 


18. Admin Activity: Attend Grantee Meeting Staff attendance records; 


Travel report 


PD; 


Outreach Specialist 


10/01/21 9/29/22 


19. Admin Activity: Data Collection and Evaluation (includes


data collection and evaluation for all objectives)


Testing; 


Trainer Observation; 


Attendance and Trainer 


records; 


Employment records; 


Results Analysis and 


Reporting 


PD 10/01/21 9/29/22 
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Objective Work Plan (OWP) 


Project Title: Living Wage jobs in Our Community 


Project Goal: To place unemployed parents in permanent living wage jobs 


Project Year: 1 
Objective # 2: By the end of the project’s 24th month, 15 of the 30 unemployed parents enrolled in the Kloshe Code Programmer Training 


Initiative will be placed in permanent jobs with wages equal to or greater than the median Oatfield income. 


Outcome: 15 unemployed parents will access permanent jobs with wages equal to the median Oatfield income. 


Activities Outputs Project Staff Start 


Date 


End 


Date 


1. Memorandum of Understanding: confirm MOU content with


Portland Community College.


Agreed upon MOU PD 10/12/21 10/15/21 


2. Establish Degree Curriculum/Coursework: using the existing


PCC coursework; staff, with the help of the steering


committee, will establish the required curriculum needed to


complete the project.


1 Degree Program PD; 


PCC Faculty 


10/12/21 10/31/21 


3. Candidate Recruitment and Selection: develop written and oral


application test processes that acts as an alternative to the SAT


along with minimum level of education standards to use in


selecting participants. Engage with Education Opportunity


Center for referral of enrollees as candidates. Conduct


interviewing, testing and selection in conjunction with PCC


faculty. Retain waitlist of additional candidates.


Testing alternative; 


35 Candidates identified and 


tested; 


30 participants selected; 


Waitlist 


PD; 


Outreach Spec; 


PCC faculty 


10/12/21 9/29/22 


4. Establish Participant Support: develop supportive service


assistance and scholarship performance agreement for each


participant


30 assistance plans and 


performance scholarship 


agreements; 


5 day care stipends 


PD; 


Admin Asst 


11/12/21 11/19/21 


5. Sign Participant Agreements: meet with each participant to


confirm participation. Review and sign agreements that detail


participant commitment to complete degree requirements


30 signed agreements PD 11/15/21 11/22/21 


6. Training Materials and Enrollment: purchase texts and training


manuals for Winter term.  Assist participants to understand


process for enrolling in these general requirements courses and


assist with enrollment, if needed.


Texts for 3 basic degree 


requirement classes:  


Math in Society or    College 


Algebra; 


Admin Asst 11/20/21 11/23/21 
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Activities Outputs Project Staff Start 


Date 


End 


Date 


Workplace Psychology; 


Academic Composition. 


7. College Orientation and Preparation Workshop: prepare FAQ


handouts. Logistics planning and invite enrolled participants to


attend. Host a participant discussion on Associate Degree


options. Assist with pre-registration for Winter Term classes.


Sign-in sheets; 


FAQ handouts 


PD; 


PCC faculty 


11/30/21 12/18/21 


8. Begin Instruction: participants receive texts and manuals and


begin attending 3 classes needed to complete basic degree


requirements.


30 students in classes PD; 


PCC; 


Admin Asst 


01/04/22 03/24/22 


9. Bi-Weekly Cohort Meetings: provide opportunity for


participants to team build, provide tutorial assistance, assist


with enrollment for Spring Term, and help participants decide


which Associate Degree each wants to secure (Web


Developer Certificate or Computer Programming Certificate).


Also address concerns on an individual basis.


13 cohort meetings;  


60 individual sessions 


PD PCC 


faculty 


01/04/22 9/29/22 


10. General and Specific Degree Requirements: begin class work


to complete requirements, including Computer Programming


(Java Programming 1) or Web Design (JavaScript Web


Programming 1) courses


30 participants taking classes; 


Attendance Records 


PD; 


PCC 


03/30/22 06/17/22 


11. Kloshe Summer Work Experience: confirm curriculum for


work experience and purchase participant supports


(certificates, texts, training manuals). Assist participants with


enrolling in the work experience. Conduct program.


At least 18 enrolled; 


Attendance Records 


Outreach Spec; 


Admin Asst 


6/04/22 09/15/22 


12. Computer Programming Certificate Program: confirm


coursework for this accelerated degree program and purchase


participant supports (texts and training manuals). Identify


three participants capable and willing to participate in this


summer program. Enroll, complete training, and award degree


with assisted placement to these three participants.


3 Associate Degrees PD; 


Portland CC 


6/04/22 8/28/22 
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Activities Outputs Project Staff Start 


Date 


End 


Date 


13. Training Materials and Enrollment: purchase texts and


training manuals for Fall term for both the computer


programming and web development courses. Assist


participants to understand process and requirements for


enrollment and assist with enrollment, if needed.


Texts and Materials for 


participants in: Visual Basic 


Programming; 


Java Script Web 


Programming 1  


Scripting Languages; or 


Java Programming 2 


PD; 


Admin Asst 


8/15/22 8/30/22 
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Objective Work Plan (OWP) 


Project Title: Living Wage Jobs in Our Community 


Project Goal: To place unemployed parents in permanent living wage jobs 


Project Year: 1 
Objective # 3: By the end of the project’s 36th month, 18 of the 34 unemployed parents enrolled in the Kloshe Apprentice Plumber On the Job 


Training Initiative will be employed in permanent jobs with wages equal to or greater than the median Oatfield income 


Outcome: 18 unemployed parents will access permanent jobs with wages equal to or greater than the median Oatfield income 


Activities Outputs Project Staff Start 


Date 


End 


Date 


1. Memorandum of Understanding: confirm MOU content with


Mr. Rooter.


Agreed upon MOU PD 10/12/21 10/15/21 


2. Recruitment: prepare information packages for the Kloshe


Plumber Program to reach Native high school students; as well


as unemployed parents through Oatfield Public Schools;


Kloshe E and T; Adult Education and TANF programs.


Develop instruments for interviewing and evaluating


candidates for the apprenticeships. Collect applications and


conduct interviewing.


Information Package; 


Applicant and wait lists; 


Interviews 


PD; 


Outreach Spec 


10/08/21 9/29/22 


3. Pilot Placement: identify parents that have course hours or


equivalent in Fundamentals of Public Speaking, Intermediate


Algebra and Composition Writing and enroll them in in  Mr.


Rooter’s “plumber basics course work” (water supply,


drainage systems,  piping standards, inventory and use of


equipment) and begin their OJT training in those areas at Mr.


Rooter’s as a pilot group for the project.


5 participants accepted;  


Pilot participant feedback; 


Records and analysis on 


strengths and areas needing 


improvement  


Outreach Spec; 


Admin Asst 


10/25/21 11/13/21 


4. Program Placement: identify interested individuals and offer


apprentices provisional positions in the project, if needed.


Place participants who have or will have met full requirements


in to the “plumber basics course work” (water supply, drainage


systems,  piping standards, inventory and use of equipment)


and begin PCC’s Plumber Apprenticeship Math and Print


Reading; Plumber Apprenticeship Pipe Sizing; and Plumber


Apprenticeship Basic Installation Pilot apprentices will be


enrolled in full program, as well.


12 candidates and pilot 


apprentices enrolled; 


Attendance Records; 


Pre- and post-testing 


PD;     


Outreach Spec 


11/05/21 9/29/22 
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Activities Outputs Project Staff Start 


Date 


End 


Date 


5. Kloshe GED: place participants in the GED program, as


needed.


Candidates enrolled; 


Attendance Record; 


GED 


Admin Asst; 


Kloshe Ed 


Dept staff 


11//10/21 9/29/22 


6. Basic Computer and/or Skills Refresher: enroll participants in


prerequisite courses: Intro to Computers, Fundamentals of


Public Speaking, Intermediate Algebra and Composition


Writing, as needed.


Candidates enrolled; 


Attendance Record; 


Certificates of Completion 


Admin Asst; 


PCC Faculty 


11/10/21 9/29/22 


7. Participant Support Services: identify and ensure students have


access to needed supportive services.


5 day care stipends Admin Asst 


Outreach Spec 


01/04/22 9/29/22 


8. On The Job Training (OJT): Participants successfully


completing coursework will continue in OJT through Mr.


Rooter and PCC placements.


12 placements; 


40 hours/apprentice 


PD; 


Admin Asst 


4/5/22 9/29/22 
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Objective Work Plan (OWP) 


Project Title: Living Wage Jobs in Our Community 


Project Goal: To place unemployed parents in permanent living wage jobs 


Project Year: 2 
Objective # 1: By the end of the project’s 24th month, 12 of the 28 unemployed parents enrolled in the Kloshe Roofer On the Job 


Training Initiative will be employed in permanent jobs with wages equal to or greater than the median Oatfield income. 


Outcome:  12 unemployed parents will access permanent jobs with wages that equal median Oatfield income. 


Activities Outputs Project Staff Start 


Date 


End 


Date 


1. Steering Committee: meetings continue. 12 monthly meetings; 


Sign-in sheets; 


Meeting Minutes 


PD; 


Admin Assist. 


9/30/22 9/29/23 


2. Waitlist and Attrition: update and maintain a list of interested


participants. Continue to conduct interviews, as needed. Make


replacements, as needed.


Waitlist PD; 


Outreach Spec; 


Admin Assist 


9/30/22 9/29/23 


3. Participant Supports Continue: ensure student needs are met 5 day care stipends PD 9/30/22 9/29/23 


4. Classroom Instruction Continues: participants, specifically


new trainees and replacement trainees, will continue with


classroom coursework. New trainees will be filled through the


waitlist or through new applicants. Conduct classroom


assessments


At least 10 new trainees 


begin; 


Assessment results 


9/30/22 4/5/23 


5. OJT Assignment Agreements: continue to sign agreements


with new trainees prior to assignment to OJT.


At least 10 new agreements 12/01/22 4/5/23 


6. Roofing Kits: ensure all trainees in second year cohort have


kits


10 toolkits Admin Assist 12/01/22 1/31/23 


7. OJT Instruction Continues: participants will continue with roof


repair/replacement /new roof application component of


training under Shinglehouse supervision. New trainees will be


filled through the waitlist or through new applicants.


18 trainees completed; 


At least 10 new trainees begin 


PD; 


Admin Assist; 


Outreach Spec 


10/04/22 9/29/23 


8. Assessment Continues: Shinglehouse assesses quality of work


being done and removes trainees whose work doesn’t meet


standards. Assess what improvements could be made to


selection process in the event that there is a need to reduce


drop out/termination rate of participants


Assessment Results; 


Revised Implementation 


Plans as needed 


Admin Assist; 


Shinglehouse 


10/04/22 9/29/23 
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Activities Outputs Project Staff Start 


Date 


End 


Date 


9. Employment and Placement: work with successful trainees to


update resumes for job application and make referrals as


needed for job placement. A minimum of 12 trainees from the


first cohort will complete the OJT experience and find jobs.


At least 12 trainees; 


Job placements 


PD 04/23/23 05/14/23 


20. Admin Activity: Reporting (OPR, ADR, 425, DPM) Reports submitted on time PD;  


Admin Assist 


9/30/22 9/29/23 


21. Admin Activity: Attend Grantee Meeting Staff attendance records; 


Travel report 


PD; 


Outreach Spec 


9/30/22 9/29/23 


22. Admin Activity: Data Collection and Evaluation. Make


updates to project based on results to improve upon project


objectives and outcomes. (Includes data collection and


evaluation for all objectives)


Testing; 


Trainer Observation; 


Attendance and Trainer 


records; 


Employment Records; 


Results Analysis and 


Reporting 


PD 9/30/22 9/29/23 
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Objective Work Plan (OWP) 


Project Title: Living Wage jobs in Our Community 


Project Goal: To place unemployed parents in permanent living wage jobs 


Project Year: 2 
Objective # 2: By the end of the project’s 24th month, 15 of the 30 unemployed parents enrolled in the Kloshe Code Programmer 


Training Initiative will be placed in permanent jobs with wages equal to or greater than the median Oatfield income. 


Outcome: 15 unemployed parents will access permanent jobs with wages equal to the median Oatfield income. 


Activities Outputs Project Staff Start 


Date 


End 


Date 


1. Bi-Weekly Cohort Meetings: continue to monitor progress,


provide opportunity for participants to team build, provide


tutorial assistance, assist with enrollment for Winter Term,


and address concerns on an individual basis.


26 cohort meetings; 


60 individual 


sessions/semester 


PD; 


PCC faculty 


9/30/22 9/29/23 


2. Participant Support Services: continue to ensure that students


have access to needed support services.


5 day care stipends PD; 


Admin Assist 


9/30/22 9/29/23 


3. Training Materials and Enrollment: purchase texts and


training manuals for Winter term for both the computer


programming and web development courses. Assist


participants to understand process and requirements for


enrollment and assist with enrollment, if needed.


Texts and Materials for 


participants in: Purchase Java 


Programming 3, C++ 


Language, Cyber Security 


and/or Safety Texts and 


workbooks 


PD; 


Admin Asst 


12/01/22 12/07/22 


4. Purchase Web Developer Certificate texts and training


manuals for Winter term.  Assist participants seeking a Web


Developer Certificate to understand process for enrolling in


certificate requirements courses and assist with enrollment if


needed


Fifteen sets of texts and 


workbooks for Fundamentals 


of Public Speaking Internet 


and World Wide Web and 


Fundamentals of Web Design


Admin Asst 12/13/22 12/30/22 


5. Cultural Activities: encourage student involvement in cultural


activities such as being a part of the Native American Student


Union. Invite representatives from various cultural groups to


attend the bi-weekly cohort meetings.


Students participating in 


Cultural Events; 


Representative presentations 


PD; 


Outreach Spec 


01/01/23 9/29/23 


6. Field Trips: visit data management firms and businesses with


data management needs. Attend job fairs. Attend association


4 Fieldtrips conducted; 


8 Events attended 


Outreach Spec 01/01/23 9/29/23 
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chapter meetings. Help students connect with potential 


employers. 


7. Student Job Applications: assist students to complete job


applications. Make referrals, as needed. Provide mock


interviews, as needed.


Applications submitted 


Interviews conducted 


PD; 


Admin Assist 


01/01/23 9/29/23 


8. Training Materials and Enrollment: purchase texts and training


manuals for Spring term for both the computer programming


and web development courses. Assist participants to


understand process and requirements for enrollment and assist


with enrollment, if needed.


Texts and Materials for 


participants in: Computer 


Operating Systems, 


Unix/Linux, Client-Server 


Networks, Web Site 


Development, Web 


Applications Development, 


Web Design 


PD; 


Admin Asst 


03/01/23 03/31/23 


9. Job Placement: students placed in positions through an


interview and application process, or by appointment through


the college.


At least 1 job offer per 


student 


PD; 


Outreach Asst; 


PCC 


04/04/23 06/30/23 


10. Graduation: recognize and award graduation certificates to


successful participants.


Degree Certifications PD; 07/01/23 08/30/23 
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Objective Work Plan (OWP) 


Project Title: Living Wage Jobs in Our Community 


Project Goal: To place unemployed parents in permanent living wage jobs 


Project Year: 2 
Objective # 3: By the end of the project’s 36th month, 18 of the 34 unemployed parents enrolled in the Kloshe Apprentice Plumber On 


the Job Training Initiative will be employed in permanent jobs with wages equal to or greater than the median Oatfield income 


Outcome: 18 unemployed parents will access permanent jobs with wages equal to or greater than the median Oatfield income 


Activities Outputs Project Staff Start 


Date 


End 


Date 


1. Recruitment: continue to conduct outreach to Native high


school students; as well as unemployed parents through


Oatfield Public Schools; Kloshe E and T; Adult Education and


TANF programs. Collect applications and conduct


interviewing. Update and maintain waitlist as needed.


Information Package; 


Applicant and wait lists; 


Interviews 


PD; 


Outreach Spec 


9/30/22 9/29/23 


2. Program Placement: continue to identify interested individuals


and offer apprentice provisional positions in the project, if


needed. Place new cohort of participants who have or will have


met full requirements in to the “plumber basics course”.


12 participants in new cohort; 


Attendance Records; 


Pre- and post-testing 


PD;     


Outreach Spec 


9/30/22 9/29/23 


3. Kloshe GED: continue offering GED program for new cohort,


as needed.


Candidates enrolled; 


Attendance Record; 


GED 


Admin Asst; 


Kloshe Ed 


Dept staff 


9/30/22 9/29/23 


4. Basic Computer and/or Skills Refresher: continue offering


prerequisite courses to new cohort, as needed, including Intro


to Computers, Fundamentals of Public Speaking, Intermediate


Algebra and Composition Writing.


Candidates enrolled; 


Attendance Record; 


Certificates of Completion 


Admin Asst; 


PCC Faculty 


9/30/22 9/29/23 


5. Participant Support Services: continue to identify and ensure


students have access to needed supportive services.


5 day care stipends Admin Asst 


Outreach Spec 


9/30/22 9/29/23 


6. Advanced Apprenticeship: cohort 1 will progress with Mr.


Rooter (who supervises and provides equipment) with classes


in plumbing theory, the Uniform Plumbing Code, Oregon


Plumbing Code, residential and commercial installations,


12 apprentices Mr. Rooter 


apprenticeship 


and P D 


oversight 


01/01/23 09/29/23 
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Activities Outputs Project Staff Start 


Date 


End 


Date 


blueprint reading and estimating, job safety, plumbing repairs 


for .5FTE and supervised plumbing services at .5FTE, 


7. On The Job Training (OJT): continue to place those


participants who are successfully completing coursework in


OJT through Mr. Rooter and PCC placements.


24 total placements; 


40 hours/apprentice 


PD; 


Admin Asst 


01/01/23 9/29/23 


8. Kloshe Conference of Plumber Apprentices: all qualified


apprentice apprentices who have completed the required


coursework will attend. Assess effectiveness and value of the


program from apprentices’ perspective through post-event


interviewing. Make necessary improvements


19 apprentices attend; 


Report on event with 


recommendations for needed 


improvements  


PD  Mr. Rooter 


staff 


08/09/23 08/10/23 
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Objective Work Plan (OWP) 


Project Title: Living Wage Jobs in Our Community 


Project Goal: To place unemployed parents in permanent living wage jobs 


Project Year: 3 
Objective # 3: By the end of the project’s 36th month, 18 of the 34 unemployed parents enrolled in the Kloshe Apprentice Plumber On 


the Job Training Initiative will be employed in permanent jobs with wages equal to or greater than the median Oatfield income. 


Outcome: 18 unemployed parents will access permanent jobs with wages equal to or greater than the median Oatfield income 


Activities Outputs Project Staff Start 


Date 


End 


Date 


1. Recruitment: continue to conduct outreach to Native high


school students; as well as unemployed parents through


Oatfield Public Schools; Kloshe E and T; Adult Education and


TANF programs. Collect applications and conduct


interviewing. Update and maintain waitlist as needed.


Information Package; 


Applicant and wait lists; 


Interviews 


PD; 


Outreach Spec 


09/30/23 9/29/24 


2. Participant Support Services: continue to ensure students have


access to needed supportive services.


5 day care stipends Admin Asst 


Outreach Spec 


9/30/23 9/29/24 


3. Bi-weekly Meetings and Monitoring: continue to monitor


participant progress through bi-weekly check-ins. Help with


support service, problem solving, and tutorial assistance will


be offered.


18 Bi-weekly meetings; 


Sign-in Sheets; 


Meeting Minutes; 


Admin Asst 


Outreach Spec 


9/30/23 9/29/24 


4. Advanced Apprenticeship: cohort 2 will progress with Mr.


Rooter (who supervises and provides equipment) with classes


in plumbing theory, the Uniform Plumbing Code, Oregon


Plumbing Code, residential and commercial installations,


blueprint reading and estimating, job safety, plumbing repairs


for .5FTE and supervised plumbing services at .5FTE.


12 apprentices Mr. Rooter 


apprenticeship 


and P D 


oversight 


12/15/23 09/29/24 


5. On The Job Training (OJT): continue to place those


participants who are successfully completing coursework in


OJT through Mr. Rooter and PCC placements.


34 total placements; 


40 hours/apprentice 


PD; 


Admin Asst 


9/30/23 9/29/24 


6. Kloshe Conference of Plumber Apprentices: based on last


year’s feedback, host and attend this event with all apprentices


that are qualified.


34 apprentices attend PD; 


Mr. Rooter 


staff 


08/09/24 08/10/24 
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Activities Outputs Project Staff Start 


Date 


End 


Date 


7. Job Application and Interviewing: assist all apprentices


completing coursework with job applications. Make referrals


or placements as needed.


At least 18 job placements PD 07/01/24 09/29/24 


8. Admin Activity: Reporting (OPR, ADR, 425, DPM) Reports submitted on time PD;  


Admin Assist 


9/30/22 9/29/24 


9. Admin Activity: Attend Grantee Meeting Staff attendance records; 


Travel report 


PD; 


Outreach Spec 


9/30/22 9/29/24 


10. Admin Activity: Data Collection and Evaluation. Make


updates to project based on results to improve upon project


objectives and outcomes.


Testing; 


Trainer Observation; 


Attendance and Trainer 


records; 


Employment Records; 


Results Analysis and 


Reporting 


PD 9/30/22 9/29/24 












Creating the Current Community Condition 
 


DO NOT USE THE TERMS:   DO DISCUSS THE: 


“Lack of” or    Current Conditions 
“Need for” 
 


Instead of stating what is lacking: 


“There is a need for language classes in our community.” 
 


Focus on the actual condition(s) that exist:  


FEW FLUENT SPEAKERS LIMITED LANGUAGE RESOURCES AVAILABLE FOR 
ADULT LEARNERS 


 


The New Current Community Condition is… 


“Our community has 7 fluent speakers with 65% of the adult (18+ years) 
population reporting minimal knowledge of the language. A 2020 community 
survey indicates over 50 community members want to become fluent speakers 
but language resources and classes for adults are limited.” 








TIP


Application Packet Submission 


You must have a DUNS number and be registered with SAM to register in Grants.gov


Be sure you have downloaded the correct Application packet!


Use the CFDA number located in the Funding Opportunity 
Announcement (FOA)


Language Opportunities (93.587) include EMI and PM.


SEDS Opportunities (93.612) include SEDS, SEDS AK, SEDS-GO


The ERE CFDA Number is 93.581.


Hit the red "Subscribe" button in Grants.gov to receive 
updates in the event of FOA revisions.


Use the correct file naming conventions to prevent errors.


A-Z Comma , Hyphen - Plus Sign  + Underscore  _


a-z Curly Braces  { } Number Sign  # Semicolon  ; Apostrophe  ‘


Ampersand  & Dollar Sign  $ Parenthesis  ( ) Space Equal Sign  =


Tilde  ~ Square Brackets  [ ] At Sign @ Exclamation Point  
!


Period  .


*Note: You must be designated as an Authorized Organization Representative (AOR) to 
submit the application or you will receive the following  error:


“Your application cannot be submitted because you are not designated by your organization as an 


Authorized Organization Representative (AOR). Please contact your eBiz Point of Contact to get the 


AOR role assigned to you and then resubmit the  application.”


BEFORE YOU SUBMIT
• Save your application by selecting Save.
• Select the Check Package for Errors button which will identify each error.


• If errors are found correct each one.


• When there are no errors the Save & Submit button will be activated.
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DO NOT wait until the last day to submit! You may need time to respond to 
validation errors. You CANNOT fix errors after the submission period has ended.


The AOR will be contacted via email at least three times 24 to 48 hours after submission


Receipt Email – this email confirms receipt of the application package by the Grants.gov 
system, and gives a URL and tracking number that can be used to find out the status of a 
submission without login.


Validation Email – this email confirms validation of the technical


+  The validation does a virus scan and checks to ensure the DUNS # you entered in
the application package is the exact same DUNS you utilized for your  registration


+ If your package has errors you will receive an email: “rejection due to errors”


+  If you receive this you should contact the Grants.gov Contact Center for assistance
and to create a customer service record of your issue


+ If you miss the deadline Grants.gov cannot assist  you


Agency Retrieval Email – Once the Agency (ANA) retrieves your application 
package you will receive an e-mail stating so. 


Having trouble uploading your application to Grants.gov?


Security Firewalls


Some desktop virus protectors and office server 


firewalls prevent the pop-ups and the uploading of 


the packet. 


Check with your IT department before attempting 


to upload.


Canceling Upload and Re-Submitting


Do not stop the submission process without con-


tacting Grants.gov helpdesk. This is to ensure you 


do not have multiple incomplete submittals. Ask 


them to look at your current submission to see if 


there is a problem. 


During busy times and depending on  your inter-


net connection it can take more than an hour to 


upload your packet.


Other Grants.gov Resources 
Applicant Tools & Tips http://www.grants.gov/


web/grants/ applicants/applicant-tools-and-tips.


html


Applicant FAQs http://www.grants.gov/web/


grants/ applicants/applicant-faqs.html


Using Workspace http://www.grants.gov/web/


grants/ applicants/workspace-overview.html


Grants.gov Helpdesk 


Open 24/7 Except Federal Holiday


support@grants.gov  


Toll Free: 1-800-518-4726


Retain Grants.gov tracking
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Objective Work Plan (OWP)


Project Title: 


Project Goal:


Project Year:



		Objective # _:






		Outcome

		



		Activities

		Outputs

		Project Staff

		Start Date 

		End 


Date



		1




		

		

		

		



		2




		

		

		

		



		3




		

		

		

		



		4




		

		

		

		





The Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995:  Public reporting burden for this collection of information is estimated to average 3 hours per response, including the time for reviewing instructions, gathering and maintaining the data needed, and reviewing the collection of information.  An agency may not conduct or sponsor, and a person is not required to respond to, a collection of information unless it displays a currently valid OMB number.



Instructions



				TEMPLATE AND BUDGET DEVELOPMENT INSTRUCTIONS
Native Language - Esther Martinez Immersion (EMI)

				Annual Budget and Budget Justification Development Templates, Helpful Hints

				For assistance with this Budget Template, please contact your Regional TTA Center.

				Budget Templates

		1		The worksheet has five annual budget templates that contain formulas.  There are also five annual budget justification templates and five SF 424As.  The Category/Item Description column will automatically populate with the data that is entered into the cells in the category column in the corresponding annual budget sheet.  This assists with being consistent with terminology in the budget documents.  You must verify that what you typing in the annual budget Category/Item Description column is the same as what is in the project narrative and OWP.  The budget will automatically transfer to the SF 424A.  

		Note		All Language awards will have a 9-month first year budget period, to span from 9/30/2021 to 6/30/2022. Subsequent budget years will resume at the normal 12-month period. EMI projects may include up to five budget years.

		Hint		Fill out the column B of each of the annual budget sheets before working on the justification sheets.  Be sure to verify that what you typing in the annual budget Category/Item Description column (column B) is the same as what is in the project narrative and OWP.

				Use Complete and Accurate Calculations

		2		Gather all the necessary information you'll need prior to starting work on the budget (e.g., positions, wages, fringe calculations, supplies needed).

				Editing the Budget or Budget Justification Sheets

		3		Remember there are formulas in the budget justification sheets that pull information from column B of the corressponding budget sheet. If you add or delete rows it may impact the corresponding sheet. If you delete a row in the budget make sure to delete the corresponding row in the budget justification.  
● If you add a row in the budget  you will have to add a row at the same position in the budget justification and copy formulas.
● To copy formulas select the cell in Column B directly above the new row.  Highlight the formula and press ""ctrl"" key + ""C"" key.  Now select the new cell in Column B and press ""ctrl"" key + ""V"" key.  If the formula was copied correctly whatever you type in Column B in the annual budget sheet should appear in Column B of the corresponsding budget justification."

		Hint		Double check that numbers are added correctly as adding and deleting cells, rows or columns can create an error in the formulas in the worksheet.



		Instructions on costs and their category are contained in the following:

				1. PERSONNEL

				Identify the project director or principal investigator, if known at the time  application. For each staff person provide: the title; time commitment to the project in months; time commitment to the project as a percentage or full-time equivalent: annual salary; grant salary; wage rates; etc. Do not include the costs of consultants, personnel costs of delegate agencies, or of specific project(s) and/or businesses to be financed by the applicant. Contractors and consultants should not be placed under this category.

				2. FRINGE BENEFITS

				Costs of employee fringe benefits unless treated as part of an approved indirect cost rate.  Provide a breakdown of the amounts and percentages that comprise fringe benefit costs such as health insurance, Federal Insurance Contributions Act (FICA) taxes, retirement insurance, and taxes.

				3. TRAVEL

				Costs of out-of-state or overnight project-related travel by employees of the applicant organization.  Do not include in-state travel or consultant travel in the Travel category but in Other.  For each trip show the total number of traveler(s); travel destination; duration of trip; per diem; mileage allowances.  If privately owned vehicles will be used to travel out of town; and other transportation costs and subsistence allowances.  If appropriate for the project, travel cost for key project staff to attend ACF-sponsored workshops/conferences/grantee orientation should be detailed in the budget.

				4. EQUIPMENT

				Equipment means an article of nonexpendable, tangible personal property having a useful life of more than one year per unit and an acquisition cost that equals or exceeds the lesser of: (a) the capitalization level established by the organization for the financial statement purposes, or (b) $5,000

				5. SUPPLIES

				Costs of all tangible personal property other than that included under the Equipment category. This includes office and other consumable supplies with a per-unit cost of less than $5,000.

				6. CONTRACTUAL

				Include third-party evaluation contracts, if applicable, and contracts with secondary recipient organizations (with budget detail), including delegate agencies and specific project(s) and/or businesses to be financed by the applicant. This area is not for individual consultants.

				7. OTHER

				Such costs, where applicable and appropriate, may include but are not limited to: consultant costs, local travel; insurance; food (when allowable); medical and dental costs (noncontractual); professional services costs (including audit charges); space and equipment rentals; printing and publication; computer use; training costs, such as tuition and stipends; staff development costs; and administrative costs.

				8. INDIRECT COSTS

				Total amount of indirect costs. This category has one of two methods that an applicant can select. An applicant may only select one. 

				1) The applicant currently has an indirect cost rate approved by the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) or another cognizant federal agency.
Note: An applicant must enclose a copy of the current approved rate agreement. If the applicant is requesting a rate that is less than what is allowed under the program, the authorized representative of the applicant organization must submit a signed acknowledgement that the applicant is accepting a lower rate than allowed.

2) Per 45 CFR § 75.414(f) Indirect (F&A) costs, of any non-Federal entity [i.e., applicant] that has never received a negotiated indirect costs rate, may elect to charge a de minimis rate of 10% of modified total direct costs (MTDC) which may be used indefinitely. As described in §75.403, costs must be consistently charged as either indirect or direct costs, but may not be double charged or inconsistently charged as both. If chosen, this methodology once elected must be used consistently for all Federal awards until such time as a non-Federal entity chooses to negotiate for a rate, which the non-Federal entity may apply to do at any time.�"

				SF 424A

				Although you will only need the SF 424A for the budget period that the application is addressing there are five worksheets for each potential budget period.  You will need to fill in Section C for the source of the non-federal funds.  Also the default for Section D for the forecasted cash needs is 25% each quarter, you will want to adjust based on the project's cash needs. 





Bud Year 1

		Tribe/Organization Name						9 months

		EMI BUDGET YEAR ONE				9/30/2021-6/30/2022

		CATEGORY/ITEM DESCRIPTION		Federal Share		Non-Federal Share		Total

		PERSONNEL		Full and Part time employees only

		Insert title and percentage of time 		-		-		-

		Insert title and percentage of time 		-		-		-

		Insert title and percentage of time 		-		-		-

		Insert title and percentage of time 		-		-		-

		TOTAL PERSONNEL		$   -		$   -		$   -

		FRINGE BENEFITS		Benefits for full and part-time employees, individual rate may differ

		FICA @ 7.65%		-		-		-

		FUTA @ .00%		-		-		-

		SUTA @ .00%		-		-		-

		Health Insurance @ 00%		-		-		-

		Retirement @ 00%		-		-		-

		Workman's Comp. @ 00%		-		-		-

		TOTAL FRINGE BENEFITS		$   -		$   -		$   -

		TRAVEL		Employee/staff overnight travel only, not for local mileage

		Post Award Training - 2 people		-		-		-

		ANA Grantee Meeting - 2 people		-		-		-

		Insert any other project staff travel		-		-		-

		TOTAL TRAVEL		$   -		$   -		$   -

		EQUIPMENT		Usable life of a year and unit capital cost in excess of $5,000

		Insert name of equipment		-		-		-

		Insert name of equipment		-		-		-

		TOTAL EQUIPMENT		$   -		$   -		$   -

		SUPPLIES		Less than $5,000 per unit

		Insert name of type of supply		-		-		-

		Insert name of type of supply		-		-		-

		TOTAL SUPPLIES		$   -		$   -		$   -

		CONTRACTUAL		Generally for contracts that require a formal bidding process

		Insert name of type of contract		-		-		-

		Insert name of type of contract		-		-		-

		TOTAL CONTRACTUAL		$   -		$   -		$   -

		OTHER		All other costs not list in categories above

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		TOTAL OTHER		$   -		$   -		$   -

		DIRECT COST TOTAL		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

		INDIRECT COST @ XX.XX% (if applicable)		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

		TOTAL PROJECT COST YEAR 1		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

		Required Non-Federal Share				$   - 0

		It is strongly recommended that you don't exceed the required match amount in any project year.







All Language grantees will have only 9 months in their Year One budget period only.
Applicants may still request the full amount for the 9-month Year One budget period.
Calculate your salaries and fringe benefits based on 9 months in Year One only.  
Salaries and fringe benefits for New Hires should deduct time to complete the hiring process as well.




Bud Year 2

		Tribe/Organization Name						12 months

		EMI BUDGET YEAR TWO				7/1/2022 to 6/30/2023

		CATEGORY/ITEM DESCRIPTION		Federal Share		Non-Federal Share		Total

		PERSONNEL

		Insert title and percentage of time 		-		-		-

		Insert title and percentage of time 		-		-		-

		Insert title and percentage of time 		-		-		-

		Insert title and percentage of time 		-		-		-

		TOTAL PERSONNEL		$   -		$   -		$   -

		FRINGE BENEFITS

		FICA @ 7.65%		-		-		-

		FUTA @ .00%		-		-		-

		SUTA @ .00%		-		-		-

		Health Insurance @ 00%		-		-		-

		Retirement @ 00%		-		-		-

		Workman's Comp. @ 00%		-		-		-

		TOTAL FRINGE BENEFITS		$   -		$   -		$   -

		TRAVEL

		ANA Grantee Meeting - 2 people		-		-		-

		Insert any other project staff travel		-		-		-

		Insert any other project staff travel		-		-		-

		TOTAL TRAVEL		$   -		$   -		$   -

		EQUIPMENT

		Insert name of equipment		-		-		-

		Insert name of equipment		-		-		-

		TOTAL EQUIPMENT		$   -		$   -		$   -

		SUPPLIES

		Insert name of type of supply		-		-		-

		Insert name of type of supply		-		-		-

		TOTAL SUPPLIES		$   -		$   -		$   -

		CONTRACTUAL

		Insert name of type of contract		-		-		-

		Insert name of type of contract		-		-		-

		TOTAL CONTRACTUAL		$   -		$   -		$   -

		OTHER

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		TOTAL OTHER		$   -		$   -		$   -

		DIRECT COST TOTAL		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

		INDIRECT COST @ XX.XX% (if applicable)		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

		TOTAL PROJECT COST YEAR TWO		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

		Required Non-Federal Share				$   - 0

		It is strongly recommended that you don't exceed the required match amount in any project year.









Bud Year 3

		Tribe/Organization Name						12 months

		EMI BUDGET YEAR THREE				7/1/2023 to 6/30/2024

		CATEGORY/ITEM DESCRIPTION		Federal Share		Non-Federal Share		Total

		PERSONNEL

		Insert title and percentage of time 		-		-		-

		Insert title and percentage of time 		-		-		-

		Insert title and percentage of time 		-		-		-

		Insert title and percentage of time 		-		-		-

		TOTAL PERSONNEL		$   -		$   -		$   -

		FRINGE BENEFITS

		FICA @ 7.65%		-		-		-

		FUTA @ .00%		-		-		-

		SUTA @ .00%		-		-		-

		Health Insurance @ 00%		-		-		-

		Retirement @ 00%		-		-		-

		Workman's Comp. @ 00%		-		-		-

		TOTAL FRINGE BENEFITS		$   -		$   -		$   -

		TRAVEL

		ANA Grantee Meeting - 2 people		-		-		-

		Insert any other project staff travel		-		-		-

		Insert any other project staff travel		-		-		-

		TOTAL TRAVEL		$   -		$   -		$   -

		EQUIPMENT

		Insert name of equipment		-		-		-

		Insert name of equipment		-		-		-

		TOTAL EQUIPMENT		$   -		$   -		$   -

		SUPPLIES

		Insert name of type of supply		-		-		-

		Insert name of type of supply		-		-		-

		TOTAL SUPPLIES		$   -		$   -		$   -

		CONTRACTUAL

		Insert name of type of contract		-		-		-

		Insert name of type of contract		-		-		-

		TOTAL CONTRACTUAL		$   -		$   -		$   -

		OTHER

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		TOTAL OTHER		$   -		$   -		$   -

		DIRECT COST TOTAL		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

		INDIRECT COST @ XX.XX% (if applicable)		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

		TOTAL PROJECT COST YEAR THREE		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

		Required Non-Federal Share				$   - 0

		It is strongly recommended that you don't exceed the required match amount in any project year.









Bud Year 4

		Tribe/Organization Name						12 months

		EMI BUDGET YEAR FOUR				7/1/2024 to 6/30/2025

		CATEGORY/ITEM DESCRIPTION		Federal Share		Non-Federal Share		Total

		PERSONNEL

		Insert title and percentage of time 		-		-		-

		Insert title and percentage of time 		-		-		-

		Insert title and percentage of time 		-		-		-

		Insert title and percentage of time 		-		-		-

		TOTAL PERSONNEL		$   -		$   -		$   -

		FRINGE BENEFITS

		FICA @ 7.65%		-		-		-

		FUTA @ .00%		-		-		-

		SUTA @ .00%		-		-		-

		Health Insurance @ 00%		-		-		-

		Retirement @ 00%		-		-		-

		Workman's Comp. @ 00%		-		-		-

		TOTAL FRINGE BENEFITS		$   -		$   -		$   -

		TRAVEL

		ANA Grantee Meeting - 2 people		-		-		-

		Insert any other project staff travel		-		-		-

		Insert any other project staff travel		-		-		-

		TOTAL TRAVEL		$   -		$   -		$   -

		EQUIPMENT

		Insert name of equipment		-		-		-

		Insert name of equipment		-		-		-

		TOTAL EQUIPMENT		$   -		$   -		$   -

		SUPPLIES

		Insert name of type of supply		-		-		-

		Insert name of type of supply		-		-		-

		TOTAL SUPPLIES		$   -		$   -		$   -

		CONTRACTUAL

		Insert name of type of contract		-		-		-

		Insert name of type of contract		-		-		-

		TOTAL CONTRACTUAL		$   -		$   -		$   -

		OTHER

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		TOTAL OTHER		$   -		$   -		$   -

		DIRECT COST TOTAL		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

		INDIRECT COST @ XX.XX% (if applicable)		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

		TOTAL PROJECT COST YEAR THREE		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

		Required Non-Federal Share				$   - 0

		It is strongly recommended that you don't exceed the required match amount in any project year.









Bud Year 5

		Tribe/Organization Name						12 months

		EMI BUDGET YEAR FIVE				7/1/2025 to 6/30/2026

		CATEGORY/ITEM DESCRIPTION		Federal Share		Non-Federal Share		Total

		PERSONNEL

		Insert title and percentage of time 		-		-		-

		Insert title and percentage of time 		-		-		-

		Insert title and percentage of time 		-		-		-

		Insert title and percentage of time 		-		-		-

		TOTAL PERSONNEL		$   -		$   -		$   -

		FRINGE BENEFITS

		FICA @ 7.65%		-		-		-

		FUTA @ .00%		-		-		-

		SUTA @ .00%		-		-		-

		Health Insurance @ 00%		-		-		-

		Retirement @ 00%		-		-		-

		Workman's Comp. @ 00%		-		-		-

		TOTAL FRINGE BENEFITS		$   -		$   -		$   -

		TRAVEL

		ANA Grantee Meeting - 2 people		-		-		-

		Insert any other project staff travel		-		-		-

		Insert any other project staff travel		-		-		-

		TOTAL TRAVEL		$   -		$   -		$   -

		EQUIPMENT

		Insert name of equipment		-		-		-

		Insert name of equipment		-		-		-

		TOTAL EQUIPMENT		$   -		$   -		$   -

		SUPPLIES

		Insert name of type of supply		-		-		-

		Insert name of type of supply		-		-		-

		TOTAL SUPPLIES		$   -		$   -		$   -

		CONTRACTUAL

		Insert name of type of contract		-		-		-

		Insert name of type of contract		-		-		-

		TOTAL CONTRACTUAL		$   -		$   -		$   -

		OTHER

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		TOTAL OTHER		$   -		$   -		$   -

		DIRECT COST TOTAL		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

		INDIRECT COST @ XX.XX% (if applicable)		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

		TOTAL PROJECT COST YEAR THREE		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

		Required Non-Federal Share				$   - 0

		It is strongly recommended that you don't exceed the required match amount in any project year.









Bud Just 1

		Tribe/Organization Name

		BUDGET JUSTIFICATION YEAR ONE

		CATEGORY/ITEM DESCRIPTION		CALCULATION AND JUSTIFICATION		Federal Share		Non-Federal Share

		PERSONNEL		Explain calculation of salary for each position and position project responsibility		$   -		$   -

		Insert title and percentage of time 		Describe salary calculation and project responsiblities

		Insert title and percentage of time 		Describe salary calculation and project responsiblities

		Insert title and percentage of time 		Describe salary calculation and project responsiblities

		Insert title and percentage of time 		Describe salary calculation and project responsiblities

		FRINGE BENEFITS		Describe the benefits given and differences based on type of employee		$   -		$   -

		FICA @ 7.65%		Describe the benefit and who is entitled to receive the benefit

		FUTA @ .00%		Describe the benefit and who is entitled to receive the benefit

		SUTA @ .00%		Describe the benefit and who is entitled to receive the benefit

		Health Insurance @ 00%		Describe the benefit and who is entitled to receive the benefit

		Retirement @ 00%		Describe the benefit and who is entitled to receive the benefit

		Workman's Comp. @ 00%		Describe the benefit and who is entitled to receive the benefit

		TRAVEL		Describe employee travel		$   -		$   -

		Post Award Training - 2 people		Describe the need for project completion and break out individual travel costs

		ANA Grantee Meeting - 2 people		Describe the need for project completion and break out individual travel costs

		Insert any other project staff travel		Describe the need for project completion and break out individual travel costs

		EQUIPMENT		Describe equipment and need by project		$   -		$   -

		Insert name of equipment		Describe why the project needs this equipment

		Insert name of equipment		Describe why the project needs this equipment

		SUPPLIES		Describe supplies to be purchase and need by project		$   -		$   -

		Insert name of type of supply		Describe supplies to be purchased and need by project

		Insert name of type of supply		Describe supplies to be purchased and need by project

		CONTRACTUAL		For large contract item not for lesser professional services		$   -		$   -

		Insert name of type of contract		Describe cost calculation and why project needs this contractor

		Insert name of type of contract		Describe cost calculation and why project needs this contractor

		OTHER		Describe calculation of cost and why the item is needed		$   -		$   -

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		INDIRECT COST @ XX.XX% (if applicable)		See Indirect Cost Rate Agreement, attached.		$   -		$   -



For Year One only, remember to demonstrate calculations using a 9-month budget period.

Describe how each cost was calculated and why it is needed for the project.



Bud Just 2

		Tribe/Organization Name

		BUDGET JUSTIFICATION YEAR TWO

		CATEGORY/ITEM DESCRIPTION		CALCULATION AND JUSTIFICATION		Federal Share		Non-Federal Share

		PERSONNEL		Explain calculation of salary for each position and position project responsibility		$   -		$   -

		Insert title and percentage of time 		Describe salary calculation and project responsiblities

		Insert title and percentage of time 		Describe salary calculation and project responsiblities

		Insert title and percentage of time 		Describe salary calculation and project responsiblities

		Insert title and percentage of time 		Describe salary calculation and project responsiblities

		FRINGE BENEFITS		Describe the benefits given and differences based on type of employee		$   -		$   -

		FICA @ 7.65%		Describe the benefit and who is entitled to receive the benefit

		FUTA @ .00%		Describe the benefit and who is entitled to receive the benefit

		SUTA @ .00%		Describe the benefit and who is entitled to receive the benefit

		Health Insurance @ 00%		Describe the benefit and who is entitled to receive the benefit

		Retirement @ 00%		Describe the benefit and who is entitled to receive the benefit

		Workman's Comp. @ 00%		Describe the benefit and who is entitled to receive the benefit

		TRAVEL		Describe employee travel		$   -		$   -

		ANA Grantee Meeting - 2 people		Describe the need for project completion and break out individual travel costs

		Insert any other project staff travel		Describe the need for project completion and break out individual travel costs

		Insert any other project staff travel		Describe the need for project completion and break out individual travel costs

		EQUIPMENT		Describe equipment and need by project		$   -		$   -

		Insert name of equipment		Describe why the project needs this equipment

		Insert name of equipment		Describe why the project needs this equipment

		SUPPLIES		Describe supplies to be purchase and need by project		$   -		$   -

		Insert name of type of supply		Describe supplies to be purchased and need by project

		Insert name of type of supply		Describe supplies to be purchased and need by project

		CONTRACTUAL		For large contract item not for lesser professional services		$   -		$   -

		Insert name of type of contract		Describe cost calculation and why project needs this contractor

		Insert name of type of contract		Describe cost calculation and why project needs this contractor

		OTHER		Describe calculation of cost and why the item is needed		$   -		$   -

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		INDIRECT COST @ XX.XX% (if applicable)		See Indirect Cost Rate Agreement, attached.		$   -		$   -



Describe how each cost was calculated and why it is needed for the project.



Bud Just 3

		Tribe/Organization Name

		BUDGET JUSTIFICATION YEAR THREE

		CATEGORY/ITEM DESCRIPTION		CALCULATION AND JUSTIFICATION		Federal Share		Non-Federal Share

		PERSONNEL		Explain calculation of salary for each position and position project responsibility		$   -		$   -

		Insert title and percentage of time 		Describe salary calculation and project responsiblities

		Insert title and percentage of time 		Describe salary calculation and project responsiblities

		Insert title and percentage of time 		Describe salary calculation and project responsiblities

		Insert title and percentage of time 		Describe salary calculation and project responsiblities

		FRINGE BENEFITS		Describe the benefits given and differences based on type of employee		$   -		$   -

		FICA @ 7.65%		Describe the benefit and who is entitled to receive the benefit

		FUTA @ .00%		Describe the benefit and who is entitled to receive the benefit

		SUTA @ .00%		Describe the benefit and who is entitled to receive the benefit

		Health Insurance @ 00%		Describe the benefit and who is entitled to receive the benefit

		Retirement @ 00%		Describe the benefit and who is entitled to receive the benefit

		Workman's Comp. @ 00%		Describe the benefit and who is entitled to receive the benefit

		TRAVEL		Describe employee travel		$   -		$   -

		ANA Grantee Meeting - 2 people		Describe the need for project completion and break out individual travel costs

		Insert any other project staff travel		Describe the need for project completion and break out individual travel costs

		Insert any other project staff travel		Describe the need for project completion and break out individual travel costs

		EQUIPMENT		Describe equipment and need by project		$   -		$   -

		Insert name of equipment		Describe why the project needs this equipment

		Insert name of equipment		Describe why the project needs this equipment

		SUPPLIES		Describe supplies to be purchase and need by project		$   -		$   -

		Insert name of type of supply		Describe supplies to be purchased and need by project

		Insert name of type of supply		Describe supplies to be purchased and need by project

		CONTRACTUAL		For large contract item not for lesser professional services		$   -		$   -

		Insert name of type of contract		Describe cost calculation and why project needs this contractor

		Insert name of type of contract		Describe cost calculation and why project needs this contractor

		OTHER		Describe calculation of cost and why the item is needed		$   -		$   -

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		INDIRECT COST @ XX.XX% (if applicable)		See Indirect Cost Rate Agreement, attached.		$   -		$   -



Describe how each cost was calculated and why it is needed for the project.



Bud Just 4

		Tribe/Organization Name

		BUDGET JUSTIFICATION YEAR FOUR

		CATEGORY/ITEM DESCRIPTION		CALCULATION AND JUSTIFICATION		Federal Share		Non-Federal Share

		PERSONNEL		Explain calculation of salary for each position and position project responsibility		$   -		$   -

		Insert title and percentage of time 		Describe salary calculation and project responsiblities

		Insert title and percentage of time 		Describe salary calculation and project responsiblities

		Insert title and percentage of time 		Describe salary calculation and project responsiblities

		Insert title and percentage of time 		Describe salary calculation and project responsiblities

		FRINGE BENEFITS		Describe the benefits given and differences based on type of employee		$   -		$   -

		FICA @ 7.65%		Describe the benefit and who is entitled to receive the benefit

		FUTA @ .00%		Describe the benefit and who is entitled to receive the benefit

		SUTA @ .00%		Describe the benefit and who is entitled to receive the benefit

		Health Insurance @ 00%		Describe the benefit and who is entitled to receive the benefit

		Retirement @ 00%		Describe the benefit and who is entitled to receive the benefit

		Workman's Comp. @ 00%		Describe the benefit and who is entitled to receive the benefit

		TRAVEL		Describe employee travel		$   -		$   -

		ANA Grantee Meeting - 2 people		Describe the need for project completion and break out individual travel costs

		Insert any other project staff travel		Describe the need for project completion and break out individual travel costs

		Insert any other project staff travel		Describe the need for project completion and break out individual travel costs

		EQUIPMENT		Describe equipment and need by project		$   -		$   -

		Insert name of equipment		Describe why the project needs this equipment

		Insert name of equipment		Describe why the project needs this equipment

		SUPPLIES		Describe supplies to be purchase and need by project		$   -		$   -

		Insert name of type of supply		Describe supplies to be purchased and need by project

		Insert name of type of supply		Describe supplies to be purchased and need by project

		CONTRACTUAL		For large contract item not for lesser professional services		$   -		$   -

		Insert name of type of contract		Describe cost calculation and why project needs this contractor

		Insert name of type of contract		Describe cost calculation and why project needs this contractor

		OTHER		Describe calculation of cost and why the item is needed		$   -		$   -

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		INDIRECT COST @ XX.XX% (if applicable)		See Indirect Cost Rate Agreement, attached.		$   -		$   -



Describe how each cost was calculated and why it is needed for the project.



Bud Just 5

		Tribe/Organization Name

		BUDGET JUSTIFICATION YEAR FOUR

		CATEGORY/ITEM DESCRIPTION		CALCULATION AND JUSTIFICATION		Federal Share		Non-Federal Share

		PERSONNEL		Explain calculation of salary for each position and position project responsibility		$   -		$   -

		Insert title and percentage of time 		Describe salary calculation and project responsiblities

		Insert title and percentage of time 		Describe salary calculation and project responsiblities

		Insert title and percentage of time 		Describe salary calculation and project responsiblities

		Insert title and percentage of time 		Describe salary calculation and project responsiblities

		FRINGE BENEFITS		Describe the benefits given and differences based on type of employee		$   -		$   -

		FICA @ 7.65%		Describe the benefit and who is entitled to receive the benefit

		FUTA @ .00%		Describe the benefit and who is entitled to receive the benefit

		SUTA @ .00%		Describe the benefit and who is entitled to receive the benefit

		Health Insurance @ 00%		Describe the benefit and who is entitled to receive the benefit

		Retirement @ 00%		Describe the benefit and who is entitled to receive the benefit

		Workman's Comp. @ 00%		Describe the benefit and who is entitled to receive the benefit

		TRAVEL		Describe employee travel		$   -		$   -

		ANA Grantee Meeting - 2 people		Describe the need for project completion and break out individual travel costs

		Insert any other project staff travel		Describe the need for project completion and break out individual travel costs

		Insert any other project staff travel		Describe the need for project completion and break out individual travel costs

		EQUIPMENT		Describe equipment and need by project		$   -		$   -

		Insert name of equipment		Describe why the project needs this equipment

		Insert name of equipment		Describe why the project needs this equipment

		SUPPLIES		Describe supplies to be purchase and need by project		$   -		$   -

		Insert name of type of supply		Describe supplies to be purchased and need by project

		Insert name of type of supply		Describe supplies to be purchased and need by project

		CONTRACTUAL		For large contract item not for lesser professional services		$   -		$   -

		Insert name of type of contract		Describe cost calculation and why project needs this contractor

		Insert name of type of contract		Describe cost calculation and why project needs this contractor

		OTHER		Describe calculation of cost and why the item is needed		$   -		$   -

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		INDIRECT COST @ XX.XX% (if applicable)		See Indirect Cost Rate Agreement, attached.		$   -		$   -



Describe how each cost was calculated and why it is needed for the project.



SF 424A Year 1

										BUDGET INFORMATION - Non-Construction Programs

										SECTION A - BUDGET SUMMARY

				Grant Program Function or Activity		Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance 		Estimated Unobligated Funds				New or Revised Budget

						Number		Federal		Non-Federal		Federal		Non-Federal		Total

				(a)		(b)		( c)		(d)		( e)		(f)		(g)

		1.		EMI Fed								$0				$0

		2.		EMI NFS										$0		$0

		3.														$0

		4.														$0

		5.		Totals				$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

										SECTION B - BUDGET CATEGORIES

										GRANT PROGRAM, FUNCTION OR ACTIVITY

		6.		Object Class Categories				Federal		Non-Federal						Total

								(1)		(2)		(3)		(4)		(5)

		a.		Personnel				$0		$0						$0

		b.		Fringe Benefits				$0		$0						$0

		c.		Travel				$0		$0						$0

		d.		Equipment				$0		$0						$0

		e.		Supplies				$0		$0						$0

		f.		Contractual				$0		$0						$0

		g.		Construction				$0		$0						$0

		h.		Other				$0		$0						$0

		i.		Total Direct Charges (sum of 6a-6h)				$0		$0						$0

		j.		Indirect Charges				$0		$0						$0

		k.		TOTALS (sum of 6i and 6j)				$0		$0						$0



		7.		Program Income												$0



										SECTION C - NON-FEDERAL RESOURCES

				(a) Grant Program				(b) Applicant		( c) State		(d) Other Sources				Total

		8.		EMI NFS										$0

		9.

		10.

		11.

		12.		TOTAL (sum of 8-11)				$0		$0		$0		$0



										SECTION D - FORECASTED CASH NEEDS

								Total for 1st Year		1st Quarter		2nd Quarter		3rd Quarter		4th Quarter

		13.		Federal				$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		14.		Non-Federal				$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		15.		TOTAL (sum of lines 13 and 14)				$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

						SECTION E - BUDGET ESTIMATES OF FEDERAL FUNDS NEEDED FOR BALANCE OF THE PROJECT

				(a) Grant Program								FUTURE FUNDING PERIODS (YEARS)

								(b) First

		16.		ANA				$0

		17.

		18.

		19.

		20.		TOTAL (sum of lines 16 - 19)				$0

		SECTION F - OTHER BUDGET INFORMATION

		21.		Direct Charges:						22.  Indirect Charges

		23.		Remarks:



This sheet is meant to be a helpful guide and should not be submitted in place of the official SF-424A form included in your application packet.



SF 424A Year 2

										BUDGET INFORMATION - Non-Construction Programs

										SECTION A - BUDGET SUMMARY

				Grant Program Function or Activity		Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance 		Estimated Unobligated Funds				New or Revised Budget

						Number		Federal		Non-Federal		Federal		Non-Federal		Total

				(a)		(b)		( c)		(d)		( e)		(f)		(g)

		1.		EMI Fed								$0				$0

		2.		EMI NFS										$0		$0

		3.														$0

		4.														$0

		5.		Totals				$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

										SECTION B - BUDGET CATEGORIES

										GRANT PROGRAM, FUNCTION OR ACTIVITY

		6.		Object Class Categories				Federal		Non-Federal						Total

								(1)		(2)		(3)		(4)		(5)

		a.		Personnel				$0		$0						$0

		b.		Fringe Benefits				$0		$0						$0

		c.		Travel				$0		$0						$0

		d.		Equipment				$0		$0						$0

		e.		Supplies				$0		$0						$0

		f.		Contractual				$0		$0						$0

		g.		Construction				$0		$0						$0

		h.		Other				$0		$0						$0

		i.		Total Direct Charges (sum of 6a-6h)				$0		$0						$0

		j.		Indirect Charges				$0		$0						$0

		k.		TOTALS (sum of 6i and 6j)				$0		$0						$0



		7.		Program Income												$0



										SECTION C - NON-FEDERAL RESOURCES

				(a) Grant Program				(b) Applicant		( c) State		(d) Other Sources				Total

		8.		EMI NFS										$0

		9.

		10.

		11.

		12.		TOTAL (sum of 8-11)				$0		$0		$0		$0



										SECTION D - FORECASTED CASH NEEDS

								Total for 1st Year		1st Quarter		2nd Quarter		3rd Quarter		4th Quarter

		13.		Federal				$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		14.		Non-Federal				$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		15.		TOTAL (sum of lines 13 and 14)				$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

						SECTION E - BUDGET ESTIMATES OF FEDERAL FUNDS NEEDED FOR BALANCE OF THE PROJECT

				(a) Grant Program								FUTURE FUNDING PERIODS (YEARS)

								(b) First		( c) Second		(d) Third		( e) Fourth

		16.		ANA				$0

		17.

		18.

		19.

		20.		TOTAL (sum of lines 16 - 19)				$0

		SECTION F - OTHER BUDGET INFORMATION

		21.		Direct Charges:						22.  Indirect Charges

		23.		Remarks:



This sheet is meant to be a helpful guide and should not be submitted in place of the official SF-424A form included in your application packet.



SF 424A Year 3

										BUDGET INFORMATION - Non-Construction Programs

										SECTION A - BUDGET SUMMARY

				Grant Program Function or Activity		Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance 		Estimated Unobligated Funds				New or Revised Budget

						Number		Federal		Non-Federal		Federal		Non-Federal		Total

				(a)		(b)		( c)		(d)		( e)		(f)		(g)

		1.		EMI Fed								$0				$0

		2.		EMI NFS										$0		$0

		3.														$0

		4.														$0

		5.		Totals				$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

										SECTION B - BUDGET CATEGORIES

										GRANT PROGRAM, FUNCTION OR ACTIVITY

		6.		Object Class Categories				Federal		Non-Federal						Total

								(1)		(2)		(3)		(4)		(5)

		a.		Personnel				$0		$0						$0

		b.		Fringe Benefits				$0		$0						$0

		c.		Travel				$0		$0						$0

		d.		Equipment				$0		$0						$0

		e.		Supplies				$0		$0						$0

		f.		Contractual				$0		$0						$0

		g.		Construction				$0		$0						$0

		h.		Other				$0		$0						$0

		i.		Total Direct Charges (sum of 6a-6h)				$0		$0						$0

		j.		Indirect Charges				$0		$0						$0

		k.		TOTALS (sum of 6i and 6j)				$0		$0						$0



		7.		Program Income												$0



										SECTION C - NON-FEDERAL RESOURCES

				(a) Grant Program				(b) Applicant		( c) State		(d) Other Sources				Total

		8.		EMI NFS										$0

		9.

		10.

		11.

		12.		TOTAL (sum of 8-11)				$0		$0		$0		$0



										SECTION D - FORECASTED CASH NEEDS

								Total for 1st Year		1st Quarter		2nd Quarter		3rd Quarter		4th Quarter

		13.		Federal				$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		14.		Non-Federal				$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		15.		TOTAL (sum of lines 13 and 14)				$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

						SECTION E - BUDGET ESTIMATES OF FEDERAL FUNDS NEEDED FOR BALANCE OF THE PROJECT

				(a) Grant Program								FUTURE FUNDING PERIODS (YEARS)

								(b) First		( c) Second		(d) Third		( e) Fourth

		16.		ANA

		17.

		18.

		19.

		20.		TOTAL (sum of lines 16 - 19)

		SECTION F - OTHER BUDGET INFORMATION

		21.		Direct Charges:						22.  Indirect Charges

		23.		Remarks:



This sheet is meant to be a helpful guide and should not be submitted in place of the official SF-424A form included in your application packet.



SF 424A Year 4

										BUDGET INFORMATION - Non-Construction Programs

										SECTION A - BUDGET SUMMARY

				Grant Program Function or Activity		Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance 		Estimated Unobligated Funds				New or Revised Budget

						Number		Federal		Non-Federal		Federal		Non-Federal		Total

				(a)		(b)		( c)		(d)		( e)		(f)		(g)

		1.		EMI Fed								$0				$0

		2.		EMI NFS										$0		$0

		3.														$0

		4.														$0

		5.		Totals				$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

										SECTION B - BUDGET CATEGORIES

										GRANT PROGRAM, FUNCTION OR ACTIVITY

		6.		Object Class Categories				Federal		Non-Federal						Total

								(1)		(2)		(3)		(4)		(5)

		a.		Personnel				$0		$0						$0

		b.		Fringe Benefits				$0		$0						$0

		c.		Travel				$0		$0						$0

		d.		Equipment				$0		$0						$0

		e.		Supplies				$0		$0						$0

		f.		Contractual				$0		$0						$0

		g.		Construction				$0		$0						$0

		h.		Other				$0		$0						$0

		i.		Total Direct Charges (sum of 6a-6h)				$0		$0						$0

		j.		Indirect Charges				$0		$0						$0

		k.		TOTALS (sum of 6i and 6j)				$0		$0						$0



		7.		Program Income												$0



										SECTION C - NON-FEDERAL RESOURCES

				(a) Grant Program				(b) Applicant		( c) State		(d) Other Sources				Total

		8.		EMI NFS										$0

		9.

		10.

		11.

		12.		TOTAL (sum of 8-11)				$0		$0		$0		$0



										SECTION D - FORECASTED CASH NEEDS

								Total for 1st Year		1st Quarter		2nd Quarter		3rd Quarter		4th Quarter

		13.		Federal				$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		14.		Non-Federal				$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		15.		TOTAL (sum of lines 13 and 14)				$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

						SECTION E - BUDGET ESTIMATES OF FEDERAL FUNDS NEEDED FOR BALANCE OF THE PROJECT

				(a) Grant Program								FUTURE FUNDING PERIODS (YEARS)

								(b) First		( c) Second		(d) Third		( e) Fourth

		16.		ANA

		17.

		18.

		19.

		20.		TOTAL (sum of lines 16 - 19)

		SECTION F - OTHER BUDGET INFORMATION

		21.		Direct Charges:						22.  Indirect Charges

		23.		Remarks:



This sheet is meant to be a helpful guide and should not be submitted in place of the official SF-424A form included in your application packet.



SF 424A Year 5

										BUDGET INFORMATION - Non-Construction Programs

										SECTION A - BUDGET SUMMARY

				Grant Program Function or Activity		Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance 		Estimated Unobligated Funds				New or Revised Budget

						Number		Federal		Non-Federal		Federal		Non-Federal		Total

				(a)		(b)		( c)		(d)		( e)		(f)		(g)

		1.		EMI Fed								$0				$0

		2.		EMI NFS										$0		$0

		3.														$0

		4.														$0

		5.		Totals				$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

										SECTION B - BUDGET CATEGORIES

										GRANT PROGRAM, FUNCTION OR ACTIVITY

		6.		Object Class Categories				Federal		Non-Federal						Total

								(1)		(2)		(3)		(4)		(5)

		a.		Personnel				$0		$0						$0

		b.		Fringe Benefits				$0		$0						$0

		c.		Travel				$0		$0						$0

		d.		Equipment				$0		$0						$0

		e.		Supplies				$0		$0						$0

		f.		Contractual				$0		$0						$0

		g.		Construction				$0		$0						$0

		h.		Other				$0		$0						$0

		i.		Total Direct Charges (sum of 6a-6h)				$0		$0						$0

		j.		Indirect Charges				$0		$0						$0

		k.		TOTALS (sum of 6i and 6j)				$0		$0						$0



		7.		Program Income												$0



										SECTION C - NON-FEDERAL RESOURCES

				(a) Grant Program				(b) Applicant		( c) State		(d) Other Sources				Total

		8.		EMI NFS										$0

		9.

		10.

		11.

		12.		TOTAL (sum of 8-11)				$0		$0		$0		$0



										SECTION D - FORECASTED CASH NEEDS

								Total for 1st Year		1st Quarter		2nd Quarter		3rd Quarter		4th Quarter

		13.		Federal				$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		14.		Non-Federal				$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		15.		TOTAL (sum of lines 13 and 14)				$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

						SECTION E - BUDGET ESTIMATES OF FEDERAL FUNDS NEEDED FOR BALANCE OF THE PROJECT

				(a) Grant Program								FUTURE FUNDING PERIODS (YEARS)

								(b) First		( c) Second		(d) Third		( e) Fourth

		16.		ANA

		17.

		18.

		19.

		20.		TOTAL (sum of lines 16 - 19)

		SECTION F - OTHER BUDGET INFORMATION

		21.		Direct Charges:						22.  Indirect Charges

		23.		Remarks:



This sheet is meant to be a helpful guide and should not be submitted in place of the official SF-424A form included in your application packet.
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TTIP Objectives   
Write your TTIP Objective with each of the components 
labeled in  parentheses.   


TTIP OBJECTIVE COMPONENTS  


Timeline – When the objective will be accomplished  


Target – The amount of change (increase/decrease/ improvement) that will 
be achieved   


Indicator – The thing that will change/increase/decrease/ improve after 
achieving the objective   


Population – The specific group the objective will focus on  


Your TTIP objective components can be in any word order. They do not need to be in the order  
the acronym suggests.  


TTIP MAD LIB:  


The following format can be used to write the TTIP objective(s):   


 
By____________ (When = Timeline) _____________ (Who = Population) will  
 
increase/decrease _____________ (What = Indicator) by/to ____________ 
(How Much = Target). 


 


EXAMPLE TTIP OBJECTIVE:  


By the end of 36 months (Timeline), the Tribal non-profit farmers’ market (Population) 
will reduce the cost on a selection of 6 vegetables and 3 fruits (Indicator) by 40% 
(Target). 






ANA Application Toolkit



Contingency Planning



A contingency plan is a plan that identifies detailed actions to be taken in the event that a specific challenge arises. The contingency plan should ensure that the project will be successfully completed within the proposed funding time frame. A contingency plan is not designed to prevent challenges from occurring, but rather to address challenges if/when they arise. Here are five common types of challenge scenarios that could happen to your project that you should have contingency plans for.



1. Late Hiring: If key positions are delayed in being filled, describe how start-up activities will be implemented and by whom until project staff are in place. Be sure to include the acting individual’s qualifications.












2. Staff Turnover: Identify key positions that could suddenly become vacant and Describe who will step in to continue implementing project activities until new project staff is hired. Be sure to include the acting individual’s qualifications.












3. Partnership Falls Through: If a partnership were to fall through, describe other partners that can be brought in to accomplish the same activities as the original partner and their availability. If the partnership is contributing to the Non-Federal Share (Match) describe how the match obligation will be met.











4. Participants

a. Recruitment: If you plan on having to recruit participants but can't get the number of participants in your application, describe the plan to recruit more participants during the budget period (year) and/or what incentives will be used to increase recruitment.












b. Retention: What kinds of issues could arise that would cause a drop in participant attendance? How do you plan on addressing those issues to keep participant retention?













5. Other (natural disasters, global pandemic, etc.): Describe alternate dates for conducting activities or how some activities can be shifted around to accommodate the delays.
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About the cover photo:


“All Indigenous people have a connection to our Mother Earth and Father Sky. Here, 
the Creator provided a beautiful sunrise to illuminate that connection at our humble 
homeplace called White Cone, Arizona. White Cone is located on the Dine’ (Navajo) 
Nation. In our traditional Dine’ language, we know this place as Háá’ ááh’ yóółí (The 
Windy Plain), where generations of relatives have lived and continue to live, participate in 
Dine’ ceremonies, offer Dine’ prayers and sing Dine’ songs. Our beautiful land makes us 
strong today. Through the sunrise, Creator blessed our land and relatives to continue our 
journies in this beautiful life.  Aho, Nízhoní. Yáá’ áh t’ééh.” 


Caption by Mary-Lou & Wava White


Photo by Richard White


ANA Help Desk
http://www.acf.hhs.gov/ana  
Toll free: 1.877.922.9262


Alaska Region
http://www.anaalaska.org 
Toll free: 1.800.948.3158


Pacific Region
http://www.anapacificbasin.org 
Toll free: 1.844.944.9544


Eastern Region
http://www.anaeastern.org 
Toll free: 1.888.221.9686


Western Region
http://www.anawestern.org 
Toll free: 1.855.890.5299
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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Executive Summary


The ANA Application Toolkit was designed to assist applicants in developing their grant 
applications to the Administration for Native Americans.


The Toolkit is broken down into six sections, three of which align with the sections of 
the ANA application project description: Approach, Organizational Capacity and finally 
Budget and Budget Justification. The fourth section pertains to the Language FOA 
differences. The fifth section provides tools and tips to support preparing and submitting 
the application. The sixth section provides a pre-submission checklist to help you finalize 
your application for submission. 


In addition to the six sections of this document, applicants can find a wealth of valuable 
templates, examples, and worksheets embedded in the ANA Application Toolkit PDF 
portfolio. If you have difficulty accessing these valuable resources, especially the ANA-
recommend Line-Item Budget and Budget Justification Template, please contact your 
regional T/TA Center using the contact info on the previous page.


Each project description section may contain one or more of the following:


• Tools which are activities and templates to assist you with writing that section of the 
application.


• Examples of the section that the tool was designed to help you develop.


• Tips to help you with writing the section being discussed.


Detailed below are the contents of each section.


Section 1: Approach. The Approach is the largest section of the application. Tools to 
help you develop your Approach have been split into three sections. Part one is the ANA 
project framework (long-term community goal, current community condition, project 
goals, objectives, outputs, outcomes and indicators, outcome tracker and outcome 
tracking strategies) and part two is community based and implementation strategies. 
The final section of the Approach is the Objective Work Plan (OWP). The OWP is now 
considered part of the Approach section of the application project description. Details 
are provided on the creation of an Objective Work Plan and shows the changes to the 
form which incorporate the related to the outcomes, and milestone activities. The Word 
template with a valid OMB number can be used instead of the Grants.gov Workspace 
form.
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Section 2: Organizational Capacity. This is the section where you talk about your project 
staffing and their qualifications. You will also include your organizational structure, internal 
policies and processes, and experience managing Federal funds.


Section 3: Budget. This section provides a tool for developing your line-item budget and 
budget justification. The tool is an Excel spreadsheet that you can use to articulate your 
line-item budget in the ANA-recommended table format, including proper Federal and 
Non-Federal Share columns and the required Object Class Categories. Embedded Excel 
formulas help you to auto-sum totals and sub-totals and automatically transfer line items 
to the budget justification sheet, where you can enter narrative descriptions to justify the 
math and significance for each line item. There is also an example of a budget and budget 
justification.


Section 4: Language Grant Variations. There are a few unique elements in both 
Language grants: Preservation and Maintenance and Esther Martinez Immersion. In this 
section we point out the differences in each grant type. Please note that all Language 
grants in 2021 will have a 9-month Year One budget period, spanning Sept. 30, 2021, to 
June 30, 2022.


Section 5: Getting Your Application Together. This section contains tips to assist you in 
preparing and submitting the application. They include:


1. Tips on how to prepare your application files for submission in Grants.gov, and
2. Tips on submitting the application packet in Grants.gov.


Section 6: Application Checklist and Calendar. The final section will provide a detailed 
checklist to review and ensure that all necessary components for your application are 
ready to submit.


Throughout this document, you will find evaluation criteria elements presented in 
a two-column table format. The first column provides each criterion for a specific 
criterion element (from Section V.1 of the FOA). The second column provides some 
information about addressing the evaluation element (detailed in Section IV.2 of the 
FOA). Finally, the paragraph below the table provides a paraphrased example. In order 
to make the examples easier to follow, we have placed a project description example in 
the appendices. We recommend using this appendix to get a better sense of how the 
paraphrased examples fit into the narrative flow and context of the sample project used 
throughout this Toolkit.
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Section 1: 
Approach
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Part One: ANA Project Framework


ANA has added instructions to reviewers at the beginning of each of the three parts 
of the project description in Section V.1. of the Funding Opportunity Announcements 
(FOAs) Those instructions are at the beginning of each corresponding part discussed 
in this toolkit. It is important to be familiar with these instructions when addressing the 
evaluation criteria. The instructions for the entire Approach sections states:


This section of the review criterion includes all components of the Approach to 
implement the project. Reviewers will evaluate if the proposed Approach is feasible, 
effective, community-based, and will successfully achieve intended outcomes. In 
reaching their conclusions, reviewers will consider the degree to which the following 
narrative elements are well thought out, well designed, and well described.


The ANA Project Framework is intended to outline the project in a way that focuses on 
achievable and measurable project outcomes that lead to a long-term community goal. 
The ANA Project Framework includes a long-term community goal, current community 
condition, project goal, objectives, outcomes and indicators, and outputs. Together, these 
components relate a specific project goal back to the long-term community goal, defines 
targets for project achievement, and provides structure to measure project outcomes. The 
ANA Project Framework demonstrates a logical relationship that connects all concepts.


TIPS: 
An important factor while developing the approach is to be careful of 
“scope creep”. Scope creep happens when the project is trying to solve 
too many community concerns with one project and the scope of the 
project expands too much to be achieved feasibly with the resources and 
time available.


Be consistent when presenting information in several places in the 
application. Don’t paraphrase; instead, copy, cut, and paste information 
such as the project goal, objectives, outputs, outcomes, and community 
condition in forms and the narrative. You may not be able to repeat a full 
description in every section of the proposal; however, you can refer to the 
page that the full description is on. There will always be some repetition. 
To cut down on that, refer to the first instance of the information you are 
talking about. For example, “We have identified five outputs for Objective 
1 found on page 25 of the narrative below.”
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The first part of our ANA Framework is:


A. Long-term Community Goal


FOA Element Element Definition


1. The application identifies a long-term 
community goal and demonstrates 
the proposed project is relevant to the 
achievement of the long-term community 
goal.


Long-term goals are ideal conditions in 
such areas as health care, household 
income, education and employment, etc., 
that the community wants to achieve. A 
description of how the community was 
involved in long-term goal development 
should accompany information on the 
goals or a goal.


Element Example: 
The long-term goal this project will address is “All community members will have 
employment opportunities to secure long-term, living-wage jobs.” Members of the 
Oatfield  community selected this long-term goal to be the focus of this application at 
a November 19, 2017 public hearing. (See Appendix “A” Community Sign in and survey 
documentation) because they felt that work to accomplish this goal also will help achieve 
another priority long-term goal: “Increase all household incomes to the area median 
income.”


TIP:
The Long Term Goal describes where you want to be 
if your community was in its ideal state. It is critical to 
document community involvement in determining your 
long term community goal. Remember to look to your 
community’s current strategic plan, if you have one.
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B. Current Community Condition


FOA Element Element Definition


2. The application clearly provides one 
current community condition that is 
addressed by the scope of the proposed 
project.


The current “community condition” is a 
measurable barrier that stands in the 
way of reaching the long-term goal. It 
is a condition that currently exists in 
the community. It is not a “need for” or 
“lack of” something. Do not use either of 
these phrases in describing the current 
condition.


Element Example: 
The condition that this project will address is: “Parents have an unemployment rate of 
41%.” This rate for parents is 10 percent higher than the general unemployment rate for 
our community and 4 times (400%) higher than the national average.


FOA Element Element Definition


3. The application effectively provides 
baseline information about the project’s 
current community condition.


A baseline provides a point to measure 
the change that will occur in the current 
community condition as a result of 
project implementation.


Element Example: 
To identify this condition, Kloshe conducted a survey of 563 community members in 2018 
who came to us for assistance in a variety of program areas. We also held 6 community 
meetings attended by 847 community members (See Appendix A Community Sign-in and 
Survey Documentation). Nearly 50% of the community members who participated in the 
6 meetings we held indicated that unemployment was the most serious problem in our 
community. Three hundred eighty-three (383) of the community members coming to us 
for services agreed that unemployment was the biggest barrier to self-sufficiency for 
themselves. Two hundred ninety-seven (297) of these community members were parents.
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TIP: 
The statement of current community conditions that the 
project will address should include a specific and current 
description of the nature, scope, and severity of the 
barriers that are the project’s focus. The current community 
condition is where your community is at right now. It is a 
snapshot of the here and now. Use local supporting data; 
clearly define the population affected and who would be 
targeted for this project.


C. Project Goal


FOA Element Element Definition


4. The application clearly demonstrates 
that the project goal specifically relates 
to the purpose of the FOA as described 
in Section I. Program Description, 
Program Purpose.


The “project goal” describes the 
improved condition that will be in place at 
the project’s completion. That improved 
condition can describe a reduction of 
the community condition described 
above or an increased ability to reduce or 
eliminate that condition.


Element Example: 
Our project goal is to place unemployed parents in permanent living wage jobs.


TIP: 
When writing the Project Goal, try to include the relevant 
groups affected by the project. Use words like decrease, 
deliver, develop, establish, improve, increase, produce and 
provide. It is important that you relate your project goal to 
the purpose of the FOA you are addressing.
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D. Objectives


FOA Element Element Definition


5. The application sufficiently 
identifies one to three 
objectives that effectively 
describes a measurable 
achievement with all 
components of TTIP (Target, 
Timeline, Indicator, and 
Population). No more than 
three objectives are included in 
the application.


Objectives are statements of positive measurable 
changes that will help accomplish the project goal. 
ANA currently requires use of the “TTIP” format in 
constructing objectives. 


Each objective must contain:
• Timeline: a time by which the objective will be 
achieved
• Target: a measurement for the intended amount 
of change
• Indicator: a measurable sign that something has 
been done or been achieved
• Population: a specific group on which the 
program is intending to focus The objectives in the 
element example are labeled for easy identification 
of each part of the objective: Timeline, Target, 
Population and Indicator. ANA allows up to 3 
objectives to be used in a project application.


Element Example: 
By the end of the project’s 24th month (timeline) 12 (target) of the 28 unemployed 
parents enrolled in the Kloshe Roofer On-the-Job Training Initiative (population) will be 
employed in permanent jobs with wages equal to or greater than the median Oatfield 
income (indicator).
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FOA Element Element Definition


6. All objectives lead to the achievement 
of the project goal.


Each project objective must relate to 
one primary outcome and lead to the 
achievement of the project goal. The 
project objectives describe a change 
that brings the community closer to 
addressing the current community 
condition.


Element Example: 
In working to achieve these objectives, the project will lead to the project goal of “placing 
unemployed parents in permanent living wage jobs” by improving upon the current 
condition of “parents in our community having an unemployment rate of 41%”.


Reminder: ANA only allows a maximum of 3 Objectives per project. It depends on your 
project design on how you will use them. Objectives can span the total project period or 
can be accomplished within a specific time period within the project period.


TIP: 
Your TTIP Objectives will become a good narrative for 
a grant reviewer and then, once funded, your Project 
Manager. ANA allows up to 3 TTIP objectives. Each of your 
objectives should only include one timeline, one target, 
one indicator, and one population descriptor. An important 
aspect of TTIP is that the Target and the Indicator should 
be tied together. A common mistake is to tie the Target to 
Population.
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E. Outcome and Indicator


FOA Element Element Definition


7. The application describes one primary 
outcome per objective in a way that 
aligns and demonstrates what will be 
changed as a result of achieving the 
objective.


An outcome is a positive, measured 
change. The change reduces or 
eliminates the community condition that 
the project is designed to alleviate.


Element Example: 
The outcome (positive measurable change in the target population) is 12 unemployed 
parents will access permanent jobs with wages equal to or greater than the average 
family of 4 wage in Oatfield ($53,250). 


TIP: 
You can highlight the Indicator for each Objective if it helps 
you to determine the Outcome based on that Indicator. 
Review the outcome(s) and ask yourself if there is a logical 
connection between the Project Goal, the Objective and its 
corresponding Outcome. If not, go back and revise.


FOA Element Element Definition


8. The application clearly provides one 
indicator per primary outcome that 
illustrates how the project will track 
progress towards the primary outcome.


Each objective should have exactly 
one [primary] outcome and exactly one 
[primary] indicator. In our example, the... 
objective’s indicator is employment. 
The target for that indicator is 12. The 
indicator is what will be measured and 
the target is expected increase.


Element Example: 
The indicator for the objective is unemployed community member parents who become 
employed. The positive measurable change created by the objective (outcome) is 
employment of 12 unemployed community members.
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FOA Element Element Definition


9. The application describes each 
objective’s resulting outputs (products 
and/or services) and their relevance to 
the project.


Outputs are measurable products 
(including services) that are created by 
an objective.


Outputs can become useful assets for 
a community. However, outputs alone 
will not address a current community 
condition. Outcomes and indicators 
demonstrate how the lives of community 
members will improve; do not replace 
either with an output.


Element Example: 
Objective 1 Outputs:


• 28 unemployed parent trainees enrolled in this project component;
• 28 OJT roofer contracts for training of roofers and 50% of salaries;
• 10 subsidized day care positions;
• 18 roofer trainee tool kits
• 12 trainees complete apprenticeships.


TIP: 
Outputs are the tangible products of each Objective. 
Outputs are directly tied to your activities for each 
Objective.
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FOA Element Element Definition


10. The application sufficiently 
includes an outcome tracker 
that shows logical connections 
between the long- term 
community goal, current 
community condition, project 
goal, objectives, outcomes, 
indicators, and outputs.


An Outcome Tracker is a visual presentation of 
key project components. Complete an Outcome 
Tracker for each project objective (the long-term 
community goal, current community condition, 
project goal, objectives, outcomes, indicators, and 
outputs). Use the Tracker’s construction to build 
and confirm your awareness of the connections 
between each of the project elements in the 
display. Revise the presentation of elements that 
don’t fit with other elements of the project’s design.


Element Example: 
The Outcome Tracker Example is presented in the table on page 17. It contains the 
information called for under this element.


FOA Element Element Definition


11. The application 
fully identifies an 
accurate and viable 
means for measuring 
each indicator, which 
can be effectively and 
consistently used to 
assess progress.


Provide a clear description of how positive changes in 
indicators will be measured.


That measurement does not have to involve quantifications. 
An indicator for a language project can be movement 
on a “Language Scale” from one level to a higher level. 
Many of the projects we develop which focus on changes 
in behavior or capabilities also can have indicators that 
describe levels of capability or behavior. Measuring positive 
change in projects that focus on indicators that can’t be 
“quantified” can be done using indicators in which changes 
will be measured by scales or pre and post testing.


Element Example: 
The indicator for the objective is unemployed community member parents who become 
employed. The positive measurable change created by the objective (outcome) is 
employment of 12 unemployed community members.
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FOA Element Element Definition


12. The outcome tracker includes 
rational targets for the required 
points in time (baseline, end of each 
project year, end of project period, 
and 3-year post-project period) 
that are supported by the means for 
measurement.


The baseline that is displayed on the 
Outcome Tracker form can reflect the “current 
community condition” presented earlier in the 
project description. If the current condition 
in this project had stated “Forty-seven of 
the sixty-one households with children are 
unemployed,” the baseline displayed on 
Outcome Tracker would be 14. (Fourteen 
of the homes with children already have a 
parent in the work force.) When planning 
outcomes for project objectives collaborate 
with staff who will be involved with project 
implementation. Use their knowledge of 
project operations to set realistic outcomes 
(targets that describe levels of change in 
indicators).


Element Example: 
The Outcome Tracker Example is presented below in the table on page 17. It contains the 
information called for under this element.
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Project Outcome Tracker
Long-Term Community Goal: All community members will have employment opportunities to secure long-term, 
living-wage jobs.


Current Community Condition: Parents in our community have an unemployment rate of 41%


Project Goal: To place unemployed parents in permanent living-wage jobs.


Objective: By the end of the project’s 24th month, 12 of the 28 unemployed parents enrolled in the Kloshe 
Roofer On the Job Training Initiative will be employed in permanent jobs with wages equal to or greater than the 
median Oatfield income.


Outcome Indicator Means of 
Measurement Baseline Project 


Year 1
Project 
Year 2


End of 
Project


3-Yr  
Post 


12 
unemployed 
parents 
will access 
permanent 
jobs with 
wages that 
equal median 
Oatfield 
income.


Number of 
unemployed 
parents now 
employed 
as roofers 
with wages 
that equal 
or exceed 
the median 
income.


Document of each 
participant’s full-
time, permanent 
employment at 
median wage.


0 2 12 12 18


Outputs: 28 trainees enrolled; 28 OJT roofer contracts for training roofers at 50% of salaries; 10 subsidized day 
care positions; 28 roofer trainee tool kits; at least 12 trainees completed apprenticeships.


TIPS: 
This form is specific to ANA and TTIP Objectives.


Make sure the framework information (long-term goal, 
current community condition, project goal, objective, 
outputs, outcomes and indicator) asked for in the Tracker 
matches the element in your narrative above verbatim.
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FOA Element Element Definition


13. The proposal identifies an 
appropriate outcome tracking 
strategy plan that includes staffing, 
effective data management 
systems, and an organizational 
process that will successfully utilize 
data to inform and improve program 
quality.


A discussion of which staff will be responsible 
for data tracking and analysis should also 
include information on who will receive 
that analysis and how it will be used. In this 
project, the Project Director (PD) has that set 
of responsibilities. A copy of the fields that are 
in the Assessment Matrix that will be used in 
that process is in the project narrative.


Element Example: 
The Project Director will be responsible for data collection and analysis. His work at 
Eastern Washington University and the State of Montana involved developing and tracking 
data for use in project assessment and evaluation. Information used in assessing this 
project’s effectiveness will be collected, reviewed and presented within the framework of 
each project objective. This information includes the collection and review of classroom 
performance pre- and post-testing collected at the beginning and end of each session, 
instructor observations collected bi-weekly after each meeting, participant feedback 
and interviews also collected bi-weekly, training completion and degree certifications 
recorded upon receipt, as well as employment records reported upon placement to 
demonstrate movement towards project outcomes. The Outreach Coordinator will also 
collect feedback on a quarterly basis from project partners that are needed for the 
evaluation. Information from partners, beneficiaries and the community also will come 
from Steering Committee members. This information will be held electronically in our MS 
Access Database as well as held in physical files kept within a secure cabinet in the PD’s 
office which is locked when not occupied.


The PD will review and analyze this information quarterly in order to make any appropriate 
improvements to the project. And will do this by determining success in carrying out 
the project outcomes, outputs and activities through the use of the following matrix for 
evaluating how well the project is moving toward the project goal.


TIP: 
Explain the flow and connection to the data you will gather. Describe the 
tools to be used for collecting your data, who will analyze it for you, who will 
compile and report on it, and how you will use it to benefit your organization.
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Activity Output(s) Progress Toward 
Completion Data Source Comments


Activity 1


Activity 2


Activity 3


Outcome Progress Toward 
Completion Challenges Participant 


Satisfaction Comments


Matrix Template
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Part Two: Community/Implementation Strategies


F. Community-Based Strategy


FOA Element Element Definition


14. The application documents 
how the community and/or the 
target population to be served 
was involved in developing 
the project (e.g., stakeholder 
meeting agendas, sign-in 
sheets, surveys, focus group 
notes, etc.).


Engage representatives from the community, 
beneficiary population (when identified), partner 
organizations, staff and community leaders 
in project development. Ensure they bring 
recommendations from their constituents and 
report on project options being considered.


Carry out and document community surveys, 
meetings and gatherings of the community and the 
project’s beneficiary population that were part of 
the planning process.


Ensure community involvement continues to take an 
active part throughout the process.


Element Example: 
Unemployed parents were part of the Focus Group used in planning this project. Sign-in 
sheets for Focus Groups are included in the “Community Participation Appendix” A of this 
application. We have identified the unemployed parents on the Focus Groups by printing 
“UP” by their names. Focus Group minutes also are in that appendix.


Surveys, community meetings and focus groups provided us with information to use in 
structuring the project.


We created a Project Steering Committee to ensure community members were involved 
in project design. The Steering Committee includes representation from project 
beneficiaries, community members, staff, representatives from partner organizations and 
organizational leadership.


TIP: 
Reviewers do not know your community or how you are 
going to implement your project; be specific, clear, and 
concise when writing your narrative.
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FOA Element Element Definition


15. The application clearly 
demonstrates that the applicant 
organization has a connection to the 
community to be served including 
the ability to  directly work with the 
project participants/beneficiaries.


Describe the historic and current connection 
between your organization and the 
community. Include details on how the 
organization is structured to keep connected 
to the community at an organizational level as 
well as its work with community members who 
are engaged in this project.


Element Example: 
Kloshe began as a community center with a board that was self-selected. When Kloshe 
reorganized itself as an Indian Community Action Program in 1968, we changed our board 
composition to meet requirements that were associated with that designation.


The Steering Committee has played a critical role in the project design process. Steering 
Committee members who represent subsets of the community will convey information 
and recommendation on project design elements and planned features from their 
community members to Steering Committee meetings, share that information and 
recommendations with other Committee members advocate for their community subset’s 
recommendations and then take information back to the community on project design 
decisions.


Of the  12 members on the ICAP board, one-third were representatives of tribal elected 
officials, one-third were low-income members of the native community and one-third 
were from native non-profits serving the low-income native community. Kloshe still 
maintains that board composition that ties us to both our community members and our 
sister Native organizations. Two of those Native non-profits, Native Oatfield Community 
(NOC) and the Pacific Inter-Island Alliance (PIIA) have representation on all Department 
Advisory Committees.
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FOA Element Element Definition


16. The application clearly 
documents on-going outreach 
activities to maintain community 
awareness throughout the project’s 
implementation.


Describe strategies for engaging in ongoing 
contact with the community and members 
of the beneficiary population on project 
progress, to share success stories and 
to hear about project elements that need 
improvement. A part of that outreach should 
include information on any up-coming 
opportunities to participate in the project or in 
the development of future projects.


Element Example: 
As noted earlier, the Steering Committee includes representation from project 
beneficiaries, community members, community leaders and representatives from partner 
organizations.


Representatives are chosen by members of each of those groups. These representatives 
bring recommendations to the Steering Committee from the community and beneficiaries 
that will play a significant part in project oversight. The Steering Committee will review 
project activities and help assess whether or not the project is meeting timelines for 
creating outputs and moving toward accomplishing project objectives.


Community member representation on Department Advisory Committees provides an 
ongoing community outreach tool. Steering Committee members will regularly meet 
with members of the constituencies they represent. They will bring information from the 
community to the table at Committee meetings and keep their constituencies informed 
about project implementation and corrective action issues. The unemployed parent 
representatives on the Steering Committee have a particularly important role as they are 
one of the ways the project will keep beneficiaries and potential beneficiaries involved in 
project implementation.


We also plan to announce project progress and success through our usual avenues of 
communication. This includes posting highlights to our website, social media and in our 
newspaper.
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FOA Element Element Definition


17. The application fully describes 
existing, available, and tangible 
resources and services that are 
committed to the project, such as 
meeting space, equipment, supplies, 
curriculum, licenses, permits, etc.


Provide details on resources, services, 
and support that your organization and 
partner organizations are committing to the 
project. Include letters of commitment and 
memoranda of understanding from those 
partners in the application’s appendices.


Element Example: 
Kloshe is providing office space and classroom space for the project. We are also 
providing such assistance as child-care, participant stipends and 50% of On the Job 
trainee salaries. Kloshe has operated an On the Job Training program under a succession 
of Department of Labor’s Employment and Training Administration awards.


We have a close working relationship with Shinglehouse Roofing Company and have an 
agreement for 18 OJT placements with them. Kloshe operates an Educational Opportunity 
Center program which provides counseling and information on college admissions to 
Native American adults who want to enter or continue a program of postsecondary 
education.


We have developed an ongoing relationship with Portland Community College Vocational 
Education Division and can place up to 15 students per term in PCC computer programing 
classes. Our Educational Opportunity Center services also include tuition and fee 
payments for community members.


Kloshe has negotiated an Apprentice Plumber Employment Support partnership with 
Mr. Rooter Plumbing Services through our Educational Opportunity Center. The Center 
will provide screened candidates to Mr. Rooter for enrollment in the State’s certified 
Apprentice program.


The Center can place up to 28 screened candidates per year. We have Mr. Rooter’s 
agreement to begin a pilot Apprenticeship program in the first year of the project. Results 
from the pilot will assist in building a more effective Apprenticeship operation in the 
second and third project year.


MOUs with Shinglehouse Roofing, PCC and Mr. Rooter are in Appendix B.
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FOA Element Element Definition


18. The application details a plan to 
obtain resources such as supplies, 
equipment, curriculum, licenses, 
permits, and contracted services 
needed to support successful 
project implementation.


Describe the processes in place for purchases 
of both supplies and equipment. Explain how 
those processes will be used in obtaining 
goods and services for this project. Include 
information on cost effectiveness and the 
importance of major purchases (equipment 
and consultants for example) to the project.


Element Example: 
Kloshe has a set of procurement standards that include:


• A contract administration system;
• A written code of standards of conduct governing the grantee or sub grantee’s 


employees;
• Procedures to avoid the purchase of unnecessary or duplicative items;
• Registration to access surplus federal property;
• Records detailing significant history of procurement.


Our plan for acquiring project supplies is developed by assessing what office materials 
will be needed to carry out the workplan included in this proposal. The only major supply 
purchases we anticipate is 3 laptop computers and 3 smart phones. This set of purchases 
is essential to meet communication and information requirements of project staff. Kloshe 
is supplying office space and telephone equipment and services.
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FOA Element Element Definition


19. The application’s narrative 
describes how milestone activities 
and the resulting outputs will be 
achieved to demonstrate a fully 
developed implementation plan.


Milestone activities are major tasks that, 
when completed, will create project outputs 
(products).


Do not copy and paste sections of the OWP 
here. Provide a narrative description of the 
steps to achieve each milestone. Paint a 
picture so that grant reviewers can imagine 
how milestone activities will be carried out 
and how outputs will be produced as a result.


Element Example: 
This project’s workplan has been created through an extensive community-based 
planning process. Timeframes presented in the workplan, in part, reflect community 
perceptions of what activities or products will be required and by when. Community 
assessments of those timeframes are sometimes modified based on our partners’ abilities 
to supply resources needed to carry out Activities and create Outputs. Our resources 
(both the Federal Share and Non-Federal Share as well as leveraged resources) will be 
structured so that we will achieve Activities and Outputs on time and within budget.


TIPS: 
This section of the narrative is vitally important to the implementation of 
the project. This is where you not only identify your milestone activities, 
but also, more importantly, provide a detailed description of exactly how 
you envision the milestone activity to be carried out. What are the specific 
steps that will be taken to successfully complete each milestone activity?


Do not copy and paste your OWP in this section. It is not a repeat of the OWP.


Remember: although some milestones activities may be repeated 
in more than one year of the project, you should describe what the 
differences are between what is done in each year. Referring to 
participants in each in terms of when their participation started in the 
project is one way to differentiate one round of similar activities from 
the next. For example: Cohort 1 would be the first group of participants 
in year one, the second group that started later in the project would 
be Cohort 2 and so on. What Cohort 1 is doing in year 2 is going to be 
different than what Cohort 2 is doing.
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FOA Element Element Definition


20. The application provides a 
detailed recruitment, selection, 
and retention process for project 
participants.


The explanation of participant recruitment 
process should supply the who, what, when 
and how. 


Topics should include:
• Staff: who will recruit.
• Outreach strategies: getting the word out 


(advertisement).
• Application process: forms, qualification/ 


requirements and/or documents.
• Selection process: who and how.


Element Example: 
The process of selecting participants for each of the project’s Living Wages Jobs for 
Our Community skill building-employment readiness objectives will begin by outreach to 
unemployed parents in all Kloshe program areas (with a focus on our E and T and GED/ 
High School Equivalency participants) as well as to participants in such sister agencies as 
Native American Rehabilitation Services and the Tillicum Tribe’s area office. Selection of 
participants will include a needs-based assessment and an analysis of life goals and what 
steps have been tried or taken to move toward life goal achievement.
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FOA Element Element Definition


21. The application 
addresses project 
sustainability, that should 
include identification of 
resources, staff, and/
or partners that are 
necessary to ensure that 
positive outcomes are 
achieved by the project 
will be sustained.


A sustainable project is one that continues to provide 
outcomes to the community after completion of the project. 


This can be accomplished in multiple ways:
• Institutionalization: continuation of activities supported 


within an organization.
• Leveraged Resources: continued program activities and 


benefits supported by partners or outside entities.
• Program Income: continuation of activities using 


revenues generated by the project.
• Programmatic Funding: long-term funding is explored or 


secured because of project success.
• Increased Capacity: continued benefits for individuals 


or the community by way of new skills, abilities and/or 
resources generated during the project period.


Build the sustainability strategy into the project design and 
work on its implementation throughout the project period.


Element Example: 
Our Employment and Training Department and the Education Department are the two 
entities that are involved in providing resources for this project. A substantial amount of 
the resources that are used in support of this project (On the Job Training, Vocational 
Education Assistance, Work Experience resources for example) are resources that Kloshe 
receives on an annual basis and will be used to support the Living Wage Jobs for Our 
Community project after the end of ANA funding. As long as this project is achieving 
its planned outcomes our Employment and Training Department and our Education 
Opportunity Center intend to provide those resources to the Living Wage Jobs for Our 
Community project.
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FOA Element Element Definition


22. The application appropriately 
cites potential obstacles 
and challenges to project 
implementation, such as staffing, 
partnerships, participant 
recruitment, or other issues 
that may impede progress. The 
application includes specific 
strategies that will be used to 
address these challenges.


Review your project’s milestone activities 
and identify the critical components of 
the work plan. Every project plan should 
have a contingency for: staff turnover, key 
partnerships falling through, and trouble 
recruiting and/or retaining participants, if 
applicable. Identify any other activities that 
may present a potential challenge. Next, 
describe the challenge that may occur and 
create a contingency plan which resolves the 
stated challenge.


Element Example: 
The Kloshe project contingency plan addresses staff loss, difficulty attracting participants 
and high turn-over in the trainee population with one or more partners.
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Part Three: Objective Work Plan (OWP)


An OWP must be submitted in every application. You can either use the optional OWP 
form found in the Grants.gov application package; or it’s recommended that you use the 
Word version on ANA’s website and upload it as an attachment. If you check the optional 
OWP form in the application package, you will need to type something into all required 
fields in the form before submission or your package will have errors and not submit. If 
you do not check the OWP form in the application package table of contents list, you do 
not have to worry about the mandatory fields in the form.


To begin, the Project Title, Project Goal, Objective(s)*, and Outcomes should be 
consistent throughout your application, word for word. Whatever verbiage used in other 
sections of your application, should be included in the OWP. Copying and pasting from 
sections of the application written first is recommended.


OUTCOME
• An Outcome is the positive change that is the direct result of achieving the 


Objective.
• Although there may be many outcomes, choose a primary Outcome for each 


objective and enter it in the OWP.


MILESTONE ACTIVITIES
• Milestone Activities are logical key activities needed to accomplish each objective.
• You are limited to a maximum of 25 Milestone Activities per objective per year.


ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIVITIES
• Administrative Activities are required in addition to the Milestone Activities.
• They can be included under one objective for each year of your project. ANA would 


like the Administrative Activities to be listed after the Milestone Activities.
• The list of Administrative Activities includes:


• Quarterly SF 425 Federal Cash Transaction reports to PMS
• Semi Annual Objective Progress Report (OPR) and Federal Financial Status 


Report
• Annual Data Report (ADR) and SF 425
• Attend Post Award Training (Year 1 ONLY)
• Attend Grantee Meeting (Each Year)
• Project Staff Orientation
• Data Collection and Evaluation activities
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*Objectives have their own sheet in the toolkit which can be used if assistance is needed 
to develop.


OUTPUT
• An Output is the tangible product of completing a Milestone Activity. You will be 


required to identify an output for each milestone activity in the OWP.
• The Outputs will serve as benchmarks, demonstrating the progression of your 


project toward its objectives.


PROJECT STAFF
• Identify the Project staff person who will be responsible for the completion of the 


Milestone Activity. This should be the staff person who will be doing the work 
rather than say, the Executive Director, who is responsible for the oversight.


START AND END DATES
• In the electronic form, the Start and End Dates follow the format DD/MM/YYYY.
• Be sure milestone activities are in chronological order, with identified start and end 


dates, giving your staff an appropriate amount of time to complete the activities.
• Begin your project on the dates indicated in the FOA specific to the Program Area:


• See the table on the next page.
• Limit your activity start and end dates to the project period. When you have 


activities that span several years, list them separately under the corresponding 
budget periods.


FOA Element Element Definition


23. The OWP serves as a stand-alone document 
for project implementation, consistently states 
elements from the project narrative, and provides 
details about the how, when, and by whom, 
activities will be completed.


The OWP is the quick guide to 
project implementation. The 
application is the manual.


24. The milestone activities in the OWP are 
relevant and lead to the achievement of each 
objective.


Carrying out activities must lead 
toward the attainment of the 
objectives.


25. Outputs in the OWP demonstrate progression 
and are logical results of the successful 
completion of milestone activities within the 
proposed timeframe.


Make sure the outputs in the 
OWP are consistent with the 
outputs listed under Approach.
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Funding Opportunity 
Announcement


Budget Period Start Date Budget Period End Date


SEDS 09/30 09/29


SEDS - AK 09/30 09/29


ERE 09/30 09/29


P & M 09/30 for the first year* 07/01 
for all following years


06/30


EMI 09/30 for the first year* 07/01 
for all following years


06/30


TIPS: 
The Objective Work Plan (OWP) is a stand-alone document that 
identifies all the key elements of the application. This includes the 
project goal, objectives, milestone activities, outputs, outcomes, project 
staff, and start and end dates for each activity. The OWP should mirror 
the approach stated in the project narrative, and support consistency 
throughout the application.


Your OWP may have up to a maximum of 25 milestone activities for each 
objective; this does not include the mandatory administrative activities 
of reporting and the required annual meetings by ANA.


Administrative Activities for your project may be grouped and listed at 
the end of the project completion activities; always check the funding 
packet instructions. Additionally, you may need to use the drafted OWP 
as your working draft and transfer all the information into a Grants.gov 
form in the Application Packet online.


We have a sample OWP with the sample project description as follows:
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Section 2: 
Organizational Capacity


When planning and writing this section, remember the project must move forward 
regardless of personnel hiring/retention issues. The following paragraph is from Section 
V.1 of the FOAs to give evaluators instructions on what to look for when evaluating the 
elements in this section. Please keep this information in mind when responding to each of 
the elements.


To evaluate Organizational Capacity, reviewers will consider if the application 
demonstrates that key staff and management have the expertise, knowledge, and 
credentials relative to assigned roles. The applicant organization should have a 
connection to the community with the ability to implement the project with an efficient 
structure to oversee federal funds, partners, and the delivery of project objectives. In 
reaching their conclusions, reviewers will consider the degree to which the following 
narrative elements are well thought out, well designed, and well described.
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FOA Element Element Definition


26. The application clearly 
documents a staffing/organizational 
structure that will support full 
implementation upon receipt of 
award, including identification of a 
PI/PD, project staff, and a timeframe 
and strategy for filling vacant 
positions.


Discuss your organizations hiring practices. 
How long does it typically take from start 
to finish? Who is going to get the project 
started if the PI/PD is a new hire? What is your 
staffing plan for the project? Make sure the 
position titles are the same throughout the 
application.


Element Example: 
The staff for this project consists of current Kloshe employees. It is unlikely that we 
will have vacant positions in the project. If we do, we will assign the position’s duties to 
an existing staff person who has placed themselves on our Job Transfer/Rotation List. 
That list contains information on staff who are interested in building and expanding their 
job skills. Placements are temporary but while in the “temporary fill” timeframe of this 
procedure, we will advertise for candidates to fill the position. Those candidates will be 
interviewed and scored prior to the end of the temporary fill. If the temporary fill returns 
to their former position, the successful candidate from this process is hired.


As this project is an interdepartmental initiative, it will be housed in the Executive 
Director’s office. However, all three-project staff will develop and maintain a close, 
on-going relationship with staff in the Employment Department and the Education 
Opportunity Center. Project staff will work in tandem with E and T staff who administer 
the OJT program and EOC staff who coordinate Vocational Education stipend and tuition 
assistance activities. The three staff that will manage this project already are identified. 
They are current Kloshe employees with skills, knowledge and capabilities that match 
requirements for these positions. They will begin work on this project within two weeks of 
notice of award. An Organization Chart and staff resumes can be found in Appendix III.
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FOA Element Element Definition


27. Through resumes, curricula vitae, or
other evidence, the application documents
that the combined knowledge, experience,
and capabilities of the proposed PI/PD, key
project staff, and key partners is sufficient
to carry out and manage the proposed
project.


It is important that resumes highlight 
key experience and qualifications in 
areas required by the project.


Element Example: 
Full resumes and position descriptions are in Appendix C. The following information 
provides skill and knowledge highlights of the project’s three staff.


Jim Sterup will be the Project Director. His work experience includes teaching graduate 
level courses in Planning in Indian Country, Community Organizing, and Community-
based Planning and Grant Writing while at Eastern Washington University. He has held 
senior management positions at Montana Housing and in our Community Services 
Department. He has served in tribal planning and program director positions and has been 
Director of Special Projects at Kloshe for six years. His focus in the position is to work on 
initiating new projects, build effective operational procedures, review and analyze project 
data and ensure that key project elements are sustained. Mr. Sterup will be the Principal 
Investigator and the Project Director.
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FOA Element Element Definition


28. The application details a 
plan to ensure the effective 
management over, and 
coordination of, activities by 
any partners, contractors and 
subcontractors, and consultants, 
including third-party agreements 
or contracts where applicable.


Who is providing the coordination with 
partners, contractors and/or subcontractors? 
Third party agreements (MOU and MOA) 
should be included. Letters of commitment 
are acceptable as long as cost of work to 
be provided is listed. Provide resumes or 
other documentation to show all partners, 
contractors or subcontractors have the 
appropriate qualifications and experience to 
fulfill their roles in the project.


Element Example: 
The three partners Kloshe has in this project are Shinglehouse Roofing, Mr. Rooter 
Plumbing and Portland Community College. One of the most effective elements we will 
use for coordinating the work of these partners is our creation of and their participation 
in the project’s Steering Committee. As noted earlier, the Steering Committee includes 
representation from project beneficiaries, community members and representatives from 
partner organizations.


These representatives bring recommendations to the Steering Committee from the 
community and beneficiaries that will play a significant part in project oversight. The 
Steering Committee will review project activities and help assess whether or not the 
project is on track for meeting planned outcomes.
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FOA Element Element Definition


29. As requested in Section IV.2., The Project 
Description, Plan for Oversight of Federal 
Funds and Activities, the application describes 
a plan for proper oversight of federal award 
funds, including the identification of staff and 
internal controls for financial management, 
demonstrated knowledge or experience in 
following federal cost principles, proper and 
timely disbursement of funds, and accurate 
accounting practices.


Discuss your financial management 
structure, policies and procedures. 
Provide information on other 
federal funds you have successfully 
managed. If you do yearly audits, 
discuss the findings from your most 
recent audits.


Element Example: 
Kloshe has developed a set of accounting practices and developed a Financial 
Accounting Manual that we use to maintain federal grant funds in accordance with the 
federal requirements. We follow federal financial management regulations and have had 
no exceptions identified in our Annual Audits. A copy of the Auditor Letter from our most 
recent audit agrees also is included in Appendix E. We have no audit exceptions and are 
current in financial negations regarding federal funds. This includes regular meetings 
between program staff and finance staff to review expenditures against the approved 
budget.


We follow federal regulations on cash management including cash on hand guidelines. 
Our fiscal staff have been trained and have an extensive background in procedures used 
in requesting and receiving federal funds from the Division of Payment Management. 
Resumes of the Kloshe Fiscal staff who will be assigned to work on this grant are in 
Appendix D.


Our fiscal staff work closely with project staff on such issues as securing and recording 
Non-federal Share associated with grants. That close working relationship extends 
into sharing information needed for such exercises as completing OPR, 425 and Annual 
reports. 
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TIPS: 
Project Management: Describe your plan for management of your 
project and the chain of command and that your organization is capable 
and ready to manage a federal grant project.


Staffing: Show your staffing structure (Organizational Chart); share 
your staff members’ resumes and abilities. Include descriptions of your 
partners and consultants’ roles here as well.


Manage Agreements: Describe your Memorandum of Agreements with 
each of your project partners.


Financial Oversight: Describe your organization’s financial policies and 
procedures and confirm that they are in compliance with 45 CFR Part 75 
which are the federal regulations that ANA operates under.
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Section 3: 
Budget
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The application toolkit includes separate Excel workbook files, which are designed to help 
you develop your grant budget.


• The first file contains up to 3 years of annual budget templates for SEDS, SEDS-
AK, and ERE grants.


• The second file contains a special 2021 5-year budget templates specifically for 
EMI.


• Finally, the third file is a 2021 3-year budget template specifically for P&M.


The files also contain budget justification templates and corresponding SF-424As. The 
Category/Item Description column in the corresponding annual budget justification 
sheet will automatically populate with the data that is entered in cells in the category 
column in the corresponding annual budget sheet. This assists with being consistent with 
terminology in the budget documents. You must verify that what you are typing in the 
annual budget Category/Item Description column is the same as what is in the project 
narrative and OWP. The budget will automatically transfer to the SF-424A. Use this 
version as a guide for filling out the application package 424A form.


The end user of the Excel budget template is responsible for verifying that all formulas 
are current and accurate, as accidentally deleting or overwriting a formula in a cell could 
result in computational errors. 


The following paragraph is from Section V.1 of the FOA to give evaluators instructions on 
what to look for when evaluating the elements in this section. Please keep this information 
in mind when responding to each of the elements.


To evaluate the Project Budget and Budget Justification, reviewers will consider the 
degree to which the application designates adequate resources to carry out the expected 
and proposed activities while ensuring that the proposed costs are reasonable based 
on the geographical location of the applicant. In reaching their conclusion, reviewers will 
deliberate the following elements:
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FOA Element Element Definition


30. The application includes a line item 
budget with appropriate object class 
categories for every year of the project that 
fully details the costs allocated for federal 
and non-federal shares. Personnel should 
be delineated by full-time equivalent or 
percentage of time to the project.


Use the object class categories outlined 
in Section 4.2 of the FOA. A 12-month 
budget must be provided for each year of 
the project using object class categories. 
Costs must be broken out by what is being 
requested as Federal costs and what is 
Non-Federal Share.


31. The application includes funds for all 
required items to successfully implement the 
project budget, as described in Section IV.2. 
Content and Form of Application Submission, 
The Project Budget and Budget Justification. 
The line-item budget should only include 
costs that align with the Approach and the 
OWP.


Compare your outputs and OWP to items 
requested in the budget. Make sure to 
include all supplies, materials and other 
items to successfully carry out the project. 
Don’t forget to add travel for two people to 
the Post Award Training in Year 1 only. Add 
ANA Grantee Meeting travel for two people 
in each project year.


32. The application includes a budget 
justification for every year of the project 
that provides a narrative that describes the 
breakdown of how all costs are calculated 
for each entry in the line-item budget. 
The budget justification includes a basis 
for estimated costs, such as equipment, 
personnel, and travel. Vendor quotes should 
be provided for equipment over $5,000.


Screen shots of on-line vendor prices or 
written quotes for large ticket items and 
unusual items helps to prove your budget 
request is reasonable.


33. The budget justification describes how 
expenditures align with the Approach and the 
OWP.


Review your budget to be sure you 
have not included items not needed for 
implementation. Any questionable items 
should have a good explanation as to why 
they are needed for the project.


34. The application provides information or 
documentation to demonstrate the required 
commitment of non-federal share (cost 
sharing or matching) contributions.


Do not forget to include letters of 
commitment when receiving discounted or 
free in-kind services for the project as a 
part of your non-federal share.


Element Example: 
Please refer to the budget and budget justification example provided in the appendices.
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Line Item Budget
Applicants are highly encouraged to use the recommended Budget and Budget 
Justification Template to prepare their line-item budget. Additional details on how to 
locate and download the Excel template can be found on pg. 64.
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Budget Justification
Applicants are highly encouraged to use the recommended Budget and Budget 
Justification Template to prepare their budget justification. Additional details on how to 
locate and download the Excel template can be found on pg. 64.
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TIPS: 
Thinking about your project approach, Objective Work Plan, and the cost 
estimate, develop a line-item budget and a narrative budget justification 
which explains how estimated costs relate to the project approach. This 
is a good exercise to ensure that your budget costs are reasonable, 
relevant, and justified in supporting the project approach.


Provide how salaries were calculated and the number of hours per week 
each staff spends on the project activities.


Fringe benefits should be broken out by what is provided: unemployment 
taxes, social security taxes, medical insurance, retirement, workman’s 
compensation, life insurance and the average percentage for each.


Break down travel costs by airfare, baggage fees, meals, lodging, 
transportation to/from home-airport and to/from airport-hotel, and 
don’t forget tolls if required. Make it clear why the trip is needed for the 
project. Insert the OWP activity number if possible. It is always good to 
tie all costs to project activities.


Separate office supplies from project supplies and again tie it to an 
activity number. By tying line item purchases to activity numbers, you 
are providing justification for the purchase. Explain how costs were 
determined. How did you determine you needed $2,000 in office 
supplies for the year?  How does that expenditure benefit the project?


When purchasing capital equipment, justify the expenditure thoroughly. 
Also, provide a quote for high priced items and pricing information from 
the internet for unusual items. Save a screen shot of the price quote 
and put it in your application’s appendix. Again, tie the purchase back to 
activities.
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Section 4: 
Language Grant Variations
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FOA Element Element Definition


P&M #4 (EMI #5). 
The current status of the Native 
language is fully described, including 
the current number of fluent and 
emerging speakers with details to 
indicate fluency levels; current language 
learning resources available for use 
within the community; a description of 
the existing language program(s); and 
participation in language preservation 
by current and emerging language 
speakers.


Provide information on the Current 
Condition of speaker populations and 
resources available to build speaker 
populations. Organize information on 
resources into logical groupings (speakers 
at defined levels of fluency/use, written 
materials, recorded materials, curriculum). 
Remember that “Current Community 
Condition” focuses on what is present in 
the community, not lack of or need for 
descriptions.


Element Example: 
The Tillicum Tribe has three remaining fluent speakers and 17 remembered speakers 
(speakers that had Tillikum as their first language, but can’t currently produce it fluently). 
There are approximately six Tillikum language teachers, all of whom are learners of the 
language themselves. There is a high fragmentation of knowledge and resources for 
teaching and learning. Current language learning opportunities prioritize more abstract 
basic language content (e.g., numbers, colors, animals) in their curriculum designs.


Current Community Condition
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FOA Element Element Definition


P&M #10.  
Each outcome proposed aligns to one of 
the following categories:


1. Increased language fluency
2. Increased community member use 


of language learning resources
3. Increased ability to deliver 


immersion instruction
4. Increased capacity to implement a 


language program.


Outcomes describe positive measured 
changes that either reduce/eliminate the 
current community condition and achieve 
the project goal or build capacity to 
reduce/eliminate the current community 
condition and achieve the project goal.


EMI #11.
Each outcome proposed aligns to one of 
the following categories:


1. Increased language fluency
2. Increased community member use 


of language learning resources
3. Increased ability to deliver 


immersion instruction through 
certifying language teachers


4. Increased capacity to implement a 
language program.


Element Example: 
The Current Community Condition that this project addresses is: “Current language 
learning opportunities prioritize more abstract basic language content (e.g., numbers)”. 
The first objective of this project’s work plan is: “By the end of the project’s 1st year, five 
language apprentices will build a language proficiency of Novice-High or higher (ACTFL 
Standards) by working at least 20 hours a week with a fluent speaker”. This objective’s 
outcome corresponds to “1. Increased language fluency”.


Outcomes and Indicators
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FOA Element Element Definition


P&M #25 (EMI #26).  
The application includes a 
plan for the preservation 
of the products of the 
Native American language 
project for the benefit 
of future generations of 
Native Americans, and also 
describe the opportunities 
to share language materials 
and methods with other 
Native American language 
communities.


Not all projects create products (outputs) that 
will be of value to other communities or build 
strategies for language learning and use that will 
be useful to other communities. A project that 
focuses on building and displaying a vocabulary 
that only is used by the tribe that is the author of 
the project is an example of such an undertaking. 
Often, however, a project’s design or outputs 
can be extremely valuable to other communities 
that are working on similar issues and could use 
similar ideas. If your project falls into this category, 
describe how the products of your project will be 
shared with other tribes and Native nonprofits 
that are engaged in language use projects. 
Include information on how project outputs will be 
shared during the project period as well as how 
information on project operations will be made 
available to other communities.


Element Example: 
The Tillicum Language project focuses on building capacity for increasing language use 
through a Master-Apprentice approach. The initial Master-Apprentice work during the 
project period will involve 5 groups with 6 apprentices in each group. Moving beyond 
the project timeframe, the Master-Apprentice program and community conversation 
classes will be integrated into the Tillicum Cultural Heritage Department’s ongoing Tillikum 
Language Program operation.


Readiness and Implementation Strategy
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TIPS: Staffing and Working with Consultants


Even if a person is a good speaker, they might not be a good teacher, so it 
is important to recruit people with good teaching skills or else teach them to 
teach if they can learn and are motivated.


Work with a community elder.


Pay consultants by the deliverable. Clearly define duties beforehand in the 
contract/scope of work.


TIPS: Language Learning Methods


It can be very difficult to select the best language learners and teachers, 
so it’s good to have direct, face-to-face experience with individuals. Use an 
internship program to identify and try out candidates.


Shoot for immersion programming rather than just classes if you want to 
revitalize the language.


Immersion requires being very adamant to not speak English. Don’t be afraid 
of losing the English!


Explore using Accelerated Learning Acquisition, Total Physical Response 
(TPR), and Master-Apprentice learning methods.


Don’t be afraid of empty pages—don’t over-instruct. Always think from the 
learner’s perspective.


Use creative incentive items, like giving away bracelets with words on them, 
to encourage younger learners.


Never exclude kids, even if they’re of different abilities or different tribes. 
Have them help each other.


Encourage learners to speak the language, even if it’s not correct or 
completely accurate. A lot of people have hang-ups because they are worried 
about having the wrong accent. Reinforce that “this is our language;” speak it 
and be comfortable with it.


Classes can be more enjoyable by incorporating language learning with learning 
of traditional activities, such as cooking demonstrations, carving, or dances.
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TIPS: Using Media


One young man, prior to the project, used old recordings to learn 
the language. The Elders saw this, respected his success, and 
became more willing to be recorded.


Plan for a back-up of electronic files.


Use teams of two to record and have multiple levels of review 
for the recordings to make sure the highest possible quality of 
recordings is preserved.


Hire a media person who can develop recordings and online and 
visual tools. It takes a lot of time for filming and editing.


Use YouTube or another video sharing program to reach a large 
audience. A lot of viewers sign up for the channel, and comment on 
wanting more.


TIPS: Conducting Language Surveys


Have good up-front communication with the target community 
about the survey, such as its purpose and what is required.


Use focus groups to develop and test survey questions.


Involve youth in language surveys; engage youth in the 
documentation process.


Go house to house to collect data. Be persistent, yet respectful, in 
getting surveys completed.
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Section 5: 
Getting Your Application 
Package Together
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Uploading Files into the Application Package


In addition to forms, application packages also require you to submit specific 
documentation, such as a project narrative, budgets, resolutions, letters of commitment, 
and resumes. Specific instructions for your additional documentation will be included in 
the funding announcement and application package. ANA NO LONGER limits applicants to 
uploading a maximum of two files for submitting your project description and supporting 
documents.


Hint: If you are using Adobe Reader, you will not be able to apply page numbers to the 
application file. Therefore, you may want to number your pages when you create your 
documents prior to making a PDF of your multiple documents.


Project Narrative Attachment Form


The first of the file attachments is the Project Narrative Attachment Form. This form is a 
placeholder for you to attach a single file from your computer that is made up of multiple 
documents: Project Summary/Abstract, Table of Contents, Project Narrative, Line-Item 
Budget and Budget Justification. Please remember your Project Narrative contains the 
Outcomes and the Approach sections of the scoring criteria.


The Project Abstract is no longer a form. It is now a one-page Word document in Times 
New Roman 12-point font and single spaced. The top of the page should include the 
Project Title, Applicant Name, Address, Contact Phone Numbers, Email Address and 
Website if applicable. The rest of this one-page document should be a brief well-defined 
description of the project.


There is no longer a two-file requirement by ANA. However, it is still highly suggested that 
you upload only two files whenever possible. This will assist in maintaining the order and 
structure of your application for the Reviewers.


To attach your combined files, select the Webform link in the Actions column for the 
Project Narrative Attachment Form. Click the Add Attachment button. This will allow you 
to search your computer for the new single file you created from the multiple documents 
listed above. Select the file and click the Open button. You will see the name of your file in 
the highlighted field
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When you have completed the actions for this form, click the Save button. You should see 
a notice that the form has successfully saved, click OK. You will see a notice box asking 
if you want to unlock this form, select No. This will take you back to the Workspace page 
for the application. The Form Status column should now state this item Passed (as it 
automatically checks the document for errors) and is Locked, so no changes can occur.


Other Attachments Form


ANA has a waiver of the two file upload limit. You are now able to upload as many files 
as you need in the application package. It is recommended that you go into the Other 
Attachments Form and include all of the files required in the Appendices. These are files 
not included elsewhere in the application such as: the Governing Body Documentation 
(i.e. Tribal Resolution, Board Approval) and Assurance of Community Representation 
on Board of Directors, Legal Status of Applicant Entity, Letter of Commitment of NFS, 
Proof of Non-Profit Status (if applicable), Indirect Cost Rate Agreement (if applicable) 
Business Plan (if applicable), Third Party Agreements (if applicable), Resumes, and Job 
Descriptions.


Additionally, this file may contain other attachments which may be necessary based on 
the project, for example: community meeting minutes, survey results, cost estimates, 
consultant scope of work and letters of commitment. Combine your multiple documents 
in the order you believe the material is best understood into a single PDF file. It is 
suggested that page numbering on this second compiled document pick up from where 
the Project Narrative PDF left off. Page numbers and/or Appendix labels should align with 
the Table of Contents. Once you have saved the file, attach it to the application package.


To attach your combined files, select the Webform link in the Actions column for the 
Other Attachments Form. Click the Add Attachment button. This will allow you to search 
your computer for the new single file you created from the multiple documents listed 
above. Select the file and click the Open button. You will see the name of your file in the 
highlighted field. Do NOT use the Optional Other Attachment(s) section for these files.
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Objective Work Plan Form


Lastly, we will cover the Objective Work Plan Form. The OWP Form (electronic or MS 
Word version) is not counted in the 150-page limit or as a separate file as it is an ANA 
mandatory OMB approved form.


We highly encourage you to use the fillable PDF form on ANA’s website. However, if you 
are using the MS Word version of the OWP, be sure you check that it has a current OMB 
date stamp. Save your completed form as a PDF and upload it as a separate file using the 
Optional Other Attachment section from the Other Attachments Form link. Select the Add 
Attachments button. This will allow you to search your computer for the new single file 
you created from the multiple documents listed above. Select the file and click the Open 
button. You will see the name of your file in a new highlighted field which appears after 
the file is attached.


For a complete Application Checklist of the required documents and forms be sure to 
consult Section VIII of the current FOA. If you have submitted to a funding agency before, 
then be sure to download the most recent funding announcement as many agencies make 
changes from year to year. Because changes to the funding announcements can occur 
even after the funding announcement has been released it is always a good practice 
prior to submitting your application to check Grants.gov for any modifications that have 
been made. Additionally, setting your email up to receive change notifications when 
downloading the application will assist you in becoming aware of any modifications the 
funding agency may apply. Further instructions can be found on the Grants.gov website.
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The application development process ideally should begin many months in advance 
of the actual Funding Opportunity Announcement (FOA) publish date. 80% of the time 
developing a competitive application is typically spent in the planning and development 
stage, with 20% of the time spent in the actual application assembly, drafting and 
submittal stage. Once the FOAs are published, applicants may have as little as 60 days to 
complete their application. To make the best of the limited time available, it is a good idea 
to prepare an application writing calendar, and assign grant writing tasks to appropriate 
staff, with start and end dates.


The following are the major activities and application elements, along with suggested 
minimum times to work on these, to prepare a strong application for the Administration for 
Native Americans.


Registering your organization and preparing your application typically takes at least 10 
weeks:


1. Register your grant writing team members and your organization in Grants.gov and 
create a Grants.gov Workspace for the FOA you are writing to. If your organization 
does not currently have a DUNS number, and if not registered in SAM (System 
for Award Management), then you will need to allow for at least two weeks to 
complete all registrations.


2. Craft your Project Description – Narrative Sections: (4 weeks or longer)
a. Approach
b. Organizational Capacity
c. Budget Justification
d. Support letters, MOAs, and 3rd party agreements


3. Additional Documentation, Forms, Final Editing and Submission: (2 weeks)


4. Forms and other supporting documentation (resumes, job descriptions, etc.)


5. Editing and formatting of the application.


6. Submitting the Proposal. Allow at least one week prior to the deadline.


TIP: 
Commitment and Partner Letters: 2 weeks to several months – Start 
before FOA publish date!
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Section 6: 
Application Calendar 
and Checklist


The following tables integrate a general application checklist and calendar, providing 
the applicant a tool for assigning grant writing responsibilities along with due dates. Use 
the current FOA you are submitting under to expand this checklist based on the specific 
requirements of the FOA. Use this tool to more effectively manage the grant writing 
process.
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What to Submit Additional Details
Individual 
Responsible


Start 
Date


End 
Date


Register Your 
Organization (in order)


1.DUNS


2.SAM.gov


3.Grants.gov


Unique Entity Identifier 
(DUNS) and Systems 
for Award Management 
(SAM) registration


To obtain a DUNS number (Unique 
Entity Identifier), go to http://fedgov.
dnb.com/webform.


To register at SAM, go to http://www.
sam.gov.


To register with Grants.gov, create an 
organizational profile, and create an 
application Workspace, go to: www.
Grants.gov.


*Active registration at SAM must be 
maintained throughout the application 
and project award period.


SF – 424 Application for 
Federal Assistance


This form is available in the FOA’s 
forms package at www.Grants.gov.


SF-424A - Budget 
Information –  
Non-Construction 
Programs and SF424B 
-Assurances -  
Non-Construction 
Programs


These forms are available in the FOA’s 
forms package at www.Grants.gov 
in the Mandatory section. They are 
required for applications that include 
only non-construction activities.


SF Project/Performance 
Site Location(s) (SF-P/
PSL)


This form is available in the FOA’s 
forms package at www.Grants.gov.


Maintenance of Effort 
(MOE) Certification


A sample of a standard MOE is 
available in the application instructions 
for this FOA at www.grants.gov.


Certification Regarding 
Lobbying (Grants.gov 
Lobbying Form)


This form is available in the FOA’s 
forms package at www.Grants.gov.


Application Calendar and Checklist



http://fedgov.dnb.com/webform

http://fedgov.dnb.com/webform

http://www.sam.gov

http://www.sam.gov

http://www.Grants.gov

http://www.Grants.gov
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What to Submit Additional Details
Individual 
Responsible


Start 
Date


End 
Date


SF-LLL - Disclosure of 
Lobbying Activities


This form is available in the FOA’s 
forms package at www.Grants.gov.


Mandatory Grant 
Disclosure


Refer to the FOA for requirements, 
submission instructions, and mailing 
addresses


Project Summary The Project Summary is limited to 
one single-spaced page. Specific 
information is required. Please see 
FOA for instructions.


Table of Contents


Project Description Consult the most current FOA for the 
ANA Program you are applying for to 
complete the major sub-elements that 
need to be addressed in each of the 
rating criteria below.


Approach Part 1 
ANA Framework


• Long Term Community Goal
• Current Community Condition
• Project Goal
• Objectives
• Outcomes and Indicators
• Outputs
• Alignment to FOA’s Purpose


Approach Part 1  
Outcome Tracker and 
Outcome Tracking 
Strategy


• Accurate and viable means 
of measurement of all project 
indicators


• Rational targets


• Detailed plan to collect and 
manage data/information


• Connections between all 
components exhibited


Approach Part 2 • Community-based strategy


• Planning, readiness and 
implementation strategy


ANA Objective Work Plan 
(OWP)


The OWP form and its instructions 
are available in the FOA’s application 
form’s package at www.grants.gov
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What to Submit Additional Details
Individual 
Responsible


Start 
Date


End 
Date


Organizational Capacity • Organizational executive leadership 
and staffing structure


• Documentation of combined 
experience of key personnel and 
partnerships


• Effective management plan for 
coordinating all activities


Additional Project 
Description Requirements


• Geographic Location


• Protection of Sensitive and/or 
Confidential Information


• Plan for Oversight of Federal Award 
Funds


Project Budget and Budget 
Justification


Submission is required in addition to 
submission of SF-424A and/or SF424C.


Required Governing Body 
Documentation


Documentation from your organization’s 
board or governing body approving the 
submission of the ANA application is 
required.


Assurance of Community 
Representation on Board of 
Directors


If applicable, due at the time of 
application submission; not required for 
federally recognized tribal governments. A 
suggested format is provided in the FOA.


Proof of Non-Profit Status If applicable.


Commitment of Non-
Federal Share Resources


All commitments should be in writing.


Job Descriptions For all project personnel.


Resumes For existing personnel and partners.


Indirect Cost Rate 
Agreement (IDR)


Use the most current agreement


Letters of Support


Third-Party Agreements (also, MOUs and Consortia Agreements)


Business Plan(s) If applicable.


Current Status of Language If applicable, for language projects only.
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Appendices:


To aid you in preparing your application, ANA has provided several useful templates, 
samples, tools, and tip sheets that you can use to prepare a strong ANA grant application. 
On the following pages, you will find reference to these helpful resources, along with their 
corresponding file names. 


To locate these files, open the Application Toolkit PDF Portfolio, find the file name in the 
list of embedded files, and open and/or download the file of your choice. If you have 
difficulty accessing these documents, especially the Budget and Budget Justification 
Templates recommended in Section VIII of the FOA, please contact your regional Training 
and Technical Assistance Center using the contact info found on Page 2 of this document.
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Appendix A: 
Sample Project Description Components


In Appendix A, find the components of the “Kloshe Urban Indian Program” fictional 
sample application cited in examples throughout this Toolkit. Remember: each project 
is unique, so make sure you tailor your application narrative to your unique project 
strategy and community and cultural assets. Do not copy and paste from these 
samples. 


The following Sample Project Description appendices can be found embedded in the 
Application Toolkit PDF Portfolio. See guide below:


File Name: 
A.1.  Project Narrative Sample
A.2. OWP Sample
A.3.  Budget and Budget Justification Sample
A.4.  Year 1 SF-424A Sample
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Appendix B:  
ANA Project Framework


The ANA Project Framework forms the conceptual backbone of a community-based 
project proposal. In Appendix B, find helpful tools, templates, and resources for putting 
together your project narrative. 


The following Project Framework appendices can be found embedded in the Application 
Toolkit PDF Portfolio. See guide below:


File Name:
B.1.  Community Condition Tool
B.2.  Tip - Current Community Condition
B.3.  TTIP Objective Mad Lib Tool
B.4.  Outcome Tracker 2021 Template
B.5.  OWP Template
B.6.  Contingency Planning Tool
B.7.  Sustainability Tool
B.8.  Community Involvement Tool
B.9.  Project Summary Abstract Template
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Appendix C:  
Organizational Capacity Templates


In Appendix C, find templates, samples and tools that you can use to define a project 
staffing plan and document partnerships. 


The following Organizational Capacity appendices can be found embedded in the 
Application Toolkit PDF Portfolio. See guide below:


File Name:
C.1. Job Description Template
C.2.  Resume Template
C.3.  MOU Template
C.4.  Letter of Commitment Sample
C.5.  Assurance of Community Representation Template
C.6.  Capacity and Staffing Plan Tool
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Appendix D:  
Budget and Budget Justification Templates


It is strongly recommended that applicants use the Line-Item Budget and Budget 
Justification Excel templates included in Appendix D of this Application Toolkit. Three 
versions of the template provided; use the one that corresponds with the grant you are 
applying for. Instructions on how to use the template and the included formulas can be 
found on Sheet 1 of the Excel document. If you have any questions about how to use 
these budget templates, please contact your regional T/TA center using the contact 
info on Page 2.


The following Budget and Budget Justification appendices can be found embedded in the 
Application Toolkit PDF Portfolio. See guide below:


File Name:
D.1.  2021 SEDS, SEDS-AK, SEDS-GO, ERE Budget Template
D.2.  2021 P&M Budget Template
D.3.  2021 EMI Budget Template
D.4.  Tip - Developing a Budget


Use the Budget Templates provided. 


Each FOA includes this recommendation:


“Applicants are strongly encouraged to use the ANA 
Application Toolkit for the templates for the Line-Item Budget 
and Budget Justification sections of their application. See 
Section VIII. Other Information, Reference Websites. “
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Appendix E:  
Application Preparation and Submission


The following Application Preparation and Submission appendix can be found embedded 
in the Application Toolkit PDF Portfolio. See guide below:


File Name:
E.1.  Tip - Application Submission
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ANA Help Desk
http://www.acf.hhs.gov/ana  
Toll free: 1.877.922.9262


Alaska Region
http://www.anaalaska.org 
Toll free: 1.800.948.3158


Pacific Region
http://www.anapacificbasin.org 
Toll free: 1.844.944.9544


Eastern Region
http://www.anaeastern.org 
Toll free: 1.888.221.9686


Western Region
http://www.anawestern.org 
Toll free: 1.855.890.5299
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Instructions



				TEMPLATE AND BUDGET DEVELOPMENT INSTRUCTIONS
(SEDS, SEDS-AK, SEDS-GO, ERE)

				Annual Budget and Budget Justification Development Templates, Helpful Hints

				For assistance with this Budget Template, please contact your Regional TTA Center.

				Budget Templates

		1		The worksheet has three annual budget templates that contain formulas.  There are also three annual budget justification templates and three SF 424As.  The Category/Item Description column will automatically populate with the data that is entered into the cells in the category column in the corresponding annual budget sheet.  This assists with being consistent with terminology in the budget documents.  You must verify that what you typing in the annual budget Category/Item Description column is the same as what is in the project narrative and OWP.  The budget will automatically transfer to the SF 424A.  

		Hint		Fill out the column B of each of the annual budget sheets before working on the justification sheets.  Be sure to verify that what you typing in the annual budget Category/Item Description column (column B) is the same as what is in the project narrative and OWP.

				Use Complete and Accurate Calculations

		2		Gather all the necessary information you'll need prior to starting work on the budget (e.g., positions, wages, fringe calculations, supplies needed).

				Editing the Budget or Budget Justification Sheets

		3		Remember there are formulas in the budget justification sheets that pull information from column B of the corressponding budget sheet. If you add or delete rows it may impact the corresponding sheet. If you delete a row in the budget make sure to delete the corresponding row in the budget justification.  
● If you add a row in the budget  you will have to add a row at the same position in the budget justification and copy formulas.
● To copy formulas select the cell in Column B directly above the new row.  Highlight the formula and press ""ctrl"" key + ""C"" key.  Now select the new cell in Column B and press ""ctrl"" key + ""V"" key.  If the formula was copied correctly whatever you type in Column B in the annual budget sheet should appear in Column B of the corresponsding budget justification."

		Hint		Double check that numbers are added correctly as adding and deleting cells, rows or columns can create an error in the formulas in the worksheet.



		Instructions on costs and their category are contained in the following:

				1. PERSONNEL

				Identify the project director or principal investigator, if known at the time  application. For each staff person provide: the title; time commitment to the project in months; time commitment to the project as a percentage or full-time equivalent: annual salary; grant salary; wage rates; etc. Do not include the costs of consultants, personnel costs of delegate agencies, or of specific project(s) and/or businesses to be financed by the applicant. Contractors and consultants should not be placed under this category.

				2. FRINGE BENEFITS

				Costs of employee fringe benefits unless treated as part of an approved indirect cost rate.  Provide a breakdown of the amounts and percentages that comprise fringe benefit costs such as health insurance, Federal Insurance Contributions Act (FICA) taxes, retirement insurance, and taxes.

				3. TRAVEL

				Costs of out-of-state or overnight project-related travel by employees of the applicant organization.  Do not include in-state travel or consultant travel in the Travel category but in Other.  For each trip show the total number of traveler(s); travel destination; duration of trip; per diem; mileage allowances.  If privately owned vehicles will be used to travel out of town; and other transportation costs and subsistence allowances.  If appropriate for the project, travel cost for key project staff to attend ACF-sponsored workshops/conferences/grantee orientation should be detailed in the budget.

				4. EQUIPMENT

				Equipment means an article of nonexpendable, tangible personal property having a useful life of more than one year per unit and an acquisition cost that equals or exceeds the lesser of: (a) the capitalization level established by the organization for the financial statement purposes, or (b) $5,000

				5. SUPPLIES

				Costs of all tangible personal property other than that included under the Equipment category. This includes office and other consumable supplies with a per-unit cost of less than $5,000.

				6. CONTRACTUAL

				Include third-party evaluation contracts, if applicable, and contracts with secondary recipient organizations (with budget detail), including delegate agencies and specific project(s) and/or businesses to be financed by the applicant. This area is not for individual consultants.

				7. OTHER

				Such costs, where applicable and appropriate, may include but are not limited to: consultant costs, local travel; insurance; food (when allowable); medical and dental costs (noncontractual); professional services costs (including audit charges); space and equipment rentals; printing and publication; computer use; training costs, such as tuition and stipends; staff development costs; and administrative costs.

				8. INDIRECT COSTS

				Total amount of indirect costs. This category has one of two methods that an applicant can select. An applicant may only select one. 

				1) The applicant currently has an indirect cost rate approved by the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) or another cognizant federal agency.
Note: An applicant must enclose a copy of the current approved rate agreement. If the applicant is requesting a rate that is less than what is allowed under the program, the authorized representative of the applicant organization must submit a signed acknowledgement that the applicant is accepting a lower rate than allowed.

2) Per 45 CFR § 75.414(f) Indirect (F&A) costs, of any non-Federal entity [i.e., applicant] that has never received a negotiated indirect costs rate, may elect to charge a de minimis rate of 10% of modified total direct costs (MTDC) which may be used indefinitely. As described in §75.403, costs must be consistently charged as either indirect or direct costs, but may not be double charged or inconsistently charged as both. If chosen, this methodology once elected must be used consistently for all Federal awards until such time as a non-Federal entity chooses to negotiate for a rate, which the non-Federal entity may apply to do at any time.�"

				SF 424A

				Although you will only need the SF 424A for the budget period that the application is addressing there are five worksheets for each potential budget period.  You will need to fill in Section C for the source of the non-federal funds.  Also the default for Section D for the forecasted cash needs is 25% each quarter, you will want to adjust based on the project's cash needs. 





Bud Year 1

		Tribe/Organization Name

		BUDGET YEAR ONE				9/30/2021-9/29/2022

		CATEGORY/ITEM DESCRIPTION		Federal Share		Non-Federal Share		Total

		PERSONNEL		Full and Part time employees only

		Insert title and percentage of time 		-		-		-

		Insert title and percentage of time 		-		-		-

		Insert title and percentage of time 		-		-		-

		Insert title and percentage of time 		-		-		-

		TOTAL PERSONNEL		$   -		$   -		$   -

		FRINGE BENEFITS		Benefits for full and part-time employees, individual rate may differ

		FICA @ 7.65%		-		-		-

		FUTA @ .00%		-		-		-

		SUTA @ .00%		-		-		-

		Health Insurance @ 00%		-		-		-

		Retirement @ 00%		-		-		-

		Workman's Comp. @ 00%		-		-		-

		TOTAL FRINGE BENEFITS		$   -		$   -		$   -

		TRAVEL		Employee/staff overnight travel only, not for local mileage

		Post Award Training - 2 people		-		-		-

		ANA Grantee Meeting - 2 people		-		-		-

		Insert any other project staff travel		-		-		-

		TOTAL TRAVEL		$   -		$   -		$   -

		EQUIPMENT		Usable life of a year and unit capital cost in excess of $5,000

		Insert name of equipment		-		-		-

		Insert name of equipment		-		-		-

		TOTAL EQUIPMENT		$   -		$   -		$   -

		SUPPLIES		Less than $5,000 per unit

		Insert name of type of supply		-		-		-

		Insert name of type of supply		-		-		-

		TOTAL SUPPLIES		$   -		$   -		$   -

		CONTRACTUAL		Generally for contracts that require a formal bidding process

		Insert name of type of contract		-		-		-

		Insert name of type of contract		-		-		-

		TOTAL CONTRACTUAL		$   -		$   -		$   -

		OTHER		All other costs not list in categories above

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		TOTAL OTHER		$   -		$   -		$   -

		DIRECT COST TOTAL		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

		INDIRECT COST @ XX.XX% (if applicable)		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

		TOTAL PROJECT COST YEAR 1		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

		Required Non-Federal Share				$   - 0

		It is strongly recommended that you don't exceed the required match amount in any project year.
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Bud Year 2

		Tribe/Organization Name

		BUDGET YEAR TWO				9/30/2022-9/29/2023

		CATEGORY/ITEM DESCRIPTION		Federal Share		Non-Federal Share		Total

		PERSONNEL

		Insert title and percentage of time 		-		-		-

		Insert title and percentage of time 		-		-		-

		Insert title and percentage of time 		-		-		-

		Insert title and percentage of time 		-		-		-

		TOTAL PERSONNEL		$   -		$   -		$   -

		FRINGE BENEFITS

		FICA @ 7.65%		-		-		-

		FUTA @ .00%		-		-		-

		SUTA @ .00%		-		-		-

		Health Insurance @ 00%		-		-		-

		Retirement @ 00%		-		-		-

		Workman's Comp. @ 00%		-		-		-

		TOTAL FRINGE BENEFITS		$   -		$   -		$   -

		TRAVEL

		ANA Grantee Meeting - 2 people		-		-		-

		Insert any other project staff travel		-		-		-

		Insert any other project staff travel		-		-		-

		TOTAL TRAVEL		$   -		$   -		$   -

		EQUIPMENT

		Insert name of equipment		-		-		-

		Insert name of equipment		-		-		-

		TOTAL EQUIPMENT		$   -		$   -		$   -

		SUPPLIES

		Insert name of type of supply		-		-		-

		Insert name of type of supply		-		-		-

		TOTAL SUPPLIES		$   -		$   -		$   -

		CONTRACTUAL

		Insert name of type of contract		-		-		-

		Insert name of type of contract		-		-		-

		TOTAL CONTRACTUAL		$   -		$   -		$   -

		OTHER

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		TOTAL OTHER		$   -		$   -		$   -

		DIRECT COST TOTAL		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

		INDIRECT COST @ XX.XX% (if applicable)		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

		TOTAL PROJECT COST YEAR TWO		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

		Required Non-Federal Share				$   - 0

		It is strongly recommended that you don't exceed the required match amount in any project year.









Bud Year 3

		Tribe/Organization Name

		BUDGET YEAR THREE				9/30/2023-9/29/2024

		CATEGORY/ITEM DESCRIPTION		Federal Share		Non-Federal Share		Total

		PERSONNEL

		Insert title and percentage of time 		-		-		-

		Insert title and percentage of time 		-		-		-

		Insert title and percentage of time 		-		-		-

		Insert title and percentage of time 		-		-		-

		TOTAL PERSONNEL		$   -		$   -		$   -

		FRINGE BENEFITS

		FICA @ 7.65%		-		-		-

		FUTA @ .00%		-		-		-

		SUTA @ .00%		-		-		-

		Health Insurance @ 00%		-		-		-

		Retirement @ 00%		-		-		-

		Workman's Comp. @ 00%		-		-		-

		TOTAL FRINGE BENEFITS		$   -		$   -		$   -

		TRAVEL

		ANA Grantee Meeting - 2 people		-		-		-

		Insert any other project staff travel		-		-		-

		Insert any other project staff travel		-		-		-

		TOTAL TRAVEL		$   -		$   -		$   -

		EQUIPMENT

		Insert name of equipment		-		-		-

		Insert name of equipment		-		-		-

		TOTAL EQUIPMENT		$   -		$   -		$   -

		SUPPLIES

		Insert name of type of supply		-		-		-

		Insert name of type of supply		-		-		-

		TOTAL SUPPLIES		$   -		$   -		$   -

		CONTRACTUAL

		Insert name of type of contract		-		-		-

		Insert name of type of contract		-		-		-

		TOTAL CONTRACTUAL		$   -		$   -		$   -

		OTHER

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		-		-		-

		TOTAL OTHER		$   -		$   -		$   -

		DIRECT COST TOTAL		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

		INDIRECT COST @ XX.XX% (if applicable)		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

		TOTAL PROJECT COST YEAR THREE		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

		Required Non-Federal Share				$   - 0

		It is strongly recommended that you don't exceed the required match amount in any project year.









Bud Just 1

		Tribe/Organization Name

		BUDGET JUSTIFICATION YEAR ONE

		CATEGORY/ITEM DESCRIPTION		CALCULATION AND JUSTIFICATION		Federal Share		Non-Federal Share

		PERSONNEL		Explain calculation of salary for each position and position project responsibility		$   -		$   -

		Insert title and percentage of time 		Describe salary calculation and project responsiblities

		Insert title and percentage of time 		Describe salary calculation and project responsiblities

		Insert title and percentage of time 		Describe salary calculation and project responsiblities

		Insert title and percentage of time 		Describe salary calculation and project responsiblities

		FRINGE BENEFITS		Describe the benefits given and differences based on type of employee		$   -		$   -

		FICA @ 7.65%		Describe the benefit and who is entitled to receive the benefit

		FUTA @ .00%		Describe the benefit and who is entitled to receive the benefit

		SUTA @ .00%		Describe the benefit and who is entitled to receive the benefit

		Health Insurance @ 00%		Describe the benefit and who is entitled to receive the benefit

		Retirement @ 00%		Describe the benefit and who is entitled to receive the benefit

		Workman's Comp. @ 00%		Describe the benefit and who is entitled to receive the benefit

		TRAVEL		Describe employee travel		$   -		$   -

		Post Award Training - 2 people		Describe the need for project completion and break out individual travel costs

		ANA Grantee Meeting - 2 people		Describe the need for project completion and break out individual travel costs

		Insert any other project staff travel		Describe the need for project completion and break out individual travel costs

		EQUIPMENT		Describe equipment and need by project		$   -		$   -

		Insert name of equipment		Describe why the project needs this equipment

		Insert name of equipment		Describe why the project needs this equipment

		SUPPLIES		Describe supplies to be purchase and need by project		$   -		$   -

		Insert name of type of supply		Describe supplies to be purchased and need by project

		Insert name of type of supply		Describe supplies to be purchased and need by project

		CONTRACTUAL		For large contract item not for lesser professional services		$   -		$   -

		Insert name of type of contract		Describe cost calculation and why project needs this contractor

		Insert name of type of contract		Describe cost calculation and why project needs this contractor

		OTHER		Describe calculation of cost and why the item is needed		$   -		$   -

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		INDIRECT COST @ XX.XX% (if applicable)		See Indirect Cost Rate Agreement, attached.		$   -		$   -





Bud Just 2

		Tribe/Organization Name

		BUDGET JUSTIFICATION YEAR TWO

		CATEGORY/ITEM DESCRIPTION		CALCULATION AND JUSTIFICATION		Federal Share		Non-Federal Share

		PERSONNEL		Explain calculation of salary for each position and position project responsibility		$   -		$   -

		Insert title and percentage of time 		Describe salary calculation and project responsiblities

		Insert title and percentage of time 		Describe salary calculation and project responsiblities

		Insert title and percentage of time 		Describe salary calculation and project responsiblities

		Insert title and percentage of time 		Describe salary calculation and project responsiblities

		FRINGE BENEFITS		Describe the benefits given and differences based on type of employee		$   -		$   -

		FICA @ 7.65%		Describe the benefit and who is entitled to receive the benefit

		FUTA @ .00%		Describe the benefit and who is entitled to receive the benefit

		SUTA @ .00%		Describe the benefit and who is entitled to receive the benefit

		Health Insurance @ 00%		Describe the benefit and who is entitled to receive the benefit

		Retirement @ 00%		Describe the benefit and who is entitled to receive the benefit

		Workman's Comp. @ 00%		Describe the benefit and who is entitled to receive the benefit

		TRAVEL		Describe employee travel		$   -		$   -

		ANA Grantee Meeting - 2 people		Describe the need for project completion and break out individual travel costs

		Insert any other project staff travel		Describe the need for project completion and break out individual travel costs

		Insert any other project staff travel		Describe the need for project completion and break out individual travel costs

		EQUIPMENT		Describe equipment and need by project		$   -		$   -

		Insert name of equipment		Describe why the project needs this equipment

		Insert name of equipment		Describe why the project needs this equipment

		SUPPLIES		Describe supplies to be purchase and need by project		$   -		$   -

		Insert name of type of supply		Describe supplies to be purchased and need by project

		Insert name of type of supply		Describe supplies to be purchased and need by project

		CONTRACTUAL		For large contract item not for lesser professional services		$   -		$   -

		Insert name of type of contract		Describe cost calculation and why project needs this contractor

		Insert name of type of contract		Describe cost calculation and why project needs this contractor

		OTHER		Describe calculation of cost and why the item is needed		$   -		$   -

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		INDIRECT COST @ XX.XX% (if applicable)		See Indirect Cost Rate Agreement, attached.		$   -		$   -





Bud Just 3

		Tribe/Organization Name

		BUDGET JUSTIFICATION YEAR THREE

		CATEGORY/ITEM DESCRIPTION		CALCULATION AND JUSTIFICATION		Federal Share		Non-Federal Share

		PERSONNEL		Explain calculation of salary for each position and position project responsibility		$   -		$   -

		Insert title and percentage of time 		Describe salary calculation and project responsiblities

		Insert title and percentage of time 		Describe salary calculation and project responsiblities

		Insert title and percentage of time 		Describe salary calculation and project responsiblities

		Insert title and percentage of time 		Describe salary calculation and project responsiblities

		FRINGE BENEFITS		Describe the benefits given and differences based on type of employee		$   -		$   -

		FICA @ 7.65%		Describe the benefit and who is entitled to receive the benefit

		FUTA @ .00%		Describe the benefit and who is entitled to receive the benefit

		SUTA @ .00%		Describe the benefit and who is entitled to receive the benefit

		Health Insurance @ 00%		Describe the benefit and who is entitled to receive the benefit

		Retirement @ 00%		Describe the benefit and who is entitled to receive the benefit

		Workman's Comp. @ 00%		Describe the benefit and who is entitled to receive the benefit

		TRAVEL		Describe employee travel		$   -		$   -

		ANA Grantee Meeting - 2 people		Describe the need for project completion and break out individual travel costs

		Insert any other project staff travel		Describe the need for project completion and break out individual travel costs

		Insert any other project staff travel		Describe the need for project completion and break out individual travel costs

		EQUIPMENT		Describe equipment and need by project		$   -		$   -

		Insert name of equipment		Describe why the project needs this equipment

		Insert name of equipment		Describe why the project needs this equipment

		SUPPLIES		Describe supplies to be purchase and need by project		$   -		$   -

		Insert name of type of supply		Describe supplies to be purchased and need by project

		Insert name of type of supply		Describe supplies to be purchased and need by project

		CONTRACTUAL		For large contract item not for lesser professional services		$   -		$   -

		Insert name of type of contract		Describe cost calculation and why project needs this contractor

		Insert name of type of contract		Describe cost calculation and why project needs this contractor

		OTHER		Describe calculation of cost and why the item is needed		$   -		$   -

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		Insert name of "Other" budget item		Describe how the cost was determined and why the item is needed for the project

		INDIRECT COST @ XX.XX% (if applicable)		See Indirect Cost Rate Agreement, attached.		$   -		$   -





SF 424A Year 1

										BUDGET INFORMATION - Non-Construction Programs

										SECTION A - BUDGET SUMMARY

				Grant Program Function or Activity		Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance 		Estimated Unobligated Funds				New or Revised Budget

						Number		Federal		Non-Federal		Federal		Non-Federal		Total

				(a)		(b)		( c)		(d)		( e)		(f)		(g)

		1.		ANA Fed								$0				$0

		2.		ANA NFS										$0		$0

		3.														$0

		4.														$0

		5.		Totals				$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

										SECTION B - BUDGET CATEGORIES

										GRANT PROGRAM, FUNCTION OR ACTIVITY

		6.		Object Class Categories				Federal		Non-Federal						Total

								(1)		(2)		(3)		(4)		(5)

		a.		Personnel				$0		$0						$0

		b.		Fringe Benefits				$0		$0						$0

		c.		Travel				$0		$0						$0

		d.		Equipment				$0		$0						$0

		e.		Supplies				$0		$0						$0

		f.		Contractual				$0		$0						$0

		g.		Construction				$0		$0						$0

		h.		Other				$0		$0						$0

		i.		Total Direct Charges (sum of 6a-6h)				$0		$0						$0

		j.		Indirect Charges				$0		$0						$0

		k.		TOTALS (sum of 6i and 6j)				$0		$0						$0



		7.		Program Income												$0



										SECTION C - NON-FEDERAL RESOURCES

				(a) Grant Program				(b) Applicant		( c) State		(d) Other Sources				Total

		8.		ANA NFS										$0

		9.

		10.

		11.

		12.		TOTAL (sum of 8-11)				$0		$0		$0		$0



										SECTION D - FORECASTED CASH NEEDS

								Total for 1st Year		1st Quarter		2nd Quarter		3rd Quarter		4th Quarter

		13.		Federal				$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		14.		Non-Federal				$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		15.		TOTAL (sum of lines 13 and 14)				$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

						SECTION E - BUGET ESTIMATES OF FEDERAL FUNDS NEEDED FOR BALANCE OF THE PROJECT

				(a) Grant Program								FUTURE FUNDING PERIODS (YEARS)

								(b) First

		16.		ANA				$0

		17.

		18.

		19.

		20.		TOTAL (sum of lines 16 - 19)				$0

		SECTION F - OTHER BUDGET INFORMATION

		21.		Direct Charges:						22.  Indirect Charges

		23.		Remarks:



This sheet is meant to be a helpful guide and should not be submitted in place of the official SF-424A form included in your application packet.



SF 424A Year 2

										BUDGET INFORMATION - Non-Construction Programs

										SECTION A - BUDGET SUMMARY

				Grant Program Function or Activity		Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance 		Estimated Unobligated Funds				New or Revised Budget

						Number		Federal		Non-Federal		Federal		Non-Federal		Total

				(a)		(b)		( c)		(d)		( e)		(f)		(g)

		1.		ANA Fed								$0				$0

		2.		ANA NFS										$0		$0

		3.														$0

		4.														$0

		5.		Totals				$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

										SECTION B - BUDGET CATEGORIES

										GRANT PROGRAM, FUNCTION OR ACTIVITY

		6.		Object Class Categories				Federal		Non-Federal						Total

								(1)		(2)		(3)		(4)		(5)

		a.		Personnel				$0		$0						$0

		b.		Fringe Benefits				$0		$0						$0

		c.		Travel				$0		$0						$0

		d.		Equipment				$0		$0						$0

		e.		Supplies				$0		$0						$0

		f.		Contractual				$0		$0						$0

		g.		Construction				$0		$0						$0

		h.		Other				$0		$0						$0

		i.		Total Direct Charges (sum of 6a-6h)				$0		$0						$0

		j.		Indirect Charges				$0		$0						$0

		k.		TOTALS (sum of 6i and 6j)				$0		$0						$0



		7.		Program Income												$0



										SECTION C - NON-FEDERAL RESOURCES

				(a) Grant Program				(b) Applicant		( c) State		(d) Other Sources				Total

		8.		ANA NFS										$0

		9.

		10.

		11.

		12.		TOTAL (sum of 8-11)				$0		$0		$0		$0



										SECTION D - FORECASTED CASH NEEDS

								Total for 1st Year		1st Quarter		2nd Quarter		3rd Quarter		4th Quarter

		13.		Federal				$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		14.		Non-Federal				$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		15.		TOTAL (sum of lines 13 and 14)				$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

						SECTION E - BUGET ESTIMATES OF FEDERAL FUNDS NEEDED FOR BALANCE OF THE PROJECT

				(a) Grant Program								FUTURE FUNDING PERIODS (YEARS)

								(b) First		( c) Second		(d) Third		( e) Fourth

		16.		ANA				$0

		17.

		18.

		19.

		20.		TOTAL (sum of lines 16 - 19)				$0

		SECTION F - OTHER BUDGET INFORMATION

		21.		Direct Charges:						22.  Indirect Charges

		23.		Remarks:





SF 424A Year 3

										BUDGET INFORMATION - Non-Construction Programs

										SECTION A - BUDGET SUMMARY

				Grant Program Function or Activity		Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance 		Estimated Unobligated Funds				New or Revised Budget

						Number		Federal		Non-Federal		Federal		Non-Federal		Total

				(a)		(b)		( c)		(d)		( e)		(f)		(g)

		1.		ANA Fed								$0				$0

		2.		ANA NFS										$0		$0

		3.														$0

		4.														$0

		5.		Totals				$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

										SECTION B - BUDGET CATEGORIES

										GRANT PROGRAM, FUNCTION OR ACTIVITY

		6.		Object Class Categories				Federal		Non-Federal						Total

								(1)		(2)		(3)		(4)		(5)

		a.		Personnel				$0		$0						$0

		b.		Fringe Benefits				$0		$0						$0

		c.		Travel				$0		$0						$0

		d.		Equipment				$0		$0						$0

		e.		Supplies				$0		$0						$0

		f.		Contractual				$0		$0						$0

		g.		Construction				$0		$0						$0

		h.		Other				$0		$0						$0

		i.		Total Direct Charges (sum of 6a-6h)				$0		$0						$0

		j.		Indirect Charges				$0		$0						$0

		k.		TOTALS (sum of 6i and 6j)				$0		$0						$0



		7.		Program Income												$0



										SECTION C - NON-FEDERAL RESOURCES

				(a) Grant Program				(b) Applicant		( c) State		(d) Other Sources				Total

		8.		ANA NFS										$0

		9.

		10.

		11.

		12.		TOTAL (sum of 8-11)				$0		$0		$0		$0



										SECTION D - FORECASTED CASH NEEDS

								Total for 1st Year		1st Quarter		2nd Quarter		3rd Quarter		4th Quarter

		13.		Federal				$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		14.		Non-Federal				$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		15.		TOTAL (sum of lines 13 and 14)				$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

						SECTION E - BUGET ESTIMATES OF FEDERAL FUNDS NEEDED FOR BALANCE OF THE PROJECT

				(a) Grant Program								FUTURE FUNDING PERIODS (YEARS)

								(b) First		( c) Second		(d) Third		( e) Fourth

		16.		ANA

		17.

		18.

		19.

		20.		TOTAL (sum of lines 16 - 19)

		SECTION F - OTHER BUDGET INFORMATION

		21.		Direct Charges:						22.  Indirect Charges

		23.		Remarks:
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This is a sample of a project 
description.  It is not a complete 
application.  The format of this 
project description is not 
required; it is a suggestion. 
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INTRODUCTION 


Location and Geography 


The Indian Relocation Act (PL 959) created a migration of American Indians from rural, 
reservation settings to cities across the United States during the 1950-1960's.  This trend was 
particularly noted in Oregon and was also, in part, due to legislation passed by Congress in 1954 
terminating all Western Oregon tribes.  This resulted in Indian people moving to "relocation" 
cities seeking employment.  Jobs and affordable housing often were not found in those cities, and 
people relocated again.  In western Oregon, Oatfield was a popular settling place for many 
displaced Oregon Indian families as it was close enough to allow access to Portland’s job 
opportunities but was a much more affordable place to live.  Plains and southwest tribal members 
also found their way to the Oatfield area.  In the past 50 years, Native American people have 
settled into surrounding areas along the Interstate 5 corridor.  Located half-way between Portland 
and Salem, Oatfield continues to be the hub of that community. 


Community and Culture 


Since the 1950’s the native community of Oatfield and its surrounding area has changed in 
composition.  The initial concentration consisted of relocated Pacific Northwest tribal members 
and Alaskan Natives who had moved south to the area in search of work. Tribal members from 
the Plains and Southwest arrived in the early 1960s. Pacific Islanders also have become a 
substantial part of the Oatfield Native Community.   By 2000, the native population in the 
Oatfield area was the ninth largest of all US metropolitan areas (The Native American 
Community in Multnomah County: An Unsettling Profile, 2018). Members of tribes from Oregon 
and Washington are most heavily represented.  Alaskan Natives and Hawaiian Natives are the 
next largest populations (Portland State College of Urban & Public Affairs Census Center).   


As the community grew, members began to look for ways to preserve Native cultures and 
strengthen the sense of community.  Community leaders helped organize a non-profit 
corporation to accomplish those goals.  Using grants from local churches and community funds, 
community members leased a vacant commercial structure, rehabbed it and, in 1963, opened the 
Kloshe Urban Indian Program.  The initial focus was a gathering place for the community, a 
place for powwows, celebrations, and ceremonies.  By the late 1960’s, over 12,000 Native 
Americans lived within a 20-mile radius of the Kloshe Center (1970 US Census).  Families that 
were new to the area often found it difficult to access services when they needed help with 
housing, employment, and supportive services.  Mainstream agencies providing help did not 
understand problems experienced by, or how to communicate with, native people.  To address 
these barriers and build capacity, community members worked with the Federal Office of 
Economic Opportunity to create an Indian Community Action Program (ICAP).  Kloshe still is 
an ICAP and, consequently receives Community Services Block Grant and Low-Income Home 
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Energy Assistance direct funding from the US Office of Community Services - OEO’s successor 
agency. 


Kloshe, as a facility where community members engaged in cultural and social gatherings, 
became a place where those community members could go for help in resolving problems with 
the confidence that assistance would be given with care and respect.  


Oatfield is in Clackamas County, a part of the Tillicum Tribe’s Service area. We coordinate with 
the Tribe in joint venture projects and interagency referrals. 


APPROACH 


Long-term Community Goal 


As we grew as an organization, Kloshe learned that open, effective community communication 
and ongoing community involvement in our operation was becoming increasingly important.  To 
help build those dynamics, Kloshe created standing committees made up of one board member, 
two staff and four community members to provide oversight for each of its four departments. 
Our partners, ANOC and PIIA, also provide a community member for these committees. 


     Community members held bi-monthly meetings that focused on assessing community 
priorities for improvement and documenting barriers to achieving those priorities. Engaging 
community members in regular gatherings as well as on oversight and planning at the 
Departmental level ensures that our project planning and project operations reflect cultural 
practices and cultural priorities of our community and community members. 


For the past two years, representatives from these standing committees have worked on 
developing a framework for a Kloshe Community Plan to use in prioritizing program and project 
development. The Native community in Kloshe’s service area now exceeds 25,000 (2010 US 
Census). Over 20% of those community members participated in developing the Plan (see 
Appendix A: Community Sign-in and Survey Documentation). Our highest priority goals from 
the Plan are listed below: 


▪ Increase all household incomes to the area median income (using HUD standards). 


▪ All community members will have employment opportunities to secure long-term, living 
wage jobs. 


▪ Maintain cultural ties with Native communities represented in Oatfield through language, 
celebration and intergenerational programs. 


▪ Completion of secondary education for all community youth. 
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▪ Provide postsecondary education opportunities (college and vocational training) for all 
adult community members. 


▪ All community members will have decent, affordable housing (using HUD quality and 
affordability standards). 


▪ Provide universal health care coverage through a Kloshe Clinic and contract health care. 


The long-term goal this project will address is “All community members will have 
employment opportunities to secure long-term, living-wage jobs.”  Members of the Oatfield 
community selected this long-term goal to be the focus of this application at a November 19, 
2017 public hearing. (See Appendix A Community Sign-in and Survey Documentation) because 
they felt that work to accomplish this goal also will help achieve another priority long-term goal: 
“Increase all household incomes to the area median income.” 


The project proposed herein will increase job skills, on-the-job training, resume building, 
networking, and job placement to move the community closer to reaching the stated long-term 
community goal. 


Community Condition 


The condition that this project will address is “Parents in our community have an 
unemployment rate of 41%.” This rate for parents is 10 percent higher than the general 
unemployment rate for our community and 4 times (400%) higher than the national average. 


To identify this condition, Kloshe conducted a survey of 563 community members in 2018 who 
came to us for assistance in a variety of program areas. We also held 6 community meetings 
attended by 847 community members (See Appendix A Community Sign-in and Survey 
Documentation). Nearly 50% of the community members who participated in the 6 meetings we 
held indicated that unemployment was the most serious problem in our community. Three 
hundred eighty-three (383) of the community members coming to us for services agreed that 
unemployment was the biggest barrier to self-sufficiency for themselves. Two hundred ninety-
seven (297) of these community members were parents. 


Kloshe followed up this community assessment with a review of data that we gathered from our 
Job Training Program, our Low-income Heating and Energy Program, our Indian Child Welfare 
Program and local census data. The information in the following table is based on the survey of 
563 community members. Demographic data from our program and census sources corroborates 
the information in this table. 
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INDICATOR 
STATUS 


STATUS PERCENT 


Age   
 Less than 16 39% 
 16 through 64 42% 
 Over 64 19% 
Employment   
 Not employed 32% 
 Public sector 17% 
 Private sector 51% 
Poverty   
 Below poverty 38% 
 Elders 42% 
 Children under 16 76% 
Housing   
 Spending more than 30% on housing 


expenses 
79% 


 


Based on our 2018 survey data for Native demographics in the Portland Metro area and Portland 
State's Population Research Center’s 2018 demographic estimates for that area, the Native 
community has a poverty rate of 38 percent, while the median Oatfield income of $53,250. This 
is compared to a general urban poverty rate of 12.7 percent and an unemployment rate of 31% - 
over 3 times higher than the general urban population. We also found that parents were over-
represented in the unemployed population with an unemployment rate at 41%. 


Our final community-based planning activity that we used to define the community condition to 
address was engaging a focus group. The focus group determined how Kloshe should start 
working on the issue of unemployment. We held 5 focus groups in late 2018 and early 2019. 
Attendance averaged 15 participants. Participants included members of families, staff, 
community leaders, and potential project beneficiary groups that were identified through the 
community survey. Unemployed parents and unemployed males and females aged 18-26 were 
the potential beneficiaries represented by the focus groups. They were identified as particularly 
vulnerable in the survey we did and in community meetings. Based on this stream of 
information, all five focus groups recommended that unemployed parents be the beneficiaries of 
an employment and community stabilization initiative, and that the jobs in which unemployed 
parents are placed should provide living wages and long-term stability. Groups members and 
sign-in sheets for focus groups are included in Appendix A of this application. 


Project Goal 


Our project goal is to place unemployed parents in permanent living wage jobs. This goal 
exemplifies the stated purpose of the SEDS program: “to promote social and economic self-
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sufficiency for American Indians, Alaska Natives, Native Hawaiians, and Native American 
Pacific Islanders from American Samoa, Guam, and the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana 
Islands. The SEDS program supports the principle that social and economic development are 
interrelated and essential for the development of thriving Native communities''. The project 
particularly reflects such stated SEDS focus points as: 


● Strengthening Families and Parents 


● Workforce Development 


Objectives 


Objective 1: By the end of the project’s 24th month (timeline), 12 (target) of the 28 
unemployed parents enrolled in the Kloshe Roofer On the Job Training Initiative 
(population) will be employed in permanent jobs with wages equal to or greater than the 
median Oatfield income (indicator). 


Objective 2: By the end of the project’s 24th month (timeline), 15 (target) of the 30 
unemployed parents enrolled in the Kloshe Code Programmer Training Initiative 
(population) will be placed in permanent jobs with wages equal to or greater than the 
median Oatfield income (indicator). 


Objective 3: By the end of the project’s 36th month (timeline), 18 (target) of the 34 
unemployed parents enrolled in the Kloshe Journeyman Plumber On the Job Training 
Initiative (population) will be employed in permanent jobs with wages equal to or greater 
than the median Oatfield income (indicator). 


These three objectives include a measurable achievement: the employment of out of work 
parents from our community in permanent, living wage jobs. In working to achieve these 
objectives, the project will lead to the project goal of “placing unemployed parents in permanent 
living wage jobs” by improving upon the current condition of “parents in our community having 
an unemployment rate of 41%”.    


Participation in this project will be as follows: 


 


 # of New Participant 
Individuals by Year 


 # of Cumulative Participants 
over Project Period 


Objectives Yr 1 Yr 2 Yr 3 Total  Yr 1 Yr 2 Yr 3 Total 


Ob 1: Roofer 
Trainees 


18 10  28  18 28  28 
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Ob 2: Programming 
Students 


30 0  30  30 30  30 


Ob 3: Plumber 
Apprentices 


12 12 10 34  12 24 34 34 


 


As these objectives require a dedication of time and effort, we have also planned and budgeted 
for the possible loss of participants due to dropping out. The industry standard for dropouts is at 
20%. Therefore, we have accounted for replacing these participants each year, as needed. 


Outputs 


Objective 1: 


● 28 unemployed parent trainees enrolled (18 in Year 1, and at least 10 added in Year 2).  


● 28 OJT roofer contracts for training of roofers and 50% of salaries.  


● 10 subsidized day care positions (5 in Year 1, and 10 totals in Year 2).  


● 28 roofer trainee tool kits. 


● At least 12 trainees’ complete apprenticeships. 


As part of the planning for this project, Kloshe staff and our advisory committees surveyed 
unemployed parents to find out what their priorities are in job choices. Wages and permanence 
were high priorities for all respondents. Physical activity was a priority for a major subset of the 
population. We have an interest list of participants for this training opportunity that currently is 
twice the number of planned participants. 


Our trainees (unemployed parents) have children. Kloshe operates a day care program that 
trainees can access and use their supportive services allocations to cover day care costs. This will 
enable those parents who do not have access to affordable childcare the ability to participate. 


Each trainee will receive tool kits which will provide them with the ability to build their skills 
both onsite and off as they will be able to take these toolkits with them wherever their work takes 
them.  


Finally, we have been engaged in creating a close work relationship with Shinglehouse Roofing 
Company and have an agreement for 28 OJT placements with them over 2 years. This is 
demanding work that does involve a minimal learning curve. We are estimating a conservative 
12 participants will complete the apprenticeship within 2 years.  
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Objective 2: 


● 30 unemployed parent trainees enrolled.  


● 30 scholarships for a 20-month training program.  


● 30 stipends of $150 per week for 20 weeks.   


● 10 subsidized day care slots. 


● Bi-weekly support circles. 


● 15-degree certifications. 


Kloshe operates an Educational Opportunity Centers program which provides counseling and 
information on college admissions as well as financial aid assistance to Native American adults 
who want to enter or continue a program of postsecondary education. We have developed a 
collaborative relationship with Portland Community College Vocational Education Division and 
can place up to 15 students per term in PCC classes. Our support for these students does not end 
with enrollment assistance. Each student will have the opportunity to receive a scholarship and 
stipends to ensure retention.  


Additionally, we plan to have a staff person assigned to work with the students on a bi-weekly 
basis. They will assist with both family issues (transportation, child-care, budgeting) as well as 
academic issues (tutoring and course planning). We also sponsor support circles for and of 
students that provide peer encouragement and mentoring support for students. Our conservative 
estimate is roughly half, 15, students will complete their coursework by the end of two years to 
become more skilled and desirable in the workforce. 


Objective 3: 


● 34 unemployed parent trainees enroll (12 per year in Year 1, 2 and 3).  


● 34 Contracts for 24 months of apprentice instruction and testing. 


● At least 18 completed training. 


● At least 18 certified as journeyman plumbers. 


Kloshe has negotiated an Apprentice Employment Support partnership with Mr. Rooter through 
our Educational Opportunity Center. The Center provides screened candidates to Mr. Rooter for 
enrollment in the State’s certified Apprentice program. The Center can place up to 12 screened 
candidates per year. The starting wages for trainees provide a living wage income at the start of 
their training journey. Consequently, Kloshe has not been as active in providing supportive 
services for this set of trainees. We monitor their progress, however, and will assist with 
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transportation and day care when needed. Each year, five participants will receive day care 
stipends.  


Like the roofer trainees, the plumber apprentices will receive a set of work clothing including 
composite-toed shoes for protection on the worksite. 


Our conservative estimate is that roughly half will complete their apprenticeship and earn their 
journeyman certification. 


Outcomes and Indicators 


Objective 1: 


The outcome is 12 unemployed parents will access permanent jobs with wages that equal 
median Oatfield income. This outcome not only “aligns with the objective” as required by the 
FOA; it is an integral component of the objective.  This is the case with all three project 
objectives. The indicator for the objective is the number of unemployed community members 
who become employed. The positive measurable change created by the objective (outcome) is 
employment of 12 unemployed community members. Kloshe believes that the placement rate for 
participants is viable because of the volume of housing construction and roofing repair taking 
place in our service area. Our partner, Shinglehouse Roofing, indicates it can absorb the trained 
roofers created through this project.  


Objective 2: 


The outcome is 15 unemployed parents will access permanent jobs with wages equal to the 
median Oatfield income. This outcome is an integral component of the objective. The indicator 
for the objective is the number of unemployed community members who become employed. The 
positive measurable change created by the objective (outcome) is employment of 15 unemployed 
community members. Portland Community College has committed to placing these trainees 
through its Graduate Employment Service Office.  


Objective 3: 


The outcome is 18 unemployed parents will access permanent jobs with wages equal to or 
greater than the median Oatfield income. Six of these trainees will be in a pilot project that 
will begin in the project’s first year. This outcome is an integral component of the objective. The 
indicator for the objective is the number of unemployed community members who become 
employed. The positive measurable change created by the objective (outcome) is employment of 
18 unemployed community members. 
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Outcome Tracker and Outcome Tracking Strategy 


 


Project Outcome Tracker 
Long-term Goal: All community members will have employment opportunities to secure long-term, 
living-wage jobs. 
Current Community Condition: Parents in our community have an unemployment rate of 41%. 
Project Goal: To place unemployed parents in permanent living wage jobs.  


Objective: By the end of the project’s 24th month, 12 of the 28 unemployed parents enrolled in the 
Kloshe Roofer on the Job Training Initiative will be employed in permanent jobs with wages equal to or 
greater than the median Oatfield income. 


 


Outcome Indicator Means of 
Measurement 


Baseline Project 
Year 1 


Project 
Year 2 


End of 
Project 


3-Yr 
Post  


12 
unemployed 
parents will 
access 
permanent 
jobs with 
wages that 
equal median 
Oatfield 
income. 


Number of 
unemployed 
parents now 
employed as 
roofers with 
wages that 
equal or 
exceed the 
median 
income. 
 


Documentation 
of each 
participant’s full 
time, permanent 
employment at 
median wage. 


0 
 
 
 
 
 
 


       


2 
 


12 
 


12 
 


18 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  


 


Outputs: 28 trainees enrolled; 28 OJT roofer contracts for training of roofers and 50% of salaries; 10 
subsidized day care positions; 28 roofer trainee tool kits; at least 12 trainees’ complete apprenticeships 
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Project Outcome Tracker 


Long-term Goal: All community members will have employment opportunities to secure long-term, 
living-wage jobs. 


Current Community Condition: Parents in our community have an unemployment rate of 41%. 


Project Goal: To place unemployed parents in permanent living wage jobs.  
Objective: By the end of the project’s 24th month, 15 of the 30 unemployed parents enrolled in the 
Kloshe Code Programmer Training Initiative will be placed in permanent jobs with wages equal to or 
greater than the median Oatfield income. 


 


Outcome Indicator Means of 
Measurement 


Baseline Project 
Year 1 


Project 
Year 2 


End of 
Project 


3-Yr 
Post  


15 
unemployed 
parents will 
access 
permanent 
jobs with 
wages equal 
to the median 
Oatfield 
income. 


Number of 
unemployed 
parents now 
employed as 
computer 
code writers 
with wages 
equal to or 
exceeding the 
median 
income.  
 


Documentation 
of full time, 
permanent 
employment at 
median wage 
 


0 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


*Totals 
are 


cumulative 


70 15* 15N/A 18 
25* 


 
 
 
 
 
 


 


 


Outputs: 30 enrolled in project; 30 scholarships for 20-month training program; 30 stipends of $150 per 
week for 20 weeks; 10 subsidized day care slots; bi-weekly support circles; at least 15-degree 
certifications. 
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Project Outcome Tracker 


Long-term Goal: All community members will have employment opportunities to secure long-term, 
living-wage jobs. 


Current Community Condition: Parents in our community have an unemployment rate of 41%. 


Project Goal: To place unemployed parents in permanent living wage jobs.  


Objective: By the end of the project’s 36th month, 18 of the 34 unemployed parents enrolled in the 
Kloshe Apprentice Plumber on the Job Training Initiative will be employed in permanent jobs with 
wages equal to or greater than the median Oatfield income  


 
Outcome Indicator Means of 


Measurement 
Baseline Project 


Year 1 
Project 
Year 2 


End of 
Project 


3-Yr 
Post  


18 
unemployed 
parents will 
access 
permanent 
jobs with 
wages equal 
to or greater 
than the 
median 
Oatfield 
income. 


Number of 
unemployed 
parents now 
employed as 
plumbers 
with wages 
equal or 
exceeding the 
median 
income.  
 


Documentation 
of full time, 
permanent 
employment at 
median wage. 


0 6 12 18  23 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 


 


Outputs: 34 unemployed parent trainees apprentices enrolled; 34 Contracts for 24 months of apprentice 
instruction and testing; 34 clothing sets; 15 subsidized day care stipends; At least 18 completed training; 
At least 18 certified as journeyman plumbers 


 


Plan and Staffing to Collect, Manage, and Analyze the Outcome Tracking Data 


The Project Director will be responsible for data collection and analysis. His work at Eastern 
Washington University and the State of Montana involved developing and tracking data for use 
in project assessment and evaluation. Information used in assessing this project’s effectiveness 
will be collected, reviewed, and presented within the framework of each project objective. This 
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information includes the collection and review of classroom performance pre- and post-testing 
collected at the beginning and end of each session, instructor observations collected bi-weekly 
after each meeting, participant feedback and interviews also collected bi-weekly, training 
completion and degree certifications recorded upon receipt, as well as employment records 
reported upon placement to demonstrate movement towards project outcomes. The Outreach 
Coordinator will also collect feedback on a quarterly basis from project partners that is needed 
for the evaluation. Information from partners, beneficiaries and the community also will come 
from Steering Committee members. This information will be held electronically in our MS 
Access Database as well as held in physical files kept within a secure cabinet in the PD’s office 
which is locked when not occupied.  


The PD will review and analyze this information quarterly to make any appropriate 
improvements to the project. And will do this by determining success in carrying out the project 
outcomes, outputs, and activities with the following matrix for evaluating how well the project is 
moving toward the project goal.  


Matrix Template:  


Year #___ 


Objective #___ 


Activity Output(s) Progress toward 
Completion  


Data source Comments 


Activity 1.     


Activity 2.     


Activity 3.     


 


Outcome Progress 
toward 
Completion 


Challenges Participant 
satisfaction 


Comments 
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Community-based Strategy 


Community to Be Served’s Involvement in Project Development 


As noted earlier, in 2018, Kloshe conducted a survey of 563 community members who came to 
us for assistance in a variety of program areas. We also held 6 community meetings attended by 
847 community members. We described how unemployed parents were part of the 5 focus 
groups we did in planning this project. Sign-in sheets for focus groups are included in the 
Appendix A of this application. We have identified the unemployed parents in the focus groups 
by printing “UP” by their names in the Appendix. Focus group minutes also are in that appendix. 


Surveys, community meetings and focus groups provided us with information to use in 
structuring the project. We created a Project Steering Committee to ensure community members 
were involved in project design. The Steering Committee includes representation from project 
beneficiaries, community members, staff, representatives from partner organizations and 
organizational leadership. The Steering Committee has played a critical role in the project design 
process. Steering Committee members who represent subsets of the community have conveyed 
and will convey information and recommendation on project design elements and planned 
features from their community members to Steering Committee meetings, share that information 
and recommendations with other Committee members, advocate for their community subset’s 
recommendations and then take information back to the community on project design decisions.   


Kloshe Connection to the Community 


Kloshe began as a community center with a board that was self-selected.  When Kloshe 
reorganized itself as an Indian Community Action Program in 1968, we changed our board 
composition to meet requirements that were associated with that designation.  Of the12 members 
on the ICAP board, one-third were representatives of tribal elected officials, one-third were low-
income members of the native community and one-third were from native non-profits serving the 
low-income native community.  Kloshe still maintains that board composition that ties us to both 
our community members and our sister Native organizations. Two of those Native non-profits, 
the Alaska Native Oatfield Community (ANOC) and the Pacific Inter-Island Alliance (PIIA) 
have representation on all Department Advisory Committees.    


Each of our Departments has an advisory committee composed of Board members, staff and 
community representation. We have included ANOC and PIIA community representatives on all 
Departmental advisory committees because, as noted earlier, Alaskan Native and Pacific Islander 
populations are two of the largest Native groups in our community; and Kloshe wants to ensure 
their voices are heard in directing project/program development and operation. Finally, the 
Steering Committee described earlier will continue its involvement. It will transition from 
providing recommendations on project design to recommendations on project implementation 
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and operation. Department Advisory and Steering Committee recommendations will be 
submitted to our Governing Board. 


As noted earlier in this narrative, Kloshe has a history of successful work that focuses on 
empowering low-income community members to achieve self-sufficiency. Our Employment and 
Training project, our Education Department and our Housing Department provide resources that 
help community members and families build skills and access resources that lead to self-
sufficiency. Programs in those departments assist community members to increase household 
income and secure assets. Our Community Services Department provides supportive services 
that community members use to build communication and coping skills and to address 
emergencies that could block the way to self-sufficiency. 


Ongoing Outreach 


As noted earlier, the Steering Committee includes representation from project beneficiaries, 
community members, community leaders and representatives from partner organizations.  
Representatives are chosen by members of each of those groups. These representatives bring 
recommendations to the Steering Committee from the community and beneficiaries that will play 
a significant part in project oversight. The Steering Committee will review project activities and 
help assess whether the project is meeting timelines for creating outputs and moving toward 
accomplishing project objectives.  


Community member representation on Department Advisory Committees provides an ongoing 
community outreach tool. Steering Committee members will regularly meet with members of the 
constituencies they represent. They will bring information from the community to the table at 
Committee meetings and keep their constituencies informed about project implementation and 
corrective action issues. The unemployed parent representatives on the Steering Committee have 
a particularly important role as they are one of the ways the project will keep beneficiaries and 
potential beneficiaries involved in project implementation. 


We also plan to announce project progress and success through our usual avenues of 
communication. This includes posting highlights to our website, social media and in our 
newspaper. 


Readiness and Implementation Strategy 


Existing Resources and Services 


To date, Kloshe has a close working relationship with Shinglehouse Roofing Company and has 
an agreement for 28 OJT placements with them over 2 years. This agreement includes 
supervision and training on the job provided by Shinglehouse.  
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Kloshe also operates an Educational Opportunity Centers program which provides counseling 
and information on college admissions to Native American adults who want to enter or continue 
a program of postsecondary education. We have developed an on-going relationship with 
Portland Community College Vocational Education Division and can place up to 15 students per 
term in PCC computer programming classes. Our Educational Opportunity Center services also 
include tuition and fee payments for community members.   


Finally, Kloshe has negotiated an Apprentice Plumber Employment Support partnership with 
Mr. Rooter Plumbing Services through our Educational Opportunity Center. The Center will 
provide screened candidates to Mr. Rooter for enrollment in the State’s certified Apprentice 
program. The Center can place up to 12 screened candidates per year for a total of 34 
apprentices. We have Mr. Rooter’s agreement to begin a pilot Apprenticeship program with 5 
apprentices in the first year of the project. Results from the pilot will assist in building a more 
effective Apprenticeship operation during the first, second and third project year.  


MOUs with Shinglehouse Roofing, PCC and Mr. Rooter are in Appendix Kloshe 


Kloshe is providing office and classroom space for the project. We are also providing such 
assistance as child-care, participant stipends and 50% of On-the-Job trainee salaries, 


Plan to Obtain Goods and Services 


Kloshe has a set of procurement standards that include: 


● A contract administration system. 


● A written code of standards of conduct governing the grantee or sub grantee’s employees. 


● Procedures must avoid the purchase of unnecessary or duplicative items. 


● Registration to access surplus federal property. 


● Records detailing significant history of procurement. 


Our plan for acquiring project supplies is developed by assessing what office materials will be 
needed to carry out the work plan included in this proposal. The only major office supply 
purchases we anticipate are 3 laptop computers and 3 smartphones. Kloshe is supplying office 
space and telephone equipment and services.  


Additional supplies needed are specific to participant supports, including the creation of 
curriculum and informational handouts, the purchase of textbooks and training materials, and the 
assembly of each toolkit. These purchases will follow the above procurement standards.   
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Achieving Milestones Activities and Outputs 


This project’s work plan has been created through an extensive community-based planning 
process. Time Frames presented in the work plan, in part, reflect community perceptions of what 
activities or products will be required and by when. Community assessments of those time 
frames are sometimes modified based on our partners’ abilities to supply resources needed to 
carry out Activities and create Outputs. Our resources (both the Federal Share and Non-Federal 
Share as well as leveraged resources) also will be structured so that we will achieve Activities 
and Outputs on time and within budget. 


Here is a summary of Milestone Activities and Outputs for each of the project’s Objectives, 
along with our reasoning and proposed methodology for selecting and implementing each. The 
Milestone Activity displayed are the Activities that play the greatest role in creating a significant 
output.  


Required Annual Administrative Activities 


Admin Activity Output Reasoning and Methodology 


Establish Federal 
Account Access 
and Official Grant 
File 


Electronic and 
Physical Grant 
Files 


This required activity will enable us to maintain and monitor all 
grant related documentation both physically and electronically. 
Kloshe holds grants from other federal agencies, and both has 
access to and is familiar with the federal grant reporting 
systems. The PD and Administrative Assistant have access to 
these systems. Additionally, the PD will establish an official 
grant file by printing the Notice of Grant Award and all 
subsequent reporting and keeping these in a legal folder. The 
Objective Work Plan will be maintained in this file and will be 
monitored and revised as needed throughout the project. The 
Official Grant File is kept in a secure filing cabinet within the 
PD’s office which is then locked when not in use. 


Project Staff 
Orientation 


3 staff trained; 
Employee 
handbook and 
policies signed 


This required activity will ensure that all staff are aware of both 
the project and the policies and procedures of Kloshe. Upon 
receipt of the award, Kloshe staff will be onboarded through a 
series of kick-off meetings (one for each objective of the 
project). The staff will review the approved work plan and 
budget, be provided copies of each, and asked to sign a copy for 
recordkeeping purposes. They will be provided with an 
electronic copy of the employee handbook and policies which 
will also require a signature to acknowledge that they have 
received and read these documents. 
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Attend Post 
Award Training 


Staff attendance 
records; Travel 
report 


This required activity will aid our staff in understanding the 
grant award. We will send two staff members as representatives 
to this training. They will then be tasked with communicating 
information to all staff and the Steering Committee to ensure 
compliance. 


Reporting (OPR, 
ADR, 425, DPM) 


Reports 
submitted on 
time 


This required activity will ensure compliance with the grant. The 
PD and Administrative Assistant will be tasked with reporting. 
Reports will be verified and submitted by the Kloshe AOR on a 
quarterly and semi-annual basis. 


Attend Grantee 
Meeting 


Staff attendance 
records; Travel 
report 


This required activity will enable our staff to remain in 
compliance and represent our community among ANA and other 
grantees. We will send two staff members, and they will be 
tasked with reporting back to our staff and Steering Committee. 


 


Objective 1: By the end of the project’s 24th month, 12 of the 28 unemployed parents enrolled in the 
Kloshe Roofer on the Job Training Initiative will be employed in permanent jobs with wages equal to or 
greater than the median Oatfield income. 


Activity Output Reasoning and Methodology 


Hire staff  3 staff 
transferred into 
new positions 


This critical activity ensures project activities move forward upon 
receipt of the award. Experienced Kloshe staff have already been 
identified and will be officially assigned to the project during the 
kick-off meeting. They have been integral in the development of 
and are ready to implement the project.  


Steering 
Committee 


Steering 
Committee 
established; 23 
meetings 
conducted; 
Sign-in sheets; 
Meeting 
minutes 


A committee was established in 2018 following the completion of a 
community survey and focus groups to plan for the project. Upon 
receipt of the award, Kloshe will engage with those individuals as 
well as other target population community members who are willing 
to continue to participate on the official project steering committee. 
This committee is important because they will be grounding our 
work with community input from the populations they represent as 
well as taking information on decision making and project progress 
back to the community. They will also be tasked with providing 
direction on any project improvements that may be required. We 
plan to meet monthly using Kloshe office space. Each meeting will 
be recorded by an elected secretary and meeting minutes will be 
summarized and reported to the Kloshe Board of Directors, AOR, 
and project partners.  
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Memorandum of 
Understanding 


MOU signed 
and confirmed; 
Calendar 
schedule set 


MOUs are currently in place with our partner for this objective, 
Shinglehouse Roofer. Upon receipt of the award, we will notify 
Shinglehouse staff and invite them to the objective 1 kick-off 
meeting where they will be brought up to date with project 
responsibilities. At this meeting, the MOU will be reaffirmed, and a 
calendar of OJT activities established. This calendar will be 
included in the Grant File and copies will be given to all 
stakeholders. This is necessary to ensure that Kloshe and our partner 
have a clear understanding of the requirements of the grant and will 
be able to meet expectations. 


Classroom 
Curriculum 


Agenda; 
Handouts; 
Written aids; 
Assistance 
modules; Tests; 
Certificates 


Our partner, Shinglehouse Roofers, provides a comprehensive 
training on all tools and techniques used on the job. It is given to all 
new employees before they are allowed on a worksite. This training 
will be adapted and expanded with experience-based learning 
opportunities in the classroom. Shinglehouse staff will establish a 
course curriculum outline and handouts on all procedures for both 
tool use and safety. The handouts will be structured for ease of 
reading and continued use, and trainees will be encouraged to keep 
these for future reference while on the job. Shinglehouse staff will 
also create a pre- and post-test on basic skills and safety. This will 
be a new feature of their training process for the purpose of gauging 
knowledge gain which was previously observation based. Testing 
will allow Shinglehouse and Kloshe to use results for project 
improvement, if needed. When trainees pass, they will receive 
certificates of completion which have the added benefit of resume-
building. 


On the Job 
Training (OJT) 
Outreach 


OJT 
description 
disseminated to 
10 locations 
and online 


(See Selection and Retention of Participants) Kloshe staff will be in 
charge of conducting outreach and recruitment for trainees on an 
ongoing basis. We will develop position descriptions and post these 
to our website, social media, and hang flyers in our offices as well 
as partner offices. We will also source potential candidates from 
community members already participating in our other varied 
programs. This will enable us to reach as many potential candidates 
as possible as well as identify those people who are willing to 
commit to the project based on their previous participation rates.  


Interview 
Prospective 
Candidates 


Interviews 
conducted; 
Resumes 
collected; 


Once candidates are identified, we will develop the interview 
process. We expect this to consist of an interview session as well as 
a physical testing component. Roofing is a rigorous field, and those 
being trained will need to be able to perform basic physical tasks. 
These may include, but are not limited to, being able to stand for 
extended periods of time, lift 50lbs, and manage heights greater than 
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Results 
recorded 


10 feet. Testing may involve clearance from a physician to 
participate, walking a timed mile, safely shifting 50lb weights, and 
safely climbing a ladder then traversing a roof. The interview 
process will ask a series of questions aimed at identifying long-term 
personal goals, expectations, and motivation for participation. 


Official Trainee 
List 


28 trainees 
selected: 1 
Waitlist with 
alternates  


Based on interview and physical test results, Shinglehouse and 
Kloshe will compile an official trainee list with 18 participants 
selected in year one and an additional 10 participants selected in 
year two. Any additional candidates will be placed on a waiting list. 
New candidates will be identified year-round, and the waiting list 
will be updated as needed. The reason for selecting 18 participants 
in year one is two-fold: first, this will be new for Kloshe, and we 
expect a lot of interest at the outset. We hope to provide as many 
people as possible with an opportunity to participate. And second, 
because this is a rigorous field, we expect that some participants 
may drop out over time. Eighteen trainee slots provide us with the 
most manageable size for both one-on-one instruction and focused 
retention. We will add 10 slots in year two as we hone our trainee 
program using participant feedback.  


Establish 
Participant 
Supports 


10 daycare 
slots 


As our target population is unemployed parents, we expect that a 
portion of our participants will be single parents or parents who do 
not have access to childcare. While many of these parents will have 
children in school or watched by family caretakers, a small portion 
will not. Those who need daycare, such as those with children too 
young for school, will have the opportunity to make use of our 
daycare slots. There will be 10 spaces in total, five in the first year 
with an additional five in year two. 


OJT Assignment 
Agreements 


28 agreements 
signed 


Once candidates are selected to participate, we will ask that they 
sign an agreement that states our expectations for trainees. This 
ensures that they are made aware of our expectations, such as 
showing up on time and completing any required homework. By 
signing this document, we also hope to instill a sense of ownership 
over their participation by making a binding commitment to the 
project. If for any reason they cannot meet these expectations and 
are unwilling to work with us to address concerns, this document 
will provide clear grounds for removal from the program. This 
assurance will also encourage participants to seriously consider the 
time and dedication needed to complete their participation. 
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Roofer Kits 28 kits 
purchased 


Each participant will be provided with a toolkit that will be theirs to 
use during their participation and theirs to keep upon successful 
completion of the training. This is both a participant support and an 
incentive to remain in the program as most independent construction 
crews maintain their own personal equipment. This toolkit will give 
participants a leg-up when applying for jobs. The toolkit will 
contain the basics every shingle roofer should have, including 
hammer, roofing blade, roofing shovel, chalk, measuring tape, tin 
snips, drill, composite-toe shoes, hard hat, and Personal Protective 
Equipment (PPE) like safety glasses. Kloshe will purchase these 
according to our procurement procedures as mentioned above. 


Classroom 
Instruction 


1-week 
classroom 
training; Pre- 
and Post-tests; 
Trainer 
observation 


Trainees will participate in the in-class training which will review 
all equipment, processes, safety standards and potential hazards. 
The pre- and post-tests will determine how much knowledge is 
gained in class and will be used to make improvements for future 
training sessions. Those who are unable to meet the minimum 
standards will be removed from the training. However, we 
understand that this material is new to many participants, for this 
reason, we will work to consider alternative placements for these 
participants with other Kloshe E&T opportunities. This will ensure 
that these participants receive the most useful assistance for their 
needs. 


Trainee Attrition Maintain 28 
trainees  


Trainees that are removed from the project at any point in time will 
be replaced by candidates on the waiting list. New trainees will be 
given the opportunity to catch up to their cohort through ad hoc 
classroom training that may be accelerated depending on how 
quickly each single participant grasps new concepts. This will 
enable Kloshe to fill vacancies and maintain their expected output. 


OJT Instruction 28 trainees  


 


Once trainees complete classroom instruction, they will be assigned 
to a build site to begin on the job training (OJT). No more than two 
trainees will be assigned to a Shinglehouse staff roofer at a time and 
no more than two trainees will be assigned to a worksite. There is a 
bevy of senior roofers and work available through Shinglehouse at 
any given time, often operating 10 or more worksites at once. 
Trainees will gain 120 hours of OJT experience. Depending on the 
extent of the work to be done at each location, this may be 
accomplished at one worksite over a roughly 3-week period; or it 
may be accomplished across multiple worksites. Shinglehouse 
services both residential and commercial structures, so tasks and 
experience will vary. However, it is our belief that this OJT will be 
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the requisite real-world experience that will both build problem-
solving skills and resumes for each trainee. 


Assessment Assessment 
Results: 
Revised 
Implementation 
Plans as needed 


Each Shinglehouse staff member assigned a trainee will be asked to 
report on trainee participation and learning on a regular basis. The 
staff member will assess the quality of the work being done and 
make recommendations for removal if necessary. The staff member 
will provide feedback for trainees to make improvements as well as 
provide insight to Kloshe to help us refine our candidate pool. 
Shinglehouse staff observations will provide the necessary oversight 
and improvement planning from a firsthand account. 


Employment and 
Placement 


At least 12 
trainees; Job 
placements 


Towards the end of their OJT experience, trainees will be asked to 
submit updated resumes to Kloshe for review and revision. If 
trainees do not have the soft-skills necessary to draft their own 
resumes, Kloshe staff will be assigned to help. Kloshe staff along 
with Shinglehouse will also be actively monitoring job boards for 
available positions and making recommendations or referrals for 
trainees who are qualified. Both Kloshe and Shinglehouse are well-
known in the community and will be able to add value to each 
application submission. Our conservative estimate on placements is 
12 successful trainees completing their training.  


 


Objective 2: By the end of the project’s 24th month, 15 of the 30 unemployed parents enrolled in the 
Kloshe Code Programmer Training Initiative will be placed in permanent jobs with wages equal to or 
greater than the median Oatfield income. 


Activity Output Reasoning and Methodology 


Memorandum of 
Understanding 


Agreed upon 
MOU 


MOUs are currently in place with our partner for this objective, 
Portland Community College. Upon receipt of the award, we will 
notify Portland Community College and invite them to the objective 
2 kick-off meeting where they will be brought up to date with 
project responsibilities. At this meeting, the MOU will be reaffirmed 
as well as the work plan deliverables. The work plan will be 
included in the Grant File and copies will be given to all 
stakeholders. This is necessary to ensure that Kloshe and our partner 
have a clear understanding of the requirements of the grant and will 
be able to meet expectations. 
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Establish Degree 
Curriculum/ 
Coursework 


1 Degree 
Program 


Upon receipt of the award, Kloshe and PCC staff will identify 
existing PCC course curriculum that can be tailored to fit with 
needed training in code programming. PCC already has an existing 
computer science degree and provides training in coding, IT, 
security, networking, and so on. This project will select only those 
classes that most closely align with national standards for a Coding 
Associate Degree. This will require a course load of 48 credit hours 
or 16 courses over the 24 months of this objective; and it will 
include core computer coursework as well as basic math and 
comprehension coursework. These courses will be dependent upon 
course offering each semester, so a variety of alternatives will be 
offered within the degree program. 


Candidate 
Recruitment and 
Selection 


Testing 
alternative: 35 
Candidates 
identified and 
tested; 30 
participants 
selected; 
Waitlist. 


 


(See Selection and Retention of Participants) Kloshe will engage 
with the Education Opportunity Center for candidate referrals. The 
EOC maintains a list of all clients along with interests and 
educational background. Kloshe will reach out to those who may 
qualify to notify them of this opportunity. Additional outreach on 
social media, the Kloshe website, and in physical locations across 
our partner organization will also increase the candidate pool. 
Kloshe understands that many potential applicants will be unable to 
qualify based on SAT scores. Additionally, some potential 
applicants will not have the ability to take the SAT. So Kloshe will 
work closely with PCC to establish a test process that can be used as 
an alternative to the SAT and establish a standard level of education. 
This test will draw upon PCC’s existing alternative test process that 
is used by the General Education and Continuing Education 
departments and will be tailored to meet comprehension levels 
required in coding. This includes basic computer skills. Waivers 
may also be granted to participants who have demonstrated work 
experience with past employer recommendation. Once testing is 
complete, PCC faculty will conduct interviews and select candidates 
who most qualify. Additional candidates will be maintained on a 
waitlist.  


Establish 
Participant 
Support 


30 assistance 
plans and 
performance 
scholarship 
agreements 


As schooling will be a full-time commitment for most candidates, 
Kloshe is prepared to aid and scholarships to the majority of selected 
candidates. This will enable unemployed parents to take full 
advantage of this opportunity.   
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Sign Participant 
Agreements 


30 signed 
agreements 


Once candidates are selected to participate, we will ask that they 
sign an agreement that states our expectations for students. This 
ensures that they are made aware of our expectations, such as 
maintaining good attendance records, completing any required 
homework, and achieving passing grades. By signing this document, 
we also hope to instill a sense of ownership over their participation 
by making a binding commitment to the project. If for any reason 
they cannot meet these expectations and are unwilling to work with 
us to address concerns, this document will provide clear grounds for 
removal from the program. This assurance will also encourage 
participants to seriously consider the time and dedication needed to 
complete their participation. 


Training 
Materials and 
Enrollment 


Texts for all 
courses 


Each semester, Kloshe will purchase training materials and manage 
enrollment. This includes providing the necessary textbooks that are 
assigned in each degree required class. This will alleviate the burden 
from participants and increase the likelihood that they will remain in 
the project. Enrollment fees will be waived, and enrollment 
assistance will be provided if candidates do not have access to a 
computer at home. 


College 
Orientation and 
Preparation 
Workshop 


Sign-in sheets; 
FAQ handouts   


For most students, enrolling in this project will be their first 
experience of higher education. PCC and the campus’ Native 
American Student Union will host an orientation and preparation 
workshop that provides all participants with the information they 
need to navigate both the degree program and the college campus. 
This workshop will be like the orientation provided by the college 
for both their Summer and Winter intake but will be tailored to 
provide culturally relevant and traditional practices that will help to 
turn the cohort into a community. One of the major setbacks for 
Native students regarding college education is a lack of culturally 
relevant support services and a sense of community. By working 
with Native American Student Union and building this directly into 
their college experience from the get-go, participants will be more 
likely to complete their degree program. 


Begin Instruction 30 students in 
classes  


Participants will receive all materials and begin their classwork. 


Bi-Weekly 
Cohort Meetings 


39 cohort 
meetings; 120 
individual 
sessions 


Over two years (13 in year one and 26 in year two), the students will 
meet as a cohort to team build and receive assistance with their 
coursework. This will instill a sense of community and encourage 
retention among participants. They will also be able to receive aid in 
selecting courses and enrolling in the next semester. Meetings will 
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take place on campus in the Native American Student Union. 
Additionally, each student will receive two one-on-one meetings 
each year to discuss any personal concerns. These will be conducted 
with faculty advisors from PCC. 


General and 
Specific Degree 
Requirements 


30 participants 
taking classes; 
Attendance 
Records 


Students will begin their coursework. This will follow the 
established degree requirements and the available courses at PCC 
each semester and will include classes on web design; various 
programming languages; cyber security; various computer operating 
systems; application development; and so on. These classes will be 
specifically selected to meet with the current and prospective job 
market. 


Kloshe Summer 
Work Experience  


At least 18 
enrolled; 
Attendance 
Records 


During the Summer session, PCC offers 9-week classes, internships, 
and work experience for most degree-seeking programs. The Kloshe 
Code Programmer Training Initiative will be no different. Students 
will have the opportunity to take a class with a work experience 
capstone project in partnership with several businesses in the 
Oatfield and greater Portland area. PCC has several partners across 
the region who have participated in capstone projects in the past, 
offering students experience providing solutions to real-world 
problems.  


Computer 
Programming 
Certificate 
Program 


3 Associate 
Degrees 


Three, top performing students will have the opportunity to take 
additional summer courses for an accelerated degree. These students 
will be poised to graduate and apply for job placement earlier than 
the remaining cohort. This is beneficial for dedicated students to join 
the workforce faster. Selection will be based on interest and merit of 
students at the end of the second term in year one. 


Cultural 
Activities 


Students 
participating 
in Cultural 
Events; 
Representative 
presentations 


As mentioned above, Kloshe and PCC will engage with the Native 
American Student Union to build community among the student 
cohort. The Student Union conducts several cultural events annually, 
and students with the Kloshe project will be encouraged to volunteer 
and/or attend these events. Events include powwows, arts markets, 
performances, crafting, and much more. These activities will help 
with student retention as they familiarize themselves with Native 
offerings across campus and the wider community. 


Field Trips 4 Field Trips 
conducted; 8 
Events 
attended 


Kloshe plans to host field trips to major businesses in the Portland 
area to provide a context for understanding coursework and its 
application in real-world situations. As discussed, PCC has 
partnerships with businesses throughout the region that have 
provided capstone projects in the past. Students will be surveyed on 
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the businesses that pose the most interest and Kloshe and PCC 
faculty will prioritize those businesses for these field trips. Kloshe 
will also help students connect with potential employers by ensuring 
students can attend job fairs at PCC and further afield. PCC hosts 
two annual job fairs in the Fall and Spring, while the Portland 
Business Council and other entities host annual job fairs throughout 
the year.  


Student Job 
Applications 


Applications 
submitted; 
Interviews 
conducted 


As part of this project, students will learn how to draft viable 
resumes and cover letters. They will receive support from Kloshe 
staff and PCC faculty in submitting their job applications. 
Additionally, both will provide support in making recommendations 
and referrals on behalf of the students. Finally, in addition to resume 
editing, PCC’s Career Center offers free mock interviews by 
appointment. Students are filmed and critiqued to improve their 
ability to showcase their skills and interview successfully. Students 
will have full access to this offering. 


Job Placement  15 job 
placements 


Due to the high demand for capable computer programmers, we 
expect all students to receive at least one job offer after they finish 
with the degree program. However, our conservative estimate is 15 
placements within 24 months. 


Graduation Degree 
Certifications 


Students who complete the associate degree coursework will be 
awarded their Degree Certification and allowed to walk during the 
PCC annual graduation ceremony.  


 


Objective 3: By the end of the project’s 36th month, 18 of the 34 unemployed parents enrolled in the 
Kloshe Apprentice Plumber on the Job Training Initiative will be employed in permanent jobs with wages 
equal to or greater than the median Oatfield income. 


Activity Output Reasoning and Methodology 


Memorandum of 
Understanding  


Agreed upon 
MOU 


MOUs are currently in place with our partner for this 
objective, Mr. Rooter. Upon receipt of the award, we will 
notify Mr. Rooter and invite them to the objective 3 kick-
off meeting where they will be brought up to date with 
project responsibilities. At this meeting, the MOU will be 
reaffirmed as well as the work plan deliverables. The 
work plan will be included in the Grant File and copies 
will be given to all stakeholders. This is necessary to 
ensure that Kloshe and our partner have a clear 
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understanding of the requirements of the grant and will be 
able to meet expectations. 


Recruitment  Information 
Package: 
Applicant and 
wait lists; 
Interviews 


(See Selection and Retention of Participants) Kloshe staff 
will oversee conducting outreach and recruitment for 
trainees on an ongoing basis. We will develop position 
descriptions and post these to our website, social media, 
and hang flyers in our offices as well as partner offices. 
We will also source potential candidates from community 
members already participating in our other varied 
programs. This will enable us to reach as many potential 
candidates as possible as well as identify those people 
who are willing to commit to the project based on their 
previous participation rates. Candidates will be asked to 
apply. 


Additionally, Kloshe and Mr. Rooter staff will develop 
interview questions for evaluating candidates. They will 
then conduct the interviews with the applicants and make 
selections for placement into the Pilot course. They will 
also maintain a list of interested candidates for inclusion 
in the official training program. Any remaining candidates 
will be kept on a waiting list. 


Pilot Placement 5 participants 
accepted; Pilot 
participant 
feedback; 
Records and 
analysis on 
strengths and 
areas needing 
improvement  


Five candidates who already have basic training in core 
curriculum, such as public speaking and algebra, and who 
performed well during the interview process will be 
considered for the pilot training program. This pilot will 
be conducted within the first two months of project 
implementation to gain feedback from participants and 
make improvements for the future cohorts. This will be 
valuable as Mr. Rooter’s “Plumber Basics Course Work” 
is a new training program for Mr. Rooter. Our partner will 
benefit from having a beta testing group and our 
participants will benefit from an accelerated course.  


Program Placement 34 candidates 
and pilot trainees 
enrolled; 
Attendance 
Records; Pre- 
and post-testing 


Once the Pilot has been completed and feedback collected, 
analyzed, and implemented, Kloshe will be prepared to 
place the remaining trainees. Each year, Kloshe will place 
a total of 12 candidates into the training program. In the 
first year, these 12 participants will include the original 5 
pilot trainees. They will have the opportunity to retake the 
course with improvements or continue with their OJT 
experience. In the finalized “Plumber Basics Course 
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Work” program, trainees will learn about water supply, 
drainage systems, piping standards, inventory and use of 
equipment. These topics will be supplemented with 
coursework at PCC. Courses for Plumber Apprenticeships 
at PCC include: Math and Print Reading; Pipe Sizing; and 
Basic Installation. The combination of college coursework 
and real-world experience through Mr. Rooter’s training 
program will give our candidates an advantage when 
applying for jobs. 


Kloshe GED Candidates 
enrolled; 
Attendance 
Record; GED 


For those candidates who do not qualify for immediate 
enrollment in the training program, Kloshe will offer two 
opportunities. The first is placement in the Kloshe GED 
program. Participants will complete and earn their GED.  


Basic Computer and/or 
Skills Refresher 


Candidates 
enrolled; 
Attendance 
Record; 
Certificates of 
Completion. 


The second opportunity Kloshe will offer to candidates 
who do not qualify immediately is a Basic Computer 
course as well as a Skills Refresher course. Kloshe 
understands that parents hold many responsibilities; so, 
these, along with the GED opportunity, can be completed 
in tandem, sequentially, or selectively based on the need 
of the candidate and their availability.  


Participant Support 
Services 


10 daycare slots As our target population is unemployed parents, we expect 
that a portion of our participants will be single parents or 
parents who do not have access to childcare. While many 
of these parents will have children in school or watched 
by family caretakers, a small portion will not. Those who 
need daycare, such as those with children too young for 
school, will have the opportunity to make use of our 
daycare slots. There will be 10 spaces in total, five in the 
first year with an additional five in year two. This total of 
10 will remain in year three as the first cohort will be 
graduating and moving on to full time employment. 


On the Job Training 
(OJT) 


34 placements; 
40 
hours/apprentice 


Once trainees complete classroom instruction, they will be 
assigned to a Mr. Rooter staff member for on-the-job 
training (OJT). No more than two trainees will be 
assigned to each staff plumber at a time and no more than 
two trainees will be assigned to a worksite. Mr. Rooter 
receives plumbing requests year-round and includes 
everything from large installations for new or renovated 
construction sites to small jobs at residential homes. With 
more than 20 staff plumbers onboard, there will be ample 
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opportunity and staff trainers for all participants to gain 
OJT. Our trainees will gain 120 hours of OJT experience. 
Depending on the extent of the work to be done at each 
location, this may be accomplished at one worksite over a 
roughly 3-week period; or it may be accomplished across 
multiple worksites.  It is our belief that this OJT will be 
the requisite real-world experience that will both build 
problem-solving skills and resumes for each trainee. 


Advanced 
Apprenticeship 
 


34 trainees Once trainees complete their classroom and OJT 
instruction, they will progress to an advanced 
apprenticeship placement. This program is intended to 
provide trainees with more supervisory and regulatory 
experience (topics they would only encounter as senior 
level or managerial staff members with a plumbing 
company such as Mr. Rooters). These classes will build 
trainee resumes, making them more competitive in this 
career field. Courses will include Uniform Plumbing 
Code; Oregon Plumbing Code; Residential and 
Commercial Installations; Blueprint Reading and 
Estimating; Job Safety; and Plumbing Repairs. 


Kloshe Conference of 
Plumber Apprentices 


At least 18 
apprentices 
attend; Report on 
event with 
recommendations 
for needed 
improvements  


Kloshe will host an annual Conference of Plumber 
Apprentices beginning in Year 2 which will bring in guest 
speakers, present the latest technology and techniques, as 
well as allow the trainees the opportunity to showcase 
their work. This conference will also provide Kloshe with 
the chance to conduct post-event interviewing to collect 
participant feedback and make improvements to the 
Apprentice Plumber Training Initiative. Among the 
invited guests will be the trainees’ Mr. Rooter staff 
trainers who will also be asked to provide feedback on 
their participants' progress. All feedback garnered will be 
implemented in Year 3.  


Job Application and 
Interviewing 


At least 18 job 
placements 


Towards the end of their OJT experience, trainees will be 
asked to submit updated resumes to Kloshe for review and 
revision. If trainees do not have the soft-skills necessary to 
draft their own resumes, Kloshe staff will be assigned to 
help. Kloshe staff along with Mr. Rooter will also be 
actively monitoring job boards for available positions and 
making recommendations or referrals for trainees who are 
qualified. Both Kloshe and Mr. Rooter are well-known in 
the community and will be able to add value to each 
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application submission. Our conservative estimate on 
placements is 18 successful trainees completing their 
training. 


 


Selection and Retention of Participants 


Unemployed parents are the target population for this Living Wage Jobs for Our Community 
project. 


The process of selecting participants for each of the project’s skill building-employment 
readiness objectives will begin by outreach to unemployed parents in all Kloshe program areas 
(with a focus on our E and T and GED/ High School Equivalency participants) as well as to 
participants in such sister agencies as Native American Rehabilitation Services and the Tillicum 
Tribe’s area office.  We will use this list as a starting point for participant selection. We have 
developed intake/enrollment forms that prospective participants will complete. Intake forms ask 
about current economic conditions for the family and education and employment experiences. 
The form has questions that ask about life goals, what steps the potential participant has taken to 
achieve those goals and how their participation in the training offered through this project fit into 
those goals. A copy of this form is included in Appendix C. We understand that some/many 
potential participants will not have thought about life goals. The Project Director or Outreach 
Specialist will meet with those individuals and visit about planning for the future and self-
determination. Applicants can review and revise intake forms if they want to after the interview 
session.  


Selection of participants will include a needs-based assessment and an analysis of life goals and 
what steps have been tried or taken to move toward life goal achievement. There is no pass-fail 
set of standards for applications. Applications will be used a s “discussion papers”. The Project 
Director will lead the “discussion” process. The Kloshe Employment and Training Department 
Director, Education Opportunity Center Director and the Project Outreach Coordinator will 
participate in the process.  


The discussions’ purpose is, in part, to engage the participant in exploring employment and life 
issues that they may not have been able to express in written form. The participant/candidate will 
then be asked to share thoughts on how completing the training and skill-building activities of 
the program fits their work and personal goals. This exploration will not always be needed as 
applicants may have if information in writing on the intake form. A second component of the 
interview will be to determine the applicant’s commitment to successfully completing the 
training course. (see Appendix C) The four person interview committee (Project Director, 
Employment and Training Department Director, Education Opportunity Center Director and the 
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Project Outreach Coordinator)  will select project participants based on the candidate’s written 
application (which can be amended by the applicant) and the interview with the applicant. 


 We believe a well-designed participant selection process, that helps the applicant understand the 
demands of the job-training process and the requirement of the job itself will increase participant 
retention in the training and in job retention.  We will supplement the positive results of the 
participant selection process by providing such supportive services as child-care, transportation 
assistance access to Head Start and stipends to participants.  The participants in the PCC 
computer training will meet every other week to discuss achievements and share difficulties they 
have experienced. This “peer support circle” is a concept used in other asset/ capacity building 
efforts (See Grameen Bank lending circles, for example).  


The work in the roofing and plumbing components does not lend itself to support circle work; 
but the Outreach Specialist will be available to meet with participants at any time. The purpose 
of these meetings is to document the achievements of the trainee and participants and resolve 
those difficulties. 


Sustainability 


Our Employment and Training Department and the Education Department are the two entities 
that are involved in providing resources for this project. A substantial amount of the resources 
that are used in support of this project (On the Job Training, Vocational Education Assistance, 
Work Experience resources for example) are resources that Kloshe receives on an annual basis 
and will be used to support the Living Wage Jobs for Our Community project after the end of 
ANA funding. As long as this project is achieving its planned outcomes our Employment and 
Training Department and our Education Opportunity Center intend to provide those resources to 
the Living Wage Jobs for Our Community project (See Appendix B).  


A second major source of project support comes from the three project partners. These partners 
had access to the resources they will be providing to this project before the project began and 
they will have access to those resources after the project period ends. They bring their own 
resources to the project. Their MOUs are in Appendix B. Their commitment to continuing to 
work with Kloshe on the project after the end of the project period is documented in the MOUs. 


What this project helps us to do is structure a more comprehensive and complete set of activities 
for building community member self-sufficiency. In this project we plan to build our capacity to 
assist community members find permanent, living wage jobs and to create partnerships that assist 
in that process. We are asking ANA for the seed money to put those systems and networks 
together. 


The resources that will be lost after completion of the ANA project period is funding for project 
staffing.  Most of those resources are used for start-up and program development. Klothe’s Board 
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is committing to cover the operational costs (approximately 30% of the ANA award) that is 
needed for screening and selecting trainees for the project. (see Board Resolution authorizing this 
submittal). An additional 20% of the project’s cost, that are used to support record keeping, 
maintaining participant lists, preparing project reports, etc. will be routinized. Those duties will 
be assigned to two Administrative Assistants (one in the Employment and Training Department 
and one in the Educational Opportunity Center). 


Challenges 


Challenge: The staff who were migrated to manage the project are unable to be reassigned or 
stay for a short period of time. 


Resolution: Staff in the Employment and Training Department and the Educational Opportunity 
Center have developed a contingency plan that assigns temporary duties to other existing staff. 
Kloshe operates several projects and programs at one time with many staff who are qualified to 
manage federal grant funding. If the identified Project Director and Administrative Assistant are 
unable to take on this new role, the current project manager and administrative staff of the 
Educational Opportunity Center will fill the vacancy until a new staff member can be assigned or 
hired. 


Challenge: We are unable to find candidates for trainee positions. 


Resolution: We will intensify outreach to such entities as Native American Rehabilitation 
Services, Tillicum Area Office, and Native American Student Union at PCC. We would initiate 
PSAs on local TV stations. We would also accept referrals from Oatfield High School to engage 
students who fall within our target population. 


Challenge: We experience high turn-over in our trainee population with one or more partners. 


Resolution: We will brainstorm with the partner(s) to identify causes for drop-out. Determine if 
causes are trainees not realizing demands of the training, trainee difficulty getting to sites, 
conflict with some staff at the training site. After determining the cause, we will engage in 
corrective action that includes the partner organization in its crafting and implementing (if 
appropriate). 


Challenge: Our partnerships fall through with Shinglehouse or Mr. Rooter. 


Resolution: Though we have MOUs in place and a long history with our partners, there is a 
chance that these may fall through. In that unlikely event, we will approach alternative roofing 
and plumbing companies in the area. Though Shinglehouse and Mr. Rooters are well known, 
there are several companies both large and small that service this area. Additionally, others have 
provided internships and on-the-job training in the past. These include Roto-Rooter and 
Mcdonald & Wetle.  
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ORGANIZATIONAL CAPACITY  


Kloshe began as a community center with a board that was self-selected.  When it established 
itself as an ICAP in 1968, Kloshe changed its board composition to meet requirements that were 
associated with that designation.  Of the12 members on the ICAP board, one-third were 
representatives of tribal elected officials, one-third were low-income members of the Native 
community and one-third were from Native nonprofits serving the low-income native 
community.  Kloshe still maintains that board composition.  


Staffing/Organizational Structure 


Kloshe provides services through four departments:  


The Employment and Training Department programs include direct employment (job 
search/referrals) and day labor (casual labor by contracted crews); an Adult Work Program 
focusing on public 12-month placements; On-the-Job training focusing on 12-month placements 
in the private sector; a Work Experience Program providing young adults with 6-week world of 
work placements; and a Classroom Training Program that develops computer and vocational 
skills. 


The Education Department programs include GED instruction and tutorial and mentoring 
assistance for American Indian, Alaska Native and Pacific Islander students attending 
community colleges and universities.  It also provides service learning and practicum placement 
opportunities for Native students pursuing degrees in planning, public administration, and social 
work.  The Department’s Educational Opportunity Center provides counseling and information 
on college admissions and limited financial assistance to qualified adults who want to enter or 
continue a program of postsecondary education. The program also provides services to improve 
the financial and economic literacy of participants. An important objective of the program is to 
counsel participants on financial aid options, including basic financial planning skills, and to 
assist in the application process. 


Kloshe’s Community Service Department programs include Indian Child Welfare and family 
preservation services, low-income home energy assistance, a food bank and commodity 
supplemental food program (a USDA commodity alternative to the Women Infants & Children 
(WIC) Program that also serves elders), as well as an elders and community congregate meal-site 
operation. This Department also administers our Head Start and our Healthy Child Day Care 
program. We also offer individual and family ongoing counseling as well as crisis intervention 
services. We operate two 12 step programs for community members in recovery or wishing to 
become clean and sober. 


Housing Department programs include 30 units of HUD Section 202 Elderly Housing and a 10-
unit Elderly Housing for Intergenerational Families project which provides intergenerational 
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housing for very low-income grandparents raising a grandchild.  Other housing projects include 
20 apartments for disabled community members (HUD Section 811 housing) and Department of 
Energy funding for weatherization assistance for low-income homeowners and renters. 


Our Board and community believe that our culture transcends programs and departments.  Our 
culture informs everything we do.  Consequently, culture programs are coordinated through the 
Kloshe Executive Director’s office.  The executive director provides support to the Kloshe 
Culture Committee that coordinates such activities as drumming and regalia groups, powwows 
and Naadosh ceremonies, community gatherings, and celebrations. 


The staff for this project consists of currently Kloshe employees. It is unlikely that we will have 
vacant positions in the project. If we do, we will assign the position’s duties to an existing staff 
person who has placed themselves on our Job Transfer/Rotation List. That list contains 
information on staff who are interested in building and expanding their job skills. Placements 
temporary but While in the “temporary fill” timeframe of this procedure, we will advertise for 
candidates to fill the position. Those candidates will be interviewed and scored prior to the end 
of the temporary fill. If the temporary fill returns to their former position, the successful 
candidate from this process is hired.  


As this project is an interdepartmental initiative, it will be housed in the Executive Director’s 
office. However, all three-project staff will develop and maintain a close, on-going relationship 
with staff in the Employment Department and the Education Opportunity Center. Project staff 
will work in tandem with E and T staff who administer the OJT program and EOC staff who 
coordinate Vocation Education stipend and tuition assistance activities. The three staff that will 
manage this project already are identified. They are current Kloshe employees with skills, 
knowledge and capabilities that match requirements for these positions. They will begin work on 
this project within two weeks of notice of award. An Organization Chart that depicts our overall 
structure and the location of this project is in Appendix D. 


The project will migrate our current Community Services Team Leader, Jim Sterup, into the role 
of Project Director and the current Community Services Administrative Assistant, Mrs. Shirley 
Barton, will migrate into this project as the Administrative Assistant.  The Project Director will 
be responsible for ensuring partner organizations are carrying out the training work that is the 
centerpiece of the project. The Project Director will build relations with partners that are based 
on reciprocity. The Director also will work with partners to ensure that results resulting in the 
outputs and outcomes described in this application are accomplished. Partners participating in 
Steering Committee meetings will help ensure reciprocal relationships between Kloshe and 
partners. Such critical activities as assuring that community members placed in trainee and 
apprentice positions are ready and able to perform the tasks associated with those positions is a 
major component of that reciprocity. 
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The Project Director will be assisted in project implementation by an Outreach Specialist. The 
Outreach Specialist will be filled by the Kloshe Outreach Specialist, Ms. Laura Steven, who will 
dedicate .25 FTE to this role and will be responsible for recruiting trainees for the three 
components (Shingle house, Portland Community College and Mr. Rooter). The Project Director 
and Outreach Specialist will ensure that there is clear and continual communication between 
partners and Kloshe. We know that some placements we make will drop out. But we have done a 
substantial amount of recruitment and the Outreach Specialist will maintain a list of interested 
community members. The Specialist will regularly contact people on those lists (one list for each 
of the three employment areas) to ensure the lists are current.  


The Administrative Assistant will maintain lists, information on participants and potential 
participants and records on progress made by participants moving toward completion of training. 
That information will be captured quarterly using e-report forms developed by the Project 
Director and Outreach Specialist. The Administrative Assistant also will regularly collect 
information from the three project partners on trainee progress toward certification and 
effectiveness of the project in meeting the production needs of Shinglehouse Roofing and Mr. 
Rooter and is an effective use of resources at Portland Community College. The information 
collected by the Administrative Assistant will be used to prepare OPR and other reports for 
ANA. 


Experience of Key Staff 


Full resumes and position descriptions are in Appendix D. The following information provides 
skill and knowledge highlights of the project’s three staff. 


Jim Sterup will be the Project Director. His work experience includes teaching graduate level 
courses in Planning in Indian Country, Community Organizing, and Community-based Planning 
and Grant Writing while at Eastern Washington University. He has held senior management 
positions in Montana Housing and in our Community Services Department. He has served in 
tribal planning and programs director positions and has been Director of Special Projects at 
Kloshe for six years. His focus in the position is to work on initiating new projects, build 
effective operational procedures, review, and analyze project data and ensure that key project 
elements are sustained. Mr. Sterup will be the Principal Investigator and the Project Director. 


Ms. Laura Seven will be the Outreach Specialist for the project.  Ms. Seven has over thirteen 
years’ experience working with asset building programs.  Ms. Seven served as the Housing 
Director for the Gila River Indian Community.  During that time, she planned and supervised the 
new construction of 442 homes and the rehabilitation of over 500 homes.  Prior to serving as the 
Housing Director for the Gila River Indian Community, Ms. Seven was the Micro-business/ 
Self-employment Coordinator Director for the Urban Indian Council in Portland OR.  For the 
last five years, Ms. Seven Has coordinated the Kloshe On the Job Training Program.   
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Mrs. Shirley Barton is the proposed Administrative Assistant for this project.  Since 2002, Mrs. 
Barton has been assigned increasing levels of responsibility for providing administrative support 
for the operation of grants and contracts for Kloshe.  Her experience includes administrative 
support for the U S Department of Labor and Department of Education training contracts. That 
work involves preparing reports on implementation and operation of such project elements as 
community involvement, program strategies and program evaluations.  Prior to coming to 
Kloshe, Ms. Barton coordinated reporting and evaluation report activities for Coos, Coquille and 
Tolowa Tribes’ Corporation for National and Community Service Rural Area Research 
Enhancement projects.  


Plan to Manage/Coordinate Partner Activities 


The three partners Kloshe has in this project are Shinglehouse Roofing, Mr. Rooter Plumbing 
and Portland Community College. One of the most effective elements we will use for 
coordinating the work of these partners is our creation of and their participation in the project’s 
Steering Committee. As noted earlier, the Steering Committee includes representation from 
project beneficiaries, community members and representatives from partner organizations.  
These representatives bring recommendations to the Steering Committee from the community 
and beneficiaries that will play a significant part in project oversight. The Steering Committee 
will review project activities and help assess whether the project is on track for meeting planned 
outcomes. 


A second tool we will use to coordinate with partners is the MOU that we have negotiated with 
each partner. (See Appendix B) The MOUs detail each partner's contribution and the time frames 
for delivery of those contributions. 


We also will have signed On-the-Job Training contracts with Shinglehouse, an existing Memo of 
Collaboration with Portland Community College, and an Apprentice Employment Support 
partnership agreement with Mr. Rooter. These last two collaboration agreements were negotiated 
through our Education Opportunity Center. The agreement with Shinglehouse was negotiated by 
the Kloshe Employment and Training Department. 


Plan for Oversight of Federal Funds 


Kloshe has developed a set of accounting practices and developed a Financial Accounting 
Manual that we use to maintain federal grant funds in accordance with the federal requirements. 
We follow federal financial management regulations and have had no exceptions identified in 
our Annual Audits. A copy of the Auditor Letter from our most recent audit agrees also is 
included in Appendix E. We have no audit exceptions and are current in financial negations 
regarding federal funds.   This includes regular meetings between program staff and finance staff 
to review expenditures against the approved budget. 
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We follow federal regulations on cash management including cash on hand guidelines. Our fiscal 
staff have been trained and have an extensive background in procedures used in requesting and 
receiving federal funds from the Division of Payment Management. Resumes of the Kloshe 
Fiscal staff who will be assigned to work on this grant are in Appendix D. 


Our fiscal staff work closely with project staff on such issues as securing and recording Non-
federal Share associated with grants. That close working relationship extends into sharing 
information needed for such exercises as completing OPR, 425 and Annual reports.  
















[Your Name]

[Street Address] | [City, ST ZIP Code] | [phone] | [email]

Education

[School Name, City, State]

[Degree Earned] | [Date of Graduation]

[Major]

· [You might include your GPA, a summary of relevant coursework, awards, and/or honors]

Experience

[Dates From] – [To]

[Job Title] | [Company Name] | [Location]

[Include a brief summary of your key responsibilities and professional accomplishments.]

[Dates From] – [To]

[Job Title] | [Company Name] | [Location]

[Include a brief summary of your key responsibilities and professional accomplishments.]

Skills, Licenses, & Certifications

· [List skills and your level of proficiency with each]

· [List active licenses and certifications that you hold as documented evidence of mastery]

Awards & Acknowledgements

· [List awards, recognitions, acknowledgements, featured publication or presentations, and other honors.]

· [Try to keep resumes in your application appendices to be two pages or less — preferably a single page. Resumes in ANA applications may be single-spaced, with 1-inch margins, and should be set in 12-pt. Times New Roman font]

· [Remember to replace all bracketed text with personal information]
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Date



Full Name of Recipient

Title

Organization

Address

State and Zip Code



Dear prefix + last name,



As per the Memorandum of Agreement, The Business Name is committing to provide an initial forty hours for website development and eight hours per month of a Web Developer’s time to maintain the Organization’s website for the proposed Youth Development Project.



The value of the time of the Web Developer is $50 per hour for a total of $6,400 which is our total commitment to the project.  The $50 per hour is our standard billing rate for the Web Developer that will be assigned to the project.  It is our understanding that should the Web Developer have to use their personal auto to travel to project sites to take photographs for the website she will be reimbursed for personal auto use by your organization.



The Business will provide monthly statements detailing the time spent by the Web Developer during the month and the specific activities of the Web Developer.



We look forward to working with you on the project as it will have a significant impact on the youth in our community.



Should you have any questions please feel free to contact me.



Sincerely,





Full Name of Sender

Business Owner
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Community Involvement Template –Tool



ANA funds projects that are community driven. It is important that you document how the community was involved in the planning process, and how they will be involved throughout the entire project period. Evidence of community involvement can include, but is not limited to, certified petitions, public meeting minutes, surveys, needs assessments, newsletters, social media comments and feedback, special meetings, public council meetings, public committee meetings, virtual community gatherings, public hearings, and annual meetings with representatives from the community.

  A. PRE-APPLICATION COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT	

1. List ways you have involved or will involve the community in the planning and development of your project and the application.













2. How did you, or how will you document your pre-application community involvement?















 (
B. ABILITY 
TO MAINTAIN COMMUNITY SUPPORT AND PARTICIPATION DURING
 
THE
 
PROJECT
)

1. What are going to do to maintain community support/participation during the project?













2. Do you need to recruit community participants for the project? How are you going to do that? What are your selection criteria? How will you address participant turnover? 












3. How are you going to document the maintenance of community support and/or participation recruitment?







  C. COMMUNITY AWARENESS AND PROJECT PROGRESS	

1. What methods will you use to inform the community about the project, its progress, ,and outcomes?















2. How are you going to document your community outreach efforts about the project and its   status?
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